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Chapter �

Introduction

A natural language dialogue system is a computer system that pri�
marily interacts with users by utilising connected unrestricted nat�
ural language dialogue in order to achieve a speci�c task or tasks�
Connected means that it should be possible for both the user and
the system to refer back to previous interaction and to ask follow�up
questions� and unrestricted means that the user�s means of expres�
sions are not limited� for example� to a prede�ned set of commands
or words�

Dialogue systems must be able to perform a multitude of tasks� such
as interpreting requests and generating responses in natural language�
handling dialogue phenomena� such as referring expressions� ellipsis
and clari�cations� as well as access and gather information from infor�
mation sources� Most of these tasks require knowledge of the world
that is under discussion� However� for a feasible system� the knowl�
edge has to be restricted to those aspects that are useful for the task
at hand� this part of the world is the domain of the system� A
domain can be de�ned as� �a section of the world about which we
wish to express some knowledge�� �Russel and Norvig 	���� p�	�
��
A common approach to represent such knowledge in the traditional
knowledge representation �KR� research area in Arti�cial Intelligence
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�AI� �Lakemeyer and Nebel 	���� is to store facts in knowledge bases
complemented with reasoning mechanisms to derive new knowledge�
This means focusing on declarative and explicit knowledge rather
than procedural and tacit� In the former view� �knowledge consists
of propositions� whose formal structure is the source of new knowl�
edge� �Guarino 	���� p������ The term knowledge will henceforth
be used to denote this sense�

The most common type of task in publicly available dialogue systems
is to provide information �cf� �Goddeau et al� 	���� Bennacef et al�
	���� Aust et al� 	������ Typically� the user wants some information
that is available in one or more information sources� and the system
helps the user to construct an information request in natural lan�
guage� which is speci�c enough for the system to be able to retrieve
the information� The need for domain knowledge in such systems can
be illustrated by a dialogue� between a user and a dialogue system
that provides information on birds� see Figure 	�	�

The user begins with a question about owls� Since owls is a family
of birds and information about features are related to bird species�
domain knowledge is accessed and the instances of bird species that
belong to the family owls are presented to the user� When the user
has chosen a species� the next clari�cation involves the choice of a
feature� Once more domain knowledge is used� this time to retrieve
the features that are available for species�

The user asks for an receives an answer about distribution� Then
information about appearance is sought� In the database used by the
dialogue system� there is however no general information on appear�
ance� but there is some information on wingspan� length� and various
types of plumages� Thus� the system needs to know how the features
available in the database are related to more general features in order
to ask for clari�cation� Given that the user answers the clari�cation
request the system can then map size to wingspan and length� and
retrieve the requested information�

�The dialogues with BirdQuest presented in this thesis are translations from
Swedish originals� The translations are made as closely to the original wording
as possible thus sometimes resulting in ungrammatical constructs�



�

U�� What owls are there�
Vilka ugglor �nns det�

S�� Choose one of the following Owls� Eurasian Pygmy Owl� Ural
Owl� Tengmalm�s Owl����� and Eurasian Eagle Owl�
F�ljande arter tillh�r familjen ugglor� sparvuggla� slaguggla�
p�rluggla����� och berguv�

U�� Eurasian Eagle Owl
berguv

S�� You can receive information about a Eurasian Eagle Owl�s ap	
pearance� 
ight� feed� latin name� breeding location���� Please
specify what you are interested in�
Du kan f� information om berguvs utseende� �ykt� f�da� latinskt
namn� h�ckningsplats���� Vad vill du ha information om�

U�� Does it live in �stergtland�
Lever den i 	sterg�tland�

S�� Distribution of Eurasian Eagle Owl� Live in mountains and
forests in Northern� Eastern and Southern Europe� as well as
big parts of Asia and Northern Africa�
Berguvs utbredning� F�rekommer i bergs
 och skogstrakter� b�de
i Nord
 � 	st
 och Sydeuropa samt dessutom i stora delar av
Asien och i Nordafrika

U�� Appearance
utseende

S�� You can receive information about the size and plumage of a
Eurasian Eagle Owl� Please specify what you are interested in�
Du kan f� information om storlek och dr�kt� Vad vill du ha
information om�

U�� size
storlek

S��� The wingspan of an Eurasian Eagle Owl is ��� cm�
An Eurasian Eagle Owl has a length of �� cm�
En berguvs vingbredd �r omkring ��� cm�
En berguv �r � cm l�ng

U��� Does it live for more than � years�
Lever den l�ngre �n � �r�

Figure 	�	� A dialogue between a user and the BirdQuest dialogue
system that provides information on Nordic birds�
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The dialogue so far has focused on how domain knowledge is essen�
tial for various tasks in dialogue management and access of informa�
tion sources� Using the same type of domain knowledge also solves
some problems in interpretation of ambiguous requests� For exam�
ple� words can have several interpretations� e�g� �live� �swe� leva� can
mean a location where a bird lives� or the time span of a bird�s life� In
U� and U� the syntactic analysis produces identical interpretations
with the only di�erence being that ��sterg�tland� is interpreted as
a county and �more than � years� as a measure� The word �live� is
interpreted as both oldest age and distribution of which only one is
appropriate to each question� With the use of knowledge regarding
the type of objects that the features can be applied to� disambigua�
tion is possible and the correct interpretation can be produced�

To incorporate more domain knowledge in order to make the dialogue
system capable of more e�cient dialogue is a trend in dialogue system
research �cf� �Milward and Beveridge ����� Dzikovska et al� �����
Porzel et al� ������� Domain knowledge representation and reasoning
can be included in dialogue systems in various ways and previously
this type of knowledge has often been integrated with dialogue and
discourse knowledge� for example� in frame representations of the
relevant objects and properties to collect for a certain information
request �Bennacef et al� 	���� Sene� et al� 	�����

Furthermore� since development of a usable dialogue system requires
considerable e�ort� an important aspect when developing a dialogue
system is portability� to be able to reuse and adapt the dialogue sys�
tem to new tasks and domains for new applications in the future�
To facilitate portability� application�speci�c aspects should be sep�
arated from generic features in dialogue system architectures� The
Domain�independence Hypothesis proposed by Allen et al� ������ p�
	� suggests that language processing can be separated from domain
knowledge representation and reasoning�

Within the genre of practical dialogue� the bulk of
the complexity in language interpretation and dialogue
management is independent of the task being performed�
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The hypothesis is supported by Allen et al��s work and implies that
it is possible to create frameworks� for dialogue systems that can be
used to create new applications by the addition of application�speci�c
task and domain knowledge�

In order to create frameworks into which new domain knowledge can
be easily incorporated� a uniform approach to represent and reason
about domain knowledge is crucial� One promising approach is to
use ontologies� Ontologies as a means of representing and supporting
reasoning about domain knowledge are becoming increasingly com�
mon� and are used in several NLP�systems today� for example� Q�A�
system �cf� �Harabagiu et al� ����� Zajac ���	��� information ex�
traction �cf� �Gazauskas et al� 	��
�� and knowledge�based machine
translation �cf� �Mahesh 	������

Ontologies have a long history but have become more prominent in
computer science areas only over the past �� years� They are closely
related to conceptual modelling in database design� to domain mod�
elling in software engineering and expert systems in AI�

An ontology holds information about what categories exist in the
domain� what properties they have� and how they are related to one
another �Chandrasekaran et al� 	����� �A more detailed discussion
on what constitutes an ontology is presented in Chapter ���

There are several advantages to using ontologies as separate domain
knowledge sources� Milward and Beveridge ������ point out that us�
ing ontologies reduces the complexity of linguistic components and
also that it facilitates the reuse of existing knowledge sources� since
more and more ontologies are being produced in various domains� Ad�

�The term framework has been de�ned in various ways� In this thesis� I will ad�
here to the following characterisation by Cunningham ������� which incorporates
both conceptual and implementational aspects� but I emphasis the �rst�

A framework� 	is a reusable design for all or part of a soft�
ware system	� �Johnson 
����� made up of� 	a set of prefabricated
software building blocks that programmers can use� extend� or cus�
tomise for speci�c computing solutions�	 �IBM 
�����
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Figure 	��� The main research areas in ontologies� design� develop�
ment� and usage� and their interrelations� The solid lines and arrows
mark the primary areas studied in this thesis�

ditionally� domain ontologies can facilitate system component com�
munication in dialogue systems �Dzikovska et al� ������

Research on ontologies is broad� Figure 	�� shows the main areas
that are addressed and how they are related� Design includes issues
such as what to represent� how the domain knowledge should be or�
ganised� It also includes development and use of design guidelines
for ontologies� Development and construction deals with ques�
tions regarding capture� formalisation and implementation of domain
knowledge� Usage looks at the functions the ontology can support
and the role of the ontology in an application�

In this thesis� design and usage are in focus� there is however one
aspect of development that should be stressed in the context of dia�
logue systems� An ontology developed based on information sources�
such as texts and databases� will mirror the author�s view of the
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domain� which is often the expert�s view� An ontology developed
based on question or dialogue corpora will re�ect the users� view of
the domain� which may vary from novices to experts� An important
issue for dialogue systems is therefore to integrate or map between
the user� and information source�oriented ontology if they di�er� see
U��S� in Figure 	�	�

��� Issues and contributions

The goal of the work presented in this thesis is to facilitate develop�
ment of information�providing dialogue systems� capable of domain
knowledge reasoning with high portability� The approach taken is
to investigate how ontologies can be used for this purpose� The re�
search issues investigated can be divided into two main tracks related
to� on the one hand� how ontologies can be used in dialogue systems�
with regard to question analysis� dialogue management and domain
knowledge management� and on the other hand� how they should be
designed to support these tasks�

Issues

Usage of domain ontologies in dialogue systems

� What type of functionality in dialogue systems can ontologies
support

� How can ontologies be incorporated into a dialogue system
framework to support high portability

�Other types of dialogue systems� like problem�solving �cf� �Allen et al� 
���
Smith and Hipp 
������ argumentation �cf��Zukerman et al� ������� advisory and
tutoring systems �cf� �Rangemalm 
���� Fried et al� ������� are not considered
in this thesis�
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Design of domain ontologies for dialogue systems

� How should ontologies be designed to support the domain rea�
soning necessary in dialogue systems

� How can ontologies be developed to capture and integrate dif�
ferent views of a domain

To investigate these issues� di�erent approaches have been combined�
Analyses of corpora and existing systems have been performed in par�
allel with iterative development of dialogue system applications and
frameworks� The di�erent approaches and the results from di�erent
phases are illustrated in Figure 	���

The right�hand side of the �gure shows the two analyses that have
been carried out in this thesis work� The �rst consisted of an analysis
of various knowledge sources� functionality in existing dialogue sys�
tems and a corpus study� These were synthesised in a requirements
speci�cation of capabilities in terms of the type of knowledge sources
necessary in order to achieve graceful and cooperative dialogue� The
second study concerned design requirements of ontologies in dialogue
systems and was based on analyses of the state of the art in ontology
design� the present use of ontologies in dialogue systems� and corpora
where users interacted with various systems or humans� The result�
ing synthesis speci�es design choices and guidelines that support the
design of ontologies for information�providing dialogue systems�

The left�hand side of Figure 	�� illustrates the design and implementa�
tion work with iterative development of frameworks and applications�
A framework includes generic features like models and speci�cations
of knowledge sources to be used for� for example� interpretation and
dialogue management� as well as code and design patterns �Degerst�
edt and J�nsson ���	�� Frameworks are based on experiences from
the development of applications and empirical studies� like corpora
and Wizard Of Oz experiment �Dahlb�ck et al� 	����� The quality
and generality of a framework is evaluated through the development
of applications for new domains� Shortcomings in a framework can be
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Figure 	��� Approaches and results in the thesis research� Iterative
development of frameworks is combined with analyses of corpora and
other existing systems�

identi�ed and resolved through the addition of new features in an ap�
plication� which if proven useful� can be generalised and incorporated
into a new framework�
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The approaches have complementary strengths and weaknesses� The
analysis of corpora and existing dialogue systems provides a broad
base and a synthesis a good ground for future work� but since it
is based on written accounts of systems it risks being super�cial�
The development of applications provides the details but without the
generality� However� through the combination of approaches both
depth and breadth can be achieved�

The �rst phase includes a change of dialogue system architecture
where a separate module for domain knowledge reasoning� a Domain
Knowledge Manager� is introduced �Flycht�Eriksson ���	�� In the
next� which is the focus of this thesis� domain ontologies are intro�
duced� Two areas of research� ontologies and dialogue systems� where
analysed and synthesised in order perform a requirements analysis for
design of ontologies to be used in dialogue systems� and to create a
new framework for use of ontologies in dialogue systems�

Contributions

A requirements analysis for ontology design

A compilation of design choices and design guidelines in the ontology
research area has been made for the purpose of design of ontologies for
dialogue systems� These have then been analysed for various tasks in
dialogue systems� more speci�cally for interpretation� dialogue man�
agement� and domain knowledge management� based on empirical
investigations of existing dialogue systems and corpora� The result
is a design speci�cation of ontologies that are to be used in dialogue
systems�

A framework for use of ontologies in dialogue systems

A framework that supports domain knowledge reasoning utilising do�
main ontologies in dialogue systems have been developed based on the
ontology design� It includes�
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� A model for ontology�based semantic analysis of questions

� A model for ontology�based dialogue management� speci�cally
focus management and clari�cations

� A model for ontology�based domain knowledge management�
speci�cally transformation of user requests to system oriented
concepts used for information retrieval

��� Thesis outline

The thesis comprise eight chapter� with the �rst being this intro�
duction� The remaining seven chapters can be divided in two parts�
The �rst part deals with design of ontologies� In Chapter � the state
of the art in ontology design and development is analysed and sum�
marised in a number of design choices and guidelines to be considered
during design of ontologies� Chapter � presents an analysis of how on�
tologies have been and are currently used in dialogue systems� The
result is a collection of functionalities that ontologies can support
in dialogue systems� The results from these two chapters are synthe�
sised in Chapter � in an analysis of design requirements for ontologies
used for interpretation� dialogue management and domain knowledge
management in dialogue system�

The second part deals with usage of domain knowledge and ontolo�
gies in dialogue systems� with focus on dialogue system architec�
ture� In Chapter � a dialogue system application� the �traf sys�
tem� and a dialogue system framework are introduced� With �traf
the �rst step towards achieving portable dialogue systems capable
of domain knowledge reasoning is taken with the introduction of a
Domain Knowledge Manager� This new architecture is generalised
and incorporated into the malin framework� Based on malin a new
application� the BirdQuest system� is developed� which includes
a domain ontology� This system� and an evaluation that shows the
potential of ontology usage in dialogue systems� is presented in Chap�
ter �� The lessons learned from the development and evaluation of
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the applications and frameworks are concluded in Chapter 
� where
a framework for usage of ontologies in dialogue systems that is based
on the ontology design from Chapter �� is presented�

Chapter � Ontologies This chapter answers the question�
�What is an ontology� and presents current issues
concerning design and development of ontologies�

Chapter � Ontologies in NLP� speci�cally dialogue sys�
tems In this chapter� the present use of ontologies
in Natural Language Processing� with the main focus
on dialogue systems� is presented�

Chapter � Design requirements on ontologies This chapter
presents an investigation of the requirements various
tasks in dialogue systems pose on domain ontologies�
It identi�es a number of design choices and guidelines
that should be considered during design and devel�
opment of a domain ontology to be used in intelligent
information�providing dialogue systems�

Chapter � Domain knowledge and ontologies in �traf

and malin An overview of the �traf application
and the malin dialogue systems framework is given
in this chapter with a focus on dialogue and domain
knowledge management issues�

Chapter � Domain knowledge and ontologies in
BirdQuest In this chapter� an instance of an
ontology�based dialogue system is presented� An
evaluation of the system illustrates the potential
of ontology use in information�providing dialogue
systems and give some implications for further
developments of ontology�based dialogue systems�
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Chapter 	 A framework for ontology�based dialogue sys�
tems Based on the requirements from Chapter � and
the experiences from development of previous frame�
works and dialogue system applications� chapters ��
�� new models for question analysis� dialogue man�
agement and domain knowledge management based
on ontologies are developed� These are presented and
discussed in this chapter�

Chapter � Summary and future work In the �nal chapter�
the results are summarised and future work is pre�
sented�

��� Relation to previous work

The work presented in this thesis was conducted in a research group
and many persons have been involved� especially in the development
of the systems described in chapters � and �� �traf was designed
and developed together with Lars Degerstedt� Pernilla Qvarfordt� Nils
Dahlb�ck� Arne J�nsson� H�kan Sundblad and Lena H�glund Santa�
marta� In this system I was primarily involved in work on dialogue
and domain knowledge management �Flycht�Eriksson 	���� Flycht�
Eriksson and J�nsson ����� Flycht�Eriksson ����� Flycht�Eriksson
���	�� BirdQuest involved Frida And�n� Sara Norberg� Lars Degerst�
edt� Arne J�nsson and Magnus Merkel� My own contribution to this
system was the design of the ontology and work on the design of
the domain knowledge manager �Flycht�Eriksson and J�nsson �����
Flycht�Eriksson ������ Work on a question analysis module was done
together with H�kan Sundblad �Flycht�Eriksson et al� ������

Throughout the thesis I will use we to describe joint work and I for
work I have done on my own�
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Ontologies

This chapter addresses the question� �What is an ontology���
and the issues of design and development of ontologies�

Two of the three ontology research areas presented in Figure 	���
design and development� are addressed in this chapter� It aims to
provide the basic terminology needed to discuss and analyse ontolo�
gies �Section��	�� and analyse the state of the art in ontology design
�Section���� and ontology development �Section���� from a dialogue
system point of view� The theories presented in this chapter will
form the basis for the analysis of design requirements presented in
Chapter ��

��� What is an ontology�

Ontologies are used for various purposes in computer science� for
example� knowledge sharing� arti�cial intelligence� natural language
processing and the semantic web� This diversity is re�ected in the
variety of answers to the question� �What is an ontology��

	�
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In the International Dictionary of Arti�cial Intelligence �Raynor �����
p� �	�� an ontology is described as� �A particular theory or model
about the nature of a domain of objects and the relationships among
them��

The most general and commonly used de�nition is given by Gruber
�	���a�� who states that� �An ontology is an explicit speci�cation of
a conceptualisation��

The keyword in this de�nition is conceptualisation� A concep�
tualisation is an abstract simpli�ed view of a domain� it identi�es
the concepts relevant in representing the domain and their interrela�
tionships �Genesereth and Nilsson 	��
�� An ontology describes this
conceptualisation by making the concepts explicit�

This de�nition has been discussed� criticised and elaborated on� Since
axioms used to represent an ontology can only approximate the in�
tended models and these� in turn can only approximate a conceptual�
isation Gangemi et al� �	���� p� �� suggest the following more re�ned
de�nition� �A partial speci�cation of the intended models of a logical
language��

Guarino �	���a� is critical of Gruber�s de�nition since conceptuali�
sation refers to extensional relations� He argues that it is the inten�
sional relations that are important� He presents a new de�nition that
di�erentiates between ontology and conceptualisation�

An ontology is a logical theory accounting for the in�
tended meaning of a formal vocabulary� i�e� its ontologi�
cal commitment to a particular conceptualisation of the
world� The intended models of a logical language using
such a vocabulary are constrained by its ontological com�
mitment� An ontology indirectly re�ects this commitment
�and the underlying conceptualisation� by approximating
these intended models�
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Figure ��	� Relations between ontologies� conceptualisations� knowl�
edge representations and domains�

Valente and Breuker �	���� p� �� describe the relation between on�
tologies� conceptualisations� knowledge representations and domains
as shown in Figure ��	� Domains and conceptualisations are abstract
entities while knowledge representations and ontologies are concrete
artifacts that are explicit representations of the former� An ontology
de�nes the concepts that are captured by a conceptualisation� and a
knowledge representation describes the domain by a set of sentences
formulated in a knowledge representation language�
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The concepts captured by a conceptualisation describe a vocabu�
lary� To use such a vocabulary is an ontological commitment�
Thus the conceptualisation in�uences the knowledge representation
through the ontological commitments it provides�

All the de�nitions presented above are rather philosophical in nature�
A more pragmatic de�nition that stresses that an ontology to be
used for practical NLP is constructed for a speci�c situation is given
by Mahesh and Nirenburg �	����� This de�nition is more concerned
with the artifact notion of ontologies that are constructed and used
as tools�

A situated ontology is as a world model used as a compu�
tational resource for solving a particular set of problems�

I will follow this latter view and consider an ontology to be a computa�
tional resource with a de�nition of concepts� and their interrelations�

����� Ontologies� knowledge bases and databases

In many cases� a distinction between the ontology and the knowl�
edge base is not made� For example� Chandrasekaran et al� �	����
write that in AI an ontology is often considered as a representation
vocabulary or�and a body of knowledge�

A way of distinguishing ontologies and knowledge bases is to examine
the extension of the entities they represent �Kishore et al� ������
Concepts in an ontology capture the intension of a discourse universe�
i�e� provide symbols for the concepts in the universe� The extension
of these are categorical instances� represented in a knowledge base�
These categorical instances lack existence in time and space� thus
they are not real instances or individuals� The real instances are
not part of the ontology but the de�nition of them can be based on
it� Facts about instances and individuals are typically stored in a
database�
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An example of these relations are given in Figure ���� Disease and
bird species represent general concepts that are part of ontologies�
These can be instantiated by the categories �u and raven� respec�
tively� They lack temporal and spatial extension� These can in turn
be instantiated as individuals that exist at a speci�c time and place�
for example a person su�ering from the �u� or Hugin and Munin�

Thus� the relation between ontology� knowledge base and database
can be described as a hierarchy where the ontology provides abstract
concepts� the knowledge base holds categorical instances that are
extensions of the concepts� and the database contains real instances
that are extensions of the categorical instances�

Ontology Knowledge Base Database

disease �u A patient su�ering from the �u
at a speci�c time and place

bird species raven Hugin and Munin

Figure ���� Relations between ontologies� knowledge bases and data
bases�

����� Ontologies and natural language

Ontologies provide meaning for vocabularies� Bateman �Bateman
	��	� describes three types of ontologies that di�er in how they relate
to language� Conceptual ontologies are non�linguistic language in�
dependent world knowledge representations� Interface ontologies
serve as middleware between conceptual ontologies and language de�
pendent resources like grammars and lexicons� Mixed ontologies
are linguistically oriented world knowledge representations that pro�
vide semantics for grammar and lexicons�

Two kinds of architectures can be based on these� either a mixed on�
tology is used� or an interface ontology is used in combination with a
conceptual ontology� Bateman �	��	� argues for the latter approach
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which has been applied in the development of the penman natural
language generation system that utilise the Upper Model as an inter�
face ontology �Bateman 	����� The Upper Model is used to classify
the application knowledge in general semantic categories� These are
then used for a systematic mapping to surface linguistic forms�

The other approach that utilise a mixed ontology is exempli�ed in Or�
tiz et al� ������� They propose an architecture consisting of three
components� 	� Static knowledge sources include an ontology� a fact
database� a lexicon and an onomasticon� i�e� a lexicon of names� ��
knowledge representation languages used for the various knowledge
sources� and �� processors for NLP tasks� like syntactic and semantic
analysis� text generation� etc�

The semantics of the entities in the lexicon are described by direct or
constrained mapping to concepts in the ontology� A direct mapping
means that there is a concept that corresponds to the semantics of
the word� When a direct mapping is not possible� i�e� there is no
concept that exactly matches the semantics of the word� a constrained
mapping is done� The concept that most closely captures the meaning
is used and modi�ed through changes to its properties�

����� Types of ontologies

As the previous section shows there are a number of di�erent def�
initions of ontologies� Existing artifacts that are called ontologies
vary between simple object type hierarchies through frame�systems
to complex logic based knowledge representation systems �Smith and
Welty ���	�� There are a number of dimensions that can be used
to characterise and categorise ontologies� for example� Informal �
Formal� Content � Mechanism� and General � Application�
speci�c� as further discussed below�

Ontologies can have very di�erent characteristics� from being highly
informal �expressed loosely in NL� to rigorously formal �terms with
formal semantics� theorems and proofs��Ushold and Gruninger 	�����
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This distinction is also called terminological vs axiomatic ontolo�
gies �Sowa ������ Most ontologies focus on declarative knowledge and
represent content theories� Ontologies can also be used for procedu�
ral knowledge about tasks and methods� these are termed mechanism
ontologies �Chandrasekaran et al� 	����� Ontologies are constructed
for various purposes and with di�erent scopes� Some attempt at gen�
eral knowledge sources that capture common sense knowledge while
others have a very speci�c application in mind �Gangemi et al� 	�����

Guarino �	���a� distinguishes four kinds of ontologies based on the
last dimension� Top�level ontologies include general concepts like
time and space� objects� events� etc� This type of ontology is domain�
independent and should therefore be applicable to all problems and
applications� Domain and Task ontologies capture� respectively�
a generic domain or a generic task� Either of these types can be
constructed by a speci�cation of concepts in a top�level ontology�
Application ontologies are both domain and task speci�c� These
can be constructed through a speci�cation of a set of domain and
task ontologies related to the application�

This classi�cation is expanded by Gangemi et al� �	����� who also in�
cludes� Representation ontologies� sometimes calledmeta�ontologies�
specify the knowledge representation formalism used to create more
specialised ontologies� Generic ontologies� capture the most basic
aspects of an ontology� for example� part� cause� participation� repre�
sentation� Intermediate ontologies� represent general concepts in a
domain and act as an interface between generic and domain ontolo�
gies�

����� Ontologies and Ontology

The term Ontology has a long history� Originally it was used in
philosophy to denote the study of what exists in the world� Webster�s
Third New International Dictionary �Gove andMerriam�Webster �����
gives the following de�nition�
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	� A science or study of being� speci�cally� a branch of
metaphysics relating to the nature and relations of being�
a particular system according to which problems of the
nature of being are investigated� �rst philosophy�
�� A theory concerning the kinds of entities and speci��
cally the kinds of abstract entities that are to be admitted
to a language system�

The �rst de�nition pertains to the traditional philosophical meaning
of the term ontology� Since the 	���s the term ontology has been
used in computer science with a somewhat di�erent sense �Smith and
Welty ���	�� illustrated by the second entry above and the discussion
above�

Two di�erences in philosophical and computational ontologies are the
goal and scope of the ontology� Philosophers strive to discover the
nature of reality and represent it in one ontology that is valid for all
reality �cf� Lenat 	���� Sowa ������� Researchers in computer science
construct several ontologies that can be used as tools by computers
and humans for speci�c tasks� These ontologies only capture a limited
part of reality �Kishore et al� ������

In computer science� ontologies deal primarily with meaning rather
than existence� An ontology can be considered to be a representation
vocabulary and a set of facts expressed within this �Chandrasekaran
et al� 	����� This distinction is also made by Guarino �	���a��

In the philosophical sense� we may refer to an ontology
as a particular system of categories for a certain vision of
the world� As such� this system does not depend on a
particular language ���� in AI� an ontology refers to an
engineering artifact� constituted by a speci�c vocabulary
used to describe a certain reality� plus a set of explicit
assumptions regarding the intended meaning of the vo�
cabulary word�
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In this thesis� ontologies refer to the computer science notion� i�e�
the AI part of the de�nition by Guarino� and not the philosophical
meaning of ontology�

��� Design of ontologies

The design of ontologies concerns the type of knowledge to represent
and how this knowledge is organised� A good design requires care�
ful consideration of several design issues� and that choices are made
explicitly so that their consequences can be seen� In this section I
raise a number of such issues and compile a list of design choices that
can serve as a foundation for design of ontologies in dialogue systems�
I also present an analysis and compilation of design guidelines that
address the issues and choices proposed by various researchers� The
result is thus a subset of general ontology design that is applicable
for dialogue systems�

����� Design choices

In their framework for comparison of ontologies Noy and Hafner
�	��
� distinguish three levels for the content of an ontology� the
taxonomy organisation� the internal structure of and relations be�
tween concepts� and axioms� Knowledge of instances and facts are
usually not considered part of an ontology but rather a knowledge
base� They are however closely linked to the ontology and in prac�
tice it is useful to consider the design of the knowledge base at the
same time as the ontology� These four issues will be discussed and a
number of design choices from the frameworks presented by Noy and
Hafner �	��
� and Corcho and G�mez�P�rez ������ will be discussed
and synthesised�
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Entity types and properties

Looking at the anatomy of ontologies one �nds that there are some
general issues that are addressed in ontologies �Chandrasekaran et al�
	�����

� There are objects in the world

� Objects can have attributes that can take values

� Objects can exist in various relations with each other

� Attribute and relations can change over time

� There are events that occur at di�erent time instances

� There are processes in which objects participate and that occur
over time

� The world and its objects can be in di�erent states

� Events can cause other events or states as e�ects

� Objects can have parts

There are thus four types of entities to represent in ontologies� ob�
jects� events and processes� attributes� and relations� A distinction
between the �rst two and the latter are often made� Mahesh �	����
classi�es objects and events� as free�standing entities that are de�ned
through their attributes and relations� For the representation of these
in an ontology I will use the term entity type� Attributes relate an
entity with a numerical or literal constant while relations hold be�
tween two entities� I will use the term property as a common type

�The distinction between objects and events is also called continuant and oc�
curant or endurant and perdurant �Gangemi et al� ������ Of course the question
of what constitutes an object or an event�process depends on the time perspec�
tive used� For example a tree is usually considered an object but can in some
cases be viewed as a process�
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for attributes and relations� Altogether� I will use the term concept
to denote entity types and properties�

Guarino �	���b� makes a distinction between particulars and univer�
sals� Particulars are entities of the world� i�e� entities that can have
instances� and universals are the attributes and relations used to de�
scribe the particulars� which cannot have instances� Thus particulars
corresponds to entity types and universals to properties�

Concepts in ontologies can vary from nearly atomic to highly struc�
tured� The internal structure of concepts can be used to represent
various attributes of and relations between entity types� for example�
the participation of objects in events and processes� and part�whole
relations between objects �Noy and Hafner 	��
�� Concepts can also
be atomic either because there are no properties related to the ob�
jects and events� or because properties are represented in a separate
taxonomy and related to the objects and events through restriction
on the possible domain and range� The latter approach is taken�
for example� in the semantic web �W�C ����c�� Mahesh and Niren�
burg �	���� advocate a hybrid approach where objects have internal
structure but properties also are represented separately from them
in the ontology� They mean that it is the rich inner structure that
allows for a sophisticated use of the ontology� for example� to perform
disambiguation�

The most basic type of properties is local� i�e� they belong to a speci�c
entity type� for example age to person� Polymorphic properties can
have the same name but be applied to di�erent types of objects and
values� for example author of a book is a person while author of a
thesis is a student� Properties can also be instance oriented� i�e� they
allow for di�erent values for each instance of an entity type� or class
oriented� i�e� they have the same value for all instances of an entity
type �Corcho and G�mez�P�rez ������

The last distinction is similar to own and inherited� where own means
that a property is not inherited� This can be useful if a property is
used for meta�information about a entity type or to represent syn�
onyms �Noy et al� ������
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Default values for attributes are values which are used if no other
explicit value is present� Type constraints indicate the allowed type
of values for an attribute� Restrictions on the number of values an
attribute can have is called cardinality constraints� Operational de��
nitions of values allow formulas or rules that are applied during run�
time to calculate the value of an attribute �Corcho and G�mez�P�rez
������

Most existing ontologies use only binary relations� Since it is possi�
ble to transform n�ary relations to binary� only binary relations are
required� However� n�ary relations might be useful since they allow
representations that are more expressive and more straightforward to
use� Domain and Range restrictions are used to constrain the type
of objects relations are applicable to� If properties are represented
explicitly and separately from entity types these types of restrictions
are necessary to link the properties to the appropriate object types�

How and if time and space are treated in ontologies varies greatly�
Some ontologies include time points and time periods as temporal
objects �Noy and Hafner 	��
�� These temporal and spatial objects
typically have an internal structure where temporal or spatial aspects
are properties or roles� Usually a frame�type representation with slots
and �llers are used �Gennari et al� ������ Guarino �	���b� introduces
the quality location as a type that includes regions of space and in�
tervals of time� These specify the extension of a concrete object in
time and�or space� Santos and Staab ������ propose that temporal
aspects should be factored out and represented in a separate ontology
that can be re�used� The temporal ontology is linked to a time�less
domain ontology through an operator that assembles an object and
properties with temporal restrictions� Similar proposals for the repre�
sentation of space exist based on� for example� geographical locations
and Region Connection Calculus �RCC� �Grenon ������

The use of part�whole relations to de�ne ontologies varies greatly� In
some ontologies this type of relation is not present at all� and in oth�
ers there are several subtypes� Winston et al� �	��
� di�erentiate
between six types of part�whole relations� component�object� stu��
object� portion�mass� member�collection� place�area� feature�activity
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and phase�process� The classi�cation is based on whether the part
is functional� homeomerous� or separable from the whole� i�e� if it is
spatially and�or temporally restricted to contribute to the function
of the whole� if it is the same kind of thing as the whole� or if it can
be separated from the whole� Another suggestion of categorisation
based on compositional structure is given by Gerstl and Pribbenow
�	����� who di�erentiates between masses that have quantities� col�
lections that have members and complexes that have components�
They also include two other part�whole relations based on external
criteria� segment and portions� which are constructed through the
application of a schema or a property dimension�

Taxonomy organisation

Most ontologies have an explicit hierarchy of the objects� a taxonomy�
Noy and Hafner �	��
� describe three di�erent approaches� The most
common is the use of one tree�like taxonomy where IsA links relate
categories of objects with disjoint sub�categories� Multiple inheri�
tance allows a category to have several super�categories� Another
approach is to use parallel dimensions on the top�level and create
sub�categories through combinations of these�

Figure ��� shows two di�erent approaches� A traditional tree is used
in WordNet �Miller et al� 	����� where concepts are divided in sub�
concepts� for example� distinguishing between living and non�living�
Parallel dimensions are used in Dahlgren�s ontology �Dahlgren 	�����
which characterise concepts along several axis� for example� individ�
ual�collective and abstract�real� A third approach is to have several
small taxonomy islands that can be related to each other� There are
also other ways of organising ontologies� for example� using atomic
concepts that are used to construct more complex concepts in a
bottom�up approach �van der Vet and Mars 	�����

The IsA relation is the most common way of forming a taxonomy� but
there are a number of other possible relations that can be utilised
to organise the concepts� Partitions can be used to de�ne disjoint
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Figure ���� Two types of taxonomies� the tree inWordNet and parallel
dimensions in Dahlgren�s ontology�

classes� Disjoint decompositions describe disjoint sub�classes and ex�
haustive sub�class decomposition disjoint sub�classes that make up all
possible sub�classes of a class� There is also a negation of Subclas�
sOf� NotSubclassOf that can be useful to state that a class not is a
specialisation of another class�
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DOLCE MICROKOSMOS

Endurant Object
Physical Physical�object
Non�physical Mental�object

Social�object

Perdurant Event
Eventive Physical�event
Stative Mental�event
Social�event

Quality Property
Attribute
Relation

Abstract

Figure ���� The top�level divisions of the DOLCE and Microkosmos
ontologies�

For most ontologies monotonic and simple inheritance are the basis�
i�e� values can be inherited from one parent with no contradicting
information in sub�classes� Multiple inheritance must primarily be
dealt with in ontologies whose taxonomy is organised based on mul�
tiple dimensions and categories are created through combinations�
This means that several values can be inherited from di�erent par�
ents and that con�icts must be resolved� Non�monotonic inheritance
is more often present when default values are used� which can be
overridden by speci�c values in sub�classes�

The taxonomies can di�er in the top�level categories they use� Some
categories are very common� for example� abstract�concrete and ob�
ject�process� Sowa ������ who presents a top�level that is based on
philosophical foundations includes these aspects� and categories are
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constructed through combinations� Other examples for top�level dis�
tinctions are used in DOLCE �Gangemi et al� ���	� Gangemi et al�
������ which also is inspired by philosophical principles but with
a clear orientation toward language and cognition� and Microkos�
mos �Mahesh 	����� which is a large ontology developed for machine
translation� see Figure ���� Although the categories have di�erent
names they are quite similar with endurant corresponding to object�
perdurant to event and quality to property�

Gangemi et al� ����	� outline a methodology for the design of top�
level categories based on formal ontology� Formal relations such as
instantiation and membership� parthood� connection� location and
extension� and dependence are used as a basis to form formal prop�
erties� The formal properties include the common concrete versus
abstract� individual versus collection� but also dependence versus in�
dependence� and extensionality� They propose that based on com�
binations of the formal properties a base set of categories can be
constructed and serve as a back�bone for domain analyses�

Axioms

Sometimes all relevant information in an ontology is captured by con�
cepts and the taxonomy� or additional information might be included
in the application code� However� some ontologies use explicit repre�
sentation of axioms� for example� to represent constraints on property
and role values� Other kinds of information are defaults� contexts�
modal or uncertain information� For this purpose� an extension of
�rst order predicate logic is often used �Noy and Hafner 	��
��

Staab and Maedche ������ list a number of categories for axioms that
can be used to specify most types of axioms in ontologies� Some of
them refer to taxonomic relations of concepts� �Exhaustive� partitions
and Non�monotonicity� The latter refers to a situation in which in�
heritance is overridden when a local value contradicts the value of a
superclass� Many of the other types of axioms deal with relations� for
example� axioms for Relational algebra de�ne properties of relations�
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such as re�exitivity� symmetry� transitivity and inverse� Axioms for
the Composition of relations allow for constructions like GrandFather
is composed of FatherOf and ParentOf� Sub�relation relationships can
also be used to describe relations among relations�

The two remaining types of axioms deal with Part�whole reasoning
and Temporal and modal contexts� In the cyc ontology �Lenat 	�����
one can �nd examples of other types of axioms� Certainty� which
states the likelihood of a certain assertion being true� Rei�cation�
which turns a predicate into an object and allows statements about
categories� Contexts� which constrain the contexts in which an asser�
tion can be true�

Staab and Maedche ������ propose that the categories be used as a
basis for language�independent representation of axioms in ontologies�
These are then realised in the underlying representation language and
inference machinery� This separation would make it possible to more
easily design and understand the meaning of axioms�

Many features represented by axioms can also be represented by slots
in frames� thus axioms concerning taxonomic and property informa�
tion have often been linked to concepts �Noy and Hafner 	��
�� For
other types of axioms� independent axioms are usually used�

Instances�Facts

Individuals are instances of categories� facts are relations that hold
between elements� and claims are facts asserted by an individual�
The �rst two types should be considered as universal expressions
of truths� but a claim made by one individual might be inconsistent
with claims made by others� While individuals and facts are common
in knowledge bases today� claims have more recently become more
important with the development of the semantic web �Corcho and
G�mez�P�rez ������
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The design choices for ontologies presented in this section are sum�
marised as 	� questions �DC	�D	�� in table ����

Design choices for ontologies

Entity types and Properties

DC� Do the concepts have internal structure or are they atomic
DC� What type of properties are allowed

Local� polymorphic� instance� class� own� inherited
DC� What facets of attributes are allowed

Default values� type constraints on values� cardinality� op�
erational de�nitions

DC� What type of relations are allowed
Binary or n�ary� domain restrictions� range restriction

DC� How are time and space treated
DC� How is part�whole relations treated
Taxonomy organisation

DC	 What is the general organisation of categories
Tree� multiple dimensions� distributed

DC� What type of relations between categories are allowed
DC� What kind of inheritance can be dealt with

Monotonic� non�monotonic� simple� multiple
DC�
 What top�level divisions are there
Axioms

DC�� What type of axioms are allowed
DC�� Are axioms independent or linked to entity types or prop�

erties
DC�� How are axioms expressed
Instances

DC�� What types of instances are allowed
Individuals� facts� claims

Figure ���� A compilation of design choices to consider for design of
ontologies for dialogue systems�
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����� Design guidelines

Design issues raise a number of questions to be answered during de�
sign� There are a number of collections of guidelines �Gruber 	���a�
Guarino 	���b� Valente and Breuker 	���� G�mez�P�rez 	���� Noy
and McGuinness ���	� Mahesh 	���� that partially try to answer
these questions� These guidelines vary from very general to speci�c
and are developed for di�erent types of ontologies� Here a compi�
lation of the ones applicable to the design of domain ontologies are
presented and discussed�

Concepts

Most of the design guidelines concern the de�nition of entity types
and properties� Gruber �	���a� proposes that de�nitions be objective
and complete with both necessary and su�cient conditions� Guarino
�	���b� also advocates the use of identity criteria that represent nec�
essary and�or su�cient conditions as essential for making ontological
distinctions� Since it is hard to de�ne both necessary and su�cient
conditions he says that su�cient conditions are enough in most cases�

Minimal ontological commitment means that the ontology should
represent the weakest theory by modelling only the essential terms�
thus allowing various instantiations and specialisations of the ontol�
ogy �Gruber 	���a�� Noy and McGuinness�s guideline of complete
class hierarchy agrees that not all possible properties and distinc�
tions should be included� only those salient for the application� The
number of levels of concepts should be based on the application� one
level more speci�c and more general can be useful but not more� The
latter guideline is not as strict on minimising ontological commitment
but it is restrictive�

Coherence in de�nitions means that they should be logically con�
sistent and sanction inferences that are consistent with the de�ni�
tions �Gruber 	���a�� The basic categories should not only be com�
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plete and consistent� they should also contribute to a framework that
makes sense by itself �Valente and Breuker 	�����

Guarino �	���b� states that it is important to be clear about the do�
main� i�e� of what type the di�erent entities are� He di�erentiates be�
tween particulars� universals and linguistic entities� e�g� nouns� verbs
or adjectives� Particulars and universals should be represented in two
di�erent ontologies�

Some examples of criteria for the de�nition of a new category for
a concept are given by Mahesh �	���� and Noy and McGuinness
����	�� For example� do not decompose concepts if not necessary for
the application� Try to introduce a distinction�property before a new
class for similar concepts �Mahesh 	�����

A new category should be introduced if additional properties or re�
strictions are needed to describe a concept� if it is a concept in the
domain experts characterisation of a domain� if a distinction is im�
portant and is regarded as a di�erent object or if it forms a natural
hierarchy together with other concepts Noy and McGuinness ����	��

Since roles and attributes are non�rigid they cannot serve as identity
criteria and should therefore be separated from the taxonomic cat�
egories� i�e� two separate ontologies for entity types and properties
should be used �Guarino 	���b��

To achieve generality and facilitate reasoning� properties should be
placed at the highest possible level� If a property is applicable to
most of the siblings it should be placed at the parent level �Mahesh
	�����

An inverse relation should be included if a new relation is de�ned �Ma�
hesh 	���� Noy and McGuinness ���	�� Using inverse relations means
storing redundant information since one relation can be deduced from
the other� However� for knowledge acquisition purposes it can be
useful since it allows more �exibility for the user to provide the in�
formation�
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Entity types should be separated from instances� where the latter
belong to a knowledge base rather than to the ontology� Some rules
of thumb to decide if something is a concept or an instance are� If
an entity can have its own instances it is a concept� If it has a �xed
time and space it is an instance �Mahesh 	�����

Names should be standardised� and Mahesh �	���� and Noy and
McGuinness ����	� give examples of some detailed criteria for naming
concepts that should be considered� For example �Noy and McGuin�
ness ���	�� polysemy in concept names� use of cases to distinguish
entity types and properties� use of delimiters� use of singular or plural
in class names� use of abbreviations� use of superclass names in a sub�
class name� Mahesh �	���� gives a similar selection of suggestions for
naming concepts that also include� use of words whose sense is sim�
ilar to the concepts� use of the most frequent sense as the baseline
concept and extensions of the name for the other� for example BANK
and RIVER�BANK� di�erentiate entity types and properties� for ex�
ample� EMPLOYEE and EMPLOYED�BY� EMPLOYER�OF� use
of scienti�c terms rather than lay terms�

Taxonomy

Some guidelines relate to the organisation of the concepts in tax�
onomies� Guarino �	���b� proposes that a tree with mutually dis�
joint categories with di�erent identity criteria should serve as a basic
backbone for structuring taxonomies� Noy and McGuinness ����	�
propose that hierarchical relations should be transitive and that class
cycles should be avoided� They also state that disjoint sub�classes al�
low better ways for validating an ontology�

A diverse upper level facilitates introduction of new concepts through
multiple inheritance since new concepts can easily be de�ned using
pre�existing ones �G�mez�P�rez 	����� Noy and McGuinness ����	�
agree that multiple inheritance should be supported to facilitate the
addition of new concepts�
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Similar concepts should be grouped together as sibling sub�classes
while dissimilar concepts should be further apart �G�mez�P�rez 	�����
There should be an appropriate number of siblings� only one sub�class
indicates a modelling problem or an incomplete ontology� and too
many �more than twelve� siblings indicates the need for intermediate
levels �Noy and McGuinness ���	��

Expressitivity and maintenance

There are a small number of guidelines that deal with expressitiv�
ity and maintenance of ontologies� Gruber �	���a� advocates that
it should be possible to extend and specialise the ontology mono�
tonically� i�e� de�ne and add new categories without revising exist�
ing de�nitions� This guideline is however contradicted by Noy and
McGuinness ����	�� who says that the evolution of an ontology might
require a reexamination of classi�cation criteria� Valente and Breuker
�	���� also point at the problem with parsimony� being parsimonious
with data supports processing and total economy� it may however
make maintenance and modi�cation more di�cult�

Reuse should be facilitated through modularisation of ontologies if
possible �G�mez�P�rez 	����� To further facilitate reuse and mainte�
nance representation choices based on underlying notation or imple�
mentation should be avoided �Gruber 	���a��

The guidelines �DG	�DG	�� are summarised in Figure ����� Together
with Figure ���� this cover the aspects to consider for design of ontolo�
gies in dialogue systems� In the next section we turn to development
and construction of ontologies�

�I have reformulated them in a uniform format and present them starting with
the most general� moving to the more speci�c�
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Guidelines for design of ontologies

Concepts

DG� Use identity criteria for de�nitions�ontological distinctions
DG� Minimise ontological commitment
DG� Strive for coherence in de�nitions
DG� Di�erentiate various types of entities in the domain
DG� Use well�de�ned criteria for de�nition�introduction of en�

tity types
DG� Make role and attributions explicit
DG	 Place properties at a general level
DG� De�ne inverse relations when a new relation is introduced
DG� Separate entity types from instances
DG�
 Standardise names of entity types and properties
Taxonomy

DG�� Organise entity types and properties in trees with �mutu�
ally� disjoint categories

DG�� Allow multiple inheritance
DG�� Use an appropriate number of sibling sub�classes
Expressitivity and maintenance

DG�� Support extendibility
DG�� Facilitate reuse through modularisation
DG�� Avoid encoding bias

Figure ���� A compilation of design guidelines to consider for design
of ontologies for dialogue systems�

��� Development of ontologies

There are no standard methods for the development of ontologies�
�Building ontologies is still a matter of craft rather than an under�
stood engineering process� �Jones et al� 	���� p�	��� There have
however been a number of development methodologies proposed for
ontologies of various types and sizes and a selection of these will be
presented and discussed in this section� together with some examples
of tools and editors�
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Depending on available resources and the purpose of an ontology
there are several approaches to the development of ontologies �Hol�
sapple and Joshi ������ The inspirational approach means that the
developer starts from his or her personal views of the domain and use
imagination and creativity to create an ontology� In the inductive
approach speci�c cases of the domain are analysed as a basis for ontol�
ogy development� In the deductive approach general principles are
used to �lter and distill a general source and �lling in gaps so that
the result re�ects a speci�c domain subset� In the synthetic ap�
proach the developer uni�es a number of speci�c domain�application
ontologies to create a more general domain ontology� The collabo�
rative approach involves a number of persons or organisations that
collaborate to create an ontology that incorporates multiple views of
a domain�

A presentation of the trends in the methods that are presently used
is given by Jones et al� �	����� Methods tend to be Task oriented�
Taking a task as a starting point helps focus the acquisition and
evaluation but also restricts the potential reuse� The methods can
be categorised as Stage�based or Evolving prototype� The suit�
ability depends on whether the purpose and requirements are clearly
de�ned from the beginning� Methods also include both Informal
and Formal descriptions� The di�erent descriptions are produced
at di�erent stages in the development process� The transition be�
tween these bridges the gap between an application and the world
it models� Another trend is the creation and use of Ontology li�
braries� A collection of ontologies could help the development of
future ontologies� Finally� Guidelines are being introduced to guide
the choices made at various stages during development�

����� Methodologies and tools

Some of the most mature development methods have been the result
of large projects that develop a speci�c type of ontology or a tool�
These methods are brie�y outlined and compared in this section�
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Enterprise

Ushold and Gruninger �	���� focus on ontologies that can be used
for shared understanding in an area� thus a collaborative approach is
used� The method and techniques they propose are based on their
experiences with the development of the Enterprise ontology �Uschold
et al� 	����� The skeletal development method consists of �ve steps�

	� Identify purpose and scope�

�� Build the ontology

� ontology capture

� ontology coding

� integration of existing ontologies

�� Evaluation

�� Documentation

�� Guidelines

The �rst step includes de�ning the reason for constructing the ontol�
ogy and characterise the intended usage� The main part of the work
is done in step two where terms are identi�ed� de�ned� coded and
integrated with other existing ontologies� The �rst part� ontology
capture� can be performed using an informal method consisting of
four phases� Phase one� scoping� involves brainstorming followed by
grouping� Phase two� producing de�nitions� is the most important
phase� Some guidelines advocate starting with the trickiest terms
that are closely related and where ambiguities might arise� and to use
a middle�out approach where basic terms are de�ned �rst and gen�
eralisations and specialisations are treated last� Phase three� review�
means to iterate over the de�nitions and revise them if necessary�
Phase four� meta�ontology� involves the creation of a meta�ontology
based on the de�nitions of central terms�
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After ontology capture� the next part in building an ontology is cod�
ing� The basis for the implementation work is that a meta�ontology
and representation language are chosen� If there are existing ontolo�
gies that complement the terms produced during ontology capture
they can be integrated� however� the question of ontology integration
is complex since the underlying assumptions of ontologies and repre�
sentation formalisms vary� Once the ontology is built the next step
is to evaluate it� The evaluation can be performed at di�erent levels�
the de�nition of the ontology� the representation and implementation
of the ontology or the documentation of the ontology� Evaluations
of the de�nition may include the structure and architecture� if the
ontology adheres to design principles� the syntax� the content� con�
sistency� completeness and conciseness� The evaluation can also fo�
cus on whether or not the ontology provides su�cient support for
the tasks performed �G�mez�P�rez 	����� When an ontology has
been evaluated it should be documented� making explicit underlying
assumptions and the meta�ontology that has been used� Finally� a
methodology should include guidelines for all of the preceding steps�
see Section������

TOVE

A similar type of ontology is TOVE �TOronto Virtual Enterprise��
The method� developed based on experiences with this ontology� relies
on the use of formal speci�cations �Gr ninger 	���� Gr ninger and
Fox 	����� It focuses on steps 	�� of the Enterprise method� Purpose
and scope are captured in motivating scenarios that are formulated
based on examples and problems from the domain and informal com�
petency questions that pose requirements on the ontology� These are
based on the motivating scenarios� Terminology speci�cation of con�
cepts� usually in a formal language like �rst order logic� corresponds
to ontology capture� Coding is done using formal competency ques�
tions that are formalisations of the informal competency questions
expressed in the same representation language as the ontology� and
axiom speci�cations that de�ne and constrain the interpretation of
the entities in the ontology so that it expresses the formal compe�
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tency questions� Completeness axioms are used for the evaluation of
the ontology in terms of the situations in which the formal compe�
tency questions can be answered�

METHONTOLOGY

The METHONTOLOGY frameworkwidens the perspective and looks
not only at development but also at the entire life cycle of an ontol�
ogy �Blazquez et al� 	�����

The ontology development process includes the activities performed
during the development of an ontology� Three categories are consid�
ered� project management� development�oriented and support� The
development�oriented activities are speci�cation� conceptualisation�
formalisation and implementation� Speci�cation corresponds to the
identi�cation of scope and purpose in the Enterprise model� concep�
tualisation corresponds to identi�cation and the de�nition of terms�
implementation corresponds to the coding phase� Formalisation is a
step between conceptualisation and implementation not found in the
Enterprise development model but is similar to axiom speci�cation in
TOVE� Support activities include knowledge acquisition� evaluation�
integration and documentation�

The ontology life cycle identi�es the stages the ontology goes through
and how these are related to the activities� Before ontology develop�
ment begins Planning is performed� The crucial stage is Conceptuali�
sation� in which knowledge acquisition and evaluation are performed�
Integration of existing ontologies are done throughout the develop�
ment process� not only during implementation �G�mez�P�rez et al�
	�����

WebODE is an ontological engineering workbench that covers and
gives support to most of the activities involved in METHONTOL�
OGY �Ontological Engineering Group ����� Arpir�z et al� ������
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Prot�g�

Prot�g� is an open�source Java tool with many third party plug�ins
that supports a variety of tasks for the development of knowledge�
based applications �Protege����� ����� Gennari et al� ����� Based on
experience with this tool and others� a guide with some general ontol�
ogy development guidelines has been developed �Noy and McGuin�
ness ���	�� The tool uses a frame representation of concepts and this
design of ontologies in�uences the development method� which to a
great extent overlaps the previously presented methods� but has a
number of more detailed steps for the internal structure of concepts�

	� Determine domain and scope

�� Reuse of existing ontologies

�� Enumerate important terms

�� De�ne classes and taxonomy

�� De�ne properties of classes�

� intrinsic properties� properties an object has in itself�

� extrinsic properties� properties in relation to others�

� parts� physical or abstract�

� relationships� with other concepts�

�� De�ne facets of properties�

� Cardinality

� Value type� for example� string� number� boolean� enumer�
ations of possible values and other types of objects present
in the ontology�

� Domain and Range� the type of object a property is con�
nected to and the allowed classes of values� respectively�


� Create instances
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The �rst three steps correspond well to other methods� but the tax�
onomy organisation is not explicit elsewhere� The de�nition of the
taxonomy can be done top�down� middle�out or bottom�up� Which
approach to use depends on the developers� knowledge of the domain�
but middle�out tends to be the easiest� Properties are de�ned as in�
ternal structures of concepts and can be of various types and have
di�erent restrictions� such as cardinality and value type� The de�ni�
tion of instances is also included in the method� though instances in
most cases are not considered part of ontologies�

Maturity of methodologies and tools

Fern!ndez �	���� evaluates a number of ontologies against the IEEE
standard for Developing Software Life Cycle Process� The evalua�
tion criteria focus on general points and the maturity of the method�
ologies� Most methodologies are found to be highly immature with
regard to the standard� However� METHONTOLOGY only lacks a
few aspects� The method needs to be extended with more detailed
techniques and recommendations for pre�development processes�

Although the evaluation shows that no method has yet reached matu�
rity� it shows promise in the fact that there are a number of existing
methodologies that can be used as a starting point for the devel�
opment of one or several standardised methodologies� which can be
useful for di�erent ontology types and settings�

Denny ������ presents an extensive survey of ontology editing tools�
About �fty tools of various levels of sophistication were available as
of ����� Some problems brought out in the survey regarded interop�
erability and usability� Many tools are based on the use of speci�c
syntactic and semantic forms� which obstruct compatibility and the
exchange of ontologies� The only support for interoperability is the
support by some tools to export and import serialisations of various
representation languages� However� such translations are often only
partial and expressitivity is lost�
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Usability issues concern interfacing other information components�
graphical support for organising and managing an emerging ontology�
and inferencing support�

There are only a few tools that support these interoperability and us�
ability issues� These tools typically have evolved over a long time and
are linked to di�erent development methods� Besides the tool already
mentioned above� KAON and Ontolingua ful�l these requirements�
KAON has its roots in the semantic web community and includes a
comprehensive tool suite for ontology creation and management and
provides a framework for building ontology�based applications �FZI
and AIFB ����� Oberle et al� ������ Ontolingua is described in
Section������

����� Representation languages

As stated in Section��	��� ontologies can have di�erent degrees of
formalisation ranging from informal natural language description to
fully axiomatised logic based representations� The choice of repre�
sentation language depends on the purpose and intended use of the
ontology� but typically ontologies are used to build applications that
require some sort of formalisation of the ontology� In this section�
I will list some requirements on representation languages and brie�y
present and discuss the strengths and weaknesses of some of the most
commonly used representation languages�The choice of representation
language is important since it re�ects a commitment to a certain
viewpoint� for example logic views the world in terms of individuals
and relations while frames capture prototypical objects in a hierar�
chy �Davis et al� 	�����

On the implementation level� a representation language should pro�
vide e�cient storage� inferencing capabilities and support consistent
encoding of ontology entities� On the logical level� it is desirable that
a language is precise and expressive� has compositional semantics�
and supports sound inference procedures� On the epistemological
level� a language should see to it that the representations can be
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constructed and organised in the most natural way in the domain�
that representations are modular so that change and evolution are
facilitated� that �exibility of granularity is supported� Finally� on the
conceptual level a representation should provide a concise and precise
manner of representing the real world entities� relations� constraints
and axioms �Kishore et al� ������

Logic�based languages

Logic has a long tradition in AI as a knowledge representation lan�
guage� One of the strengths of logic as a language for ontology formal�
isation is that it is straightforward to state facts about categories� and
states and processes can be described with situation calculus� There
are also other types of logics with di�erent extensions� which make
them suitable for ontologies� Modal logics make it possible to repre�
sent beliefs� tense and temporal expressions� Higher order logics view
relations as objects� and thus support reasoning about properties as
well as entity types �Noy and Hafner 	��
��

Description logic� evolved from semantic networks� and uses the same
type of taxonomic structure� It is based on �rst�order logic with some
second�order features� The core is the notion of class that de�nes
what properties an object belonging to a class must satisfy� Mod�
elling concepts and attributes allow for boolean operators� quanti��
cation over roles� type restrictions and cardinality constraints� Infer�
ences supported are subsumption� classi�cation and consistency� i�e�
to check if a category is a subset of another category� to check if an
object belongs to a category and to check if membership criteria are
veri�able� Description logic is a monotonic logic but many versions
support some form of non�monotonic reasoning �Smith forthcoming��

FLogic integrates frame�based and �rst�order predicate calculus� Fea�
tures of frame�based languages� like inheritance� polymorphic types
and complex objects are accounted for in a declarative fashion� It
has a sound and complete resolution�based proof theory �Kifer et al�
	�����
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KIF is intended to be a general representation format for knowl�
edge interchange� It is based on �rst order predicate calculus with
pre�x notation and extensions to handle meta�knowledge and non�
monotonic reasoning rules �Genesereth and Fikes 	����� On top of
KIF� the Frame Ontology� FO� that serves as a meta�ontology� has
been developed� It contains the axiomatisation of class� instance� at�
tribute� attribute constraints� subclass�of and instance�of relations�
etc� Ontolingua �Gruber 	���b� combines KIF and FO� where the
FO is used as a basis� but KIF statements can be included to repre�
sent axioms� Ontolingua provides a suite of ontology authoring tools
and a library of modular� reusable ontologies� The tools focus on the
development of ontologies through assembling and extending ontolo�
gies from the library �Fikes et al� 	��
�� The environment is available
as a World Wide Web service �Ontolingua ������

Semantic web languages

The semantic web rests on a layered architecture� where various mark�
up languages are used to add structure and precise meaning to web
documents� XML is the basis on which the other mark�up languages
are built� It provides a standard machine�readable syntax in which
sets of tags to be used for speci�c purposes can be de�ned� With
XML� data can be structured in terms of labelled trees� Document
Type De�nitions� DTDs� and XML Schema� XMLS� can be used to
de�ne the structure of XML documents �W�C ����a��

Resource De�nition Framework� RDF� is the next layer� which pro�
vides means for representing meta�data� It is a language in which
factual statements about web resources and their properties can be
represented� RDF schemas� RDFS� then focus on how meta�data in
the form of RDF should be interpreted� With RDFS� vocabularies
for expressing meta�data can be de�ned� relations between classes
and properties are represented in type hierarchies� and constraints
are used� for example� to restrict the domain and range of properties�
The vocabularies can thus be seen as simple ontologies �W�C ����c��
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Finally a logical layer can be built on top of RDFS� OWL is a knowl�
edge representation language� which can be used for ontological mod�
elling and reasoning� It provides three sub�languages with increasing
expressitivity� OWL Lite� OWL DL and OWL Full �W�C ����b��
The �rst is useful for taxonomies and thesauri and contains simple
constraints� OWL DL is compatible with Description Logic and pro�
vides all constraints �although some can only be used under some
restrictions� and is computationally complete and decidable� While
OWL Full has no restrictions� it gives no computational guarantees�

OWL can be used to de�ne classes �entity types�� properties that can
be either ObjectProperty �relation� or DatatypeProperty �attribute�
and individuals� The taxonomic relations subClassOf and subProper�
tyOf are used to construct class and property taxonomies� and domain
and range restrictions are used to relate classes to properties� Other
types of restrictions� such as cardinality constraints and value type
restrictions� can also be used� The language also supports statements
about equality� boolean class expressions� annotation and versioning
information�

��� Implications for design of ontologies

for dialogue systems

In this chapter� I have discussed what constitutes an ontology and
have presented the state of the art in ontology design and develop�
ment of domain ontologies�

The question� �What is an ontology� has no simple answer� but for
a more applied purpose an ontology can be seen as a computational
resource with a de�nition of concepts which includes entity types
and properties� Entity types include objects and events�processes�
and properties attributes and relations� The de�nitions restrict the
vocabulary used for the knowledge representation of a domain�
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The type of ontologies in focus are content theories rather than mech�
anism theories� restricted to speci�c domains or applications� which
are �semi��formal�

Design focuses on two important issues� de�nitions of concepts and
the organisation of taxonomies� For these a number of design choices
and guidelines have been compiled and discussed� Other aspects like
axioms� inference mechanisms and instances are also mentioned with
regard to design choices� and design guidelines include maintenance
and expressitivity�

A survey of development methods for domain ontologies shows that
inductive or deductive approaches are used� and that methods are
mostly task�oriented and stage�based� Both formal and informal ap�
proaches are used� Many of the most evolved methods are also ac�
companied by tools�

The design of ontologies for information�providing dialogue systems
will be further discussed in Chapter �� In that chapter� a require�
ments speci�cation will be presented based on the analyses in this
chapter and the next chapter� which presents ontology usage in dia�
logue systems�



Chapter �

Ontologies in NLP�

Speci�cally in Dialogue

Systems

This chapter analyses past and present use of domain knowl�
edge sources and ontologies in natural language processing�
speci�cally in dialogue systems�

The previous chapter presented the design and development of ontolo�
gies� In this chapter� we turn to the third area of ontology research
�see Figure 	���� namely usage� Dialogue systems that presently use
ontologies are analysed and the functionality the ontologies support
is mapped out� This analysis will� together with the previous chapter�
form the basis for the analysis of design requirements on ontologies
in information�providing dialogue systems� presented in Chapter ��

��
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��� Ontologies in NLP

Ontologies have only very recently been introduced in dialogue sys�
tems� They� have however been around a little longer in other areas
related to dialogue systems� such as question answering systems� ma�
chine translation and information extraction� To illustrate the po�
tential of ontology usage in NLP� these areas are brie�y outlined in
this section�

����� Question Answering

Question Answering �Q"A� systems aim at providing answers to nat�
ural language questions in open domains� Typically� a factual ques�
tion is posed and a text snippet collected from a corpora or the web
is returned as an answer� To create successful system capabilities
for the interpretation of questions� retrieval of texts� extraction of
answers� and presentation of answers are needed�

For the �rst phase� question analysis� many Q"A systems utilise on�
tologies or taxonomies to identify the expected answer type� For
example� in the Q�A�system falcon �Harabagiu et al� ����� the
question� �What is the wingspan of a condor� results in the answer�
type dimension since wingspan is a hypernym of dimension� falcon
utilises the WordNet �Miller et al� 	���� ontology and maps its cat�
egories to categories in a hierarchy of answer types�

WordNet is one of the most commonly used ontologies in NLP� It
was not initially developed to be an ontology� rather as lexical re�
source� but has been used as an ontology by many research groups�
It is organised as a semantic net with hyponym� meronym and other
relations between synsets� Synsets are sets of synonyms that express
a concept �Miller 	����� Figure ��� shows some examples of synsets�
e�g� �animal� fauna�� and the hypernym relations between them�
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During the retrieval phase� ontologies can be used to alter and ex�
pand the search terms from the questions� for example� synonyms�
hyponyms and hypernyms can be retrieved from an ontology� In
some cases� it may even be possible to use part�of relations and re�
place a part or member with the whole or a set� To be certain that
a retrieved text contains the answer� a semantic uni�cation based on
ontological knowledge can be performed �Zajac ���	�� In falcon

abductive backchaining is used to prove that an answer follows from
the question and for this semantic relations from the ontology are
used �Harabagiu et al� ������

����� Machine Translation

In knowledge based machine translation �MT�� texts are translated
by mapping meanings �Mahesh 	����� To represent this meaning�
an ontology can be a useful tool� In the Microkosmos project� the
ontology serves as a central resource for the modules in the transla�
tion system� It has three main purposes� it provides semantics for
the words in the di�erent lexicons� it supports semantic analysis of
ambiguous words and non�literal meanings through the relations of
concepts� and it serves as a basis for Text Meaning Representations
�TMR��

Frame�based representations of concepts with selectional restrictions
on the values of properties are used for disambiguation� For example�
the Spanish word �adquirir� can mean both acquire and learn� but in
the context of� �El grupo Roche adquirio Docteur Andreu� the con�
straints on learn to have an argument of type ABSTRACT�OBJECT
and Docteur Andreu refers to the name of a corporation� which is of
type SOCIAL�OBJECT� the meaning aquire is preferred�

Text meaning representations are usually instantiated subgraphs of
the ontology that describes a more complex entity or event� Knowl�
edge from the ontology can thus be used to �ll in gaps� for example�
by the use of default values of attributes�
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����� Information Extraction

Information extraction usually means collecting relevant information
from unstructured text and �lling in a form or template� Ontologies
can be used for various tasks in IE systems� designing templates�
constructing extraction patterns� coreference resolution� and merging
partial results �Appelt and Israel 	�����

Most IE systems use extraction templates based on events that spec�
ify entities and their relations in terms of their participation in the
event� An example of this can be found in the LaSIE system �Gazauskas
et al� 	��
� where the domain of business meetings is captured in an
ontology that contains objects� such as persons� places and organi�
sations� and events involving persons attending meetings� Attributes
express the properties of objects and events� as well as the relation
between them� In LaSIE the text is interpreted into quasi�logical
forms �QLF� that are conjunctions of �rst order logical terms� With
the use of the ontology the QLFs can be interpreted and merged into
a discourse model that describes the semantics of a text� The on�
tological knowledge is used to provide presuppositions and support
for coreference resolution and inferences� which can be used for the
construction of a template from the extracted information pieces rep�
resented by the discourse model�

An ontology can contain procedural attachments for the objects�
properties and relations that can be used for information extrac�
tion� For example� in the information extraction system presented
by Wee et al� �	���� demon attributes of three di�erent types� TO�
FILL� NORMALIZE and WHEN�FILLED� are used during di�erent
stages of template �lling� Ontological knowledge of domain and range
restrictions on properties and relations� and their cardinality con�
straints can also be used to help the information extraction populate
a database �Embley et al� 	�����

Knowledge about hyponym relations can also be used for creating
extraction patterns� For example� in Bagga et al� �	���� it is shown
how speci�c extraction rules generated from training data can be
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generalised by replacing concepts with their super�ordinates using
the hyponym�hypernym relations in WordNet� For example� IBM
Corporation can be replaced by #business� concern$ which in turn
can be generalised to #enterprise$ and so on�

��� Dialogue systems

In early dialogue systems the distinction between domain� task and
dialogue knowledge have not been distinguished� To be able to re�
spond properly to a user request in an information providing system�
the system has to have knowledge about both the domain and the
task� Thus� domain and task knowledge have often been integrated
in the dialogue model�

A typical example of the integration of domain and task knowledge
is the use of semantic frames which are part of many information�
providing dialogue systems �cf� �Bennacef et al� 	���� Carlson and
Hunnicut 	���� Sene� et al� 	������ They are used to guide the di�
alogue� represent the discourse history and to represent the relevant
domain concepts� They are sometimes coupled to rules for the inter�
pretation of domain concepts and rules to �ll in default values in a
frame�

In the SUNDIAL project �Speech UNderstanding in DIALogue� sev�
eral dialogue systems for information exchange over the telephone
have been created for di�erent languages �Heisterkamp et al� 	�����
The systems provide information about air and rail tra�c�

In sundial� a belief model represented as a semantic net is utilised
for interpreting user input and for dialogue management� The model
consists of a semantic class hierarchy with subsumption relations and
roles �binary relations� between the classes� It also has the potential
to model constraints on the values of roles� Thus� the belief model
has many features in common with ontologies�
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A representation of a user utterance is constructed compositionally
of the concepts that can be matched to words or phrases in the in�
put� The resulting semantic representation is sent to the Dialogue
Manager for further contextual interpretation� New information is
anchored in a discourse model if it is of the right type expressed by
the value constraints� For example� �I want to �y to Paris� results
in a representation with the concepts� Journey� Location� Paris� Arrive
related through Journey � the�arrival � Arrive � the�place � Lo�
cation�Paris� New information in� �From London� is interpreted as
Depart � the�place � Location�London which can be linked to the
previous through Journey � the�departure � Depart�

The Verbmobil system is not a traditional dialogue system as the
system is not an active participant in the dialogue� Instead� it listens
to two persons having a conversation in a language that is not their
mother tongue� e�g� a German and a Japanese trying to book a meet�
ing by speaking English� The system�s task is to monitor the dialogue
and to give the users translations when required �Alexandersson et al�
	�����

The domain model in Verbmobil consists of four parts� a hierarchy
of speech�event types� a conceptual hierarchy� thematic relations and
a model of calendar information �Quantz et al� 	����� The model
is implemented in description logic and thus supports the de�nition
of concepts and roles� The domain model supports several functions�
subsumption�disjointness checking� retrieval of sub� and super� con�
cepts� retrieval of role information� and default�based reasoning� The
model�s actual use in Verbmobil is for interpretation� disambigua�
tion� determination of speech�event types and for building context
representation�

During interpretation� the speech recogniser produces sentences that
are syntactically correct but semantically incomplete� These sen�
tences can be detected with the use of sortal information from the
conceptual hierarchy in the grammar rules� For example� through
subsumption tests� arguments for verbs� adjectives and other lexical
entries with argument structure can be judged as appropriate or not�
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The subsumption relations between the concepts in the conceptual
model makes it suitable for decisions about possible references� It also
allows for inheritance� if a temporal object is available for scheduling�
the super�ordinate object is regarded as free too� and similarly� if an
object is not available� none of the subordinated objects are either�
When new information is given it can be seen as a new proposal or a
re�nement of a previous one� depending on the subsumption relations
between the concepts in the new information and the context� For
example� if the question� �Can we meet on Thursday� is answered
with� �after lunch� it is seen as an agreement and a clari�cation
since the new information is part of the speci�cation of a meeting
time� however if it is followed by� �on Friday� it is a new proposal
since this new information is not uni�able with the old�

In the following sections� more detailed descriptions will be given of
some recent dialogue systems that use explicit domain ontologies as
domain knowledge sources for many tasks� such as interpretation�
clari�cations and contextual interpretation�

����� UK cancer referrals and Home control

Milward and Beveridge ������ describe two applications of ontology�
based dialogue systems� one for decision support for cancer referrals
and one for home control� These systems are based on a three�level
architecture that utilises two separate knowledge sources for task
knowledge and domain knowledge�

A Domain Manager in the deliberation layer constructs an abstract
task speci�cation �ATS� �Beveridge and Millward ����� based on
informational and intentional information provided by the Ontology
Engine and Plan Execution Engine� Next� in the sequencing layer�
the ATS is processed by a Game Engine that decides on the proper
conversational game to be played to accomplish the task described by
the ATS� The game is realised through a Move Engine that produces
a sequence of communicative acts that are appropriate to the current
dialogue� Finally� the acts are realised by a Client browser in the last
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S�� Hello� this is the Cancer Research UK cancer referrals advice
system���

U�� Hi
S�� What is the patient�s age�
U�� She is thirty �ve� female� with nipple retraction� a breast abscess�

and an ulcer�
S�� What kind of ulcer does the patient have�
U�� A cutaneous ulcer
S�� Does the patient have an acquired deformity of nipple�
U�� No� but she has some nipple discharge
S�� Does the patient have bilateral nipple discharge�
U��� No� she has bloodstained nipple discharge
S��� Does the patient have cloth	staining discharge�
U��� No
S��� Does the patient have a breast nodule�
U��� She has breast induration and she has a cyst
S��� What kind of cyst does the patient have�
U��� What do you mean�
S��� I mean� do they have a breast cyst� retention cyst or sebaceous

cyst�
U��� She has a breast cyst
S��� Does the patient have any intractable pain�
U��� No
S��� Does the patient have any asymmetrical breast nodularity�
U��� Yes� she has a breast lump
S��� Does the patient have nipple eczena�
U��� No
S��� This patient is a woman with possible breast cancer who should

be referred to a specialist�
U��� Right� thanks���
S��� Ok� Thank you for calling� Goodbye�
U��� Bye�

Figure ��	� A dialogue between a user and the UK cancer re�

ferrals dialogue system that provides decision support for cancer
referrals�
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layer which provides reactive skills for communication management�
It is based on a �nite state network represented in VoiceXML�

The ontology used in the US Cancer referral system is an existing
medical domain ontology that contains medical terms with IsA rela�
tions� This information is used in several ways to facilitate dialogue
interaction� An example dialogue with the system shown in Figure ��	
exempli�es many of these� Four speci�c usages of the ontologies will
be further discussed�

Over�speci�ed answers

In utterance S	� in Figure ��	 the system asks if the patient has a
breast nodule and receives the answer �U	�� that she has a breast
induration and a cyst� Since breast induration IsA breast nodule� ac�
cording to the ontology� the system can infer that the patient does
have a breast nodule and the answer can be correctly interpreted�

Under�speci�ed answers

Sometimes users give answers with too general concepts� like cyst in
U	�� In this case� a clari�cation is initiated where the user is required
to provide more speci�c information� The hypernym relation of the
ontology is used to provide alternatives� as seen in S	��

Dialogue coherence

The structure of the dialogue contains a partial ordering of topics
derived from the task structure provided by the intentional informa�
tion� For example� satisfaction�precedence and dominance relations
describe sequential and hierarchical relations of intentions� This can
however be complemented with information from the ontology re�
garding the relation between topics� thus achieving a total ordering�
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words concepts instances
w	� turn�o��i	� a	� turn�o�
w�� back c�� back
w�� bedroom c�� bedroom b	 b�
w�� light c�� light l	 l� l� l�

Figure ���� The stepwise interpretation of the utterance� �turn o�
the back ��� bedroom ��� light�� moving from words to concepts to
instances from the left to right�

If a topic is subsumed by �a hyponym of� another topic it is an elab�
oration of this topic and should receive focus after the other topic� If
a user shifts focus to a new topic� the system should consider asking
follow�up questions to this before returning to the previous dialogue
focus again� An example of this is given in S� in the dialogue in
Figure ��	� where the provided information on an ulcer is followed
up�

Semantic interpretation

A commonly used robust approach to the interpretation of user ut�
terances in dialogues is partial parsing where task relevant terms
are identi�ed and the rest is ignored� Milward ������ proposes a
semantic�based composition strategy for interpretation where domain
knowledge in the form of an ontology is used� For the home domain
the ontology consists of an IsA hierarchy that describes di�erent lo�
cations� devices and positions� A second hierarchy captures which
devices are In what locations and how the locations are related� This
allows for the interpretation of utterances� such as� �Turn o� the back
��� bedroom ��� light��

The initial analysis identi�es words and phrases� the �rst column
in Figure ���� Next these words are linked to ontological concepts
�column two�� After that� instances of the concepts are introduced
�column three�� The relations captured in the ontology hierarchies
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are used to relate the instances� for example there is an IN relation
that links l	 to b	 and l� to b�� b	 is also related to c� and therefore
the interpretation turn�o��l	� is chosen�

An evaluation indicated high performance but showed problems with
conjunctions� This was expected since syntactic information is needed
to group the words in the conjuncts�

����� SmartKom

SmartKom is a multi�modalmulti�domaindialogue system platform�
It consists of several modules and knowledge sources that interact�
The processing modules can be grouped as belonging to input pro�
cessing� media analysis� interaction management� application man�
agement� media design and output rendering� It utilises explicit user
models� discourse models� domain models� task models and media
models �Wahlster et al� ���	��

In SmartKom ontologies are chosen as the unifying knowledge rep�
resentation used by the various components �Gurevych et al� ������
The ontology is language independent and provides a general top�
level and several domain�speci�c ontologies� Two important distinc�
tions made are role vs type and object vs process� Types are basic
ontological entities that are generic and roles are speci�c to a certain
situation� event or process� The domain�speci�c ontologies therefore
deal only with roles� Processes are represented as frames with a set
of slots �properties� that relate di�erent objects to them through the
roles they play in the process� for example� agent� theme� experiencer�
location� etc�

The ontology in SmartKom is used for many NLP tasks� such as
speech recognition and dialogue management� and for information
exchange� These are described below �Porzel et al� ������
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Speech recognition

In automatic speech recognition systems �ASR� several hypotheses
are usually produced and presented in an n�best list� To decide on
the most semantically plausible of these� semantic coherence can be
computed based on ontological knowledge �R�Porzel et al� ������
This is done by converting the hypothesis to concept representations
by looking up word concept relations in a lexicon� and then computing
the average path�length of the connection between all concepts in the
concept representations�

Natural language understanding

SmartKom utilises a template based semantic parser� A template
has a condition part and an action part� The action is triggered when
the conditions are met� in terms of the presence of certain words or
instances� and typically produces new instances� The ontology is used
for two purposes� to create templates that are ontologically consistent
and as general as possible� and to resolve referring expressions� More
general classes can be utilised in the speci�cation of a template since
the ontology can be used to map more speci�c user utterances to the
template class� Similarly� more general instances� as often provided
in referring expressions� can be mapped to the more speci�c in the
template� thus deducing the type of the referring object based on the
context �template� it appears in�

Contextual interpretation

One of the tasks of the Dialogue Manager is to enrich and validate
user input based on the previous discourse �P�eger et al� ������ For
this purpose� an overlay operation is utilised� The operation com�
putes a score for the current input and structures from the discourse
context� based on con�icting values and types� The most similar and
recent structure from the discourse is chosen based on this score and
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U� What�s on TV tonight
S� %Displays a list of �lms& Here you see a list of �lms�
U� Show me the cinema program�

Figure ���� A dialogue excerpt from interaction with SmartKom�

information is inherited to the new structure based on a common
superclass of the structures� For example� in the dialogue excerpt in
Figure ��� the common superclass for TV program and Cinema pro�
gram is AvEntertainment and through this� the property begin�time
can be inherited from TV program to Cinema program via AvEnter�
tainment� which all share this property�

Referring expressions

The Dialogue Manager also resolves referring expressions using the
discourse model and domain knowledge from the ontology �P�eger
et al� ������ A referent is searched in the local and global focus of
the discourse model and the ontology is used for type checks�

Interface speci�cation

The modules in SmartKom exchange information in a uniform for�
mat based on the ontology� Since the ontology is implemented in OIL
it can be used to generate XMLS and DTD �see Section������ that
can be used for interface speci�cations�

����� trips

TRIPS is a framework for multi�domain problem�solving dialogue
systems �Allen et al� ���	��
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�define�type LF�FOOD

�parent LF�Physical�object

�sem �phys�obj �origin natural�

�object�function comestible�

�mobility movable���

�define�type LF�FILLING

�parent LF�MOTION

�sem �situation �cause agentive��

�arguments �THEME �phys�obj �mobility moveable���

�AGENT �phys�obj �intentional ����

�GOAL �phys�obj �container �����

Figure ���� Examples of de�nitions from the language ontology of the
concepts for food objects and �lling events� in the TRIPS dialogue
system�

The architecture is based on several agents where each agent performs
linguistic or planning processing that contributes to the overall dialog
interaction� There are four main agents responsible for interpretation�
generation� and behavioral �application�speci�c� aspects �Blaylock
et al� ������ Here the focus is on interpretation� which has been
based on the use of ontologies�

The interpretation of user utterances can be customised for new do�
mains through the addition of application�speci�c domain knowledge
in the form of domain ontologies� A generic language ontology is
used for the lexicon and by the parser to produce meaning represen�
tations� These can then be converted to domain representations by
mapping the generic concepts in the language ontology to domain
speci�c concepts in the domain ontology �Dzikovska ������

The ontologies are based on di�erent design criteria� The language
ontology should be as general as possible� have a �at structure and
linguistically motivated sense distinctions and have representations
with argument structure close to the linguistic form� The domain
ontology should cover domain�speci�c concepts and be organised ac�
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�SPEECHACT sa� SA�REQUEST �content e����

�F e��� LF�FILLING	load �agent pro� �theme v� �goal v��

�IMPRO pro� LF�PERSON �context�rel �YOU��

�THE v� LF�FOOD	orange�

�THE v� LF�VEHICLE	truck�

�define�lf�to�kr�transform load�transform�trips

�pattern ��
spec 
ev LF�FILLING �agent 
a �theme 
t

�goal 
g�

�� ��TYPE 
ev LOAD� �ACTOR 
ev 
a�

�CARGO 
ev 
t� �CONTAINER 
ev 
g����

�AND �TYPE e� LOAD� �ACTOR e� YOU����

�CARGO e� oranges�� �VEHICLE e� TRUCK��

Figure ���� The stepwise interpretation of the utterance� �Load the
oranges into the truck�� with examples of de�nitions from the lan�
guage ontology and mapping rules for transformation to domain
knowledge representation� in the TRIPS dialogue system�

cordingly� have a deeper structure with more �ne�grained distinction
and have a representation suitable for reasoning�

Entities in the ontologies have a type� and linked to this type is a
set of features� such as form� origin� and function for physical ob�
jects� The entities also include argument structures� In the language
ontology these are linguistically oriented thematic structures with�
for example� agent� goal and theme roles� see Figure ��� for some
examples�

The transformation to domain knowledge representation includes map�
ping of syntax and concepts� The structures in Figure ��� show the
semantic representation produced by the parser� the mapping rule
used� and the resulting domain knowledge representation for the ut�
terance� �Load the oranges into the truck��
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The transformation involves replacing the de�nite descriptions� for
example variables v	 v�� with a constant� in this case ORANGES�
and TRUCK�� The mapping of arguments in the parser output cor�
responds directly to the slots of the knowledge representation format
and the transformation is therefore straightforward� More complex
cases where several frames are produced from one output representa�
tions can also be made through hierarchical transformation rules�

��� Implications for design of ontologies

for dialogue systems

The analysis presented in this chapter shows many potential uses
of ontologies in dialogue systems� Question answering and machine
translation illustrated how ontologies can be used to interpret user
utterances� to decide on the expected answer type and disambiguate
the content� From an information extraction point of view� the use
of ontologies for coreference resolution and discourse representation
can be applied to dialogue systems�

The ontologies currently used in dialogue systems are mixed� i�e� they
are linguistically oriented world knowledge representations that pro�
vide semantic information� but in trips a two level approach is used
where linguistically oriented ontological knowledge is transformed to
domain speci�c knowledge representations� The ontologies are used
for the interpretation of questions and requests� where ontological
knowledge is primarily used for disambiguation� We also see how on�
tological knowledge can be used for dialogue management� reference
resolution� clari�cations and contextual interpretations�
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Design of Ontologies for

Dialogue Systems

This chapter investigates the functions ontologies used in dia�
logue systems should support and what implications these have
on the design of such ontologies�

In this chapter the analysis of design and usage of ontologies� pre�
sented in Chapters � and � are synthesised in a requirement speci��
cation on ontologies for information�providing dialogue systems� The
result is a recommendation of design decisions to follow in order to
create an ontology such that it can support interpretation� dialogue
management and domain knowledge management in information�
providing dialogue systems�

The importance of the design choices �DC	�DC	�� and guidelines
�DG	�DG	�� presented in Chapter � for the design of ontologies to be
used in information�providing dialogue systems is discussed in light of
three tasks� interpretation� dialogue management and domain knowl�
edge management� Question analysis means the interpretation of user
utterances in a dialogue� the result being a representation of the se�

��
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mantic content of the utterance� Dialogue management involves tasks
like handling anaphora and ellipsis� clari�cations� and focus manage�
ment� Domain knowledge management are tasks related to domain
reasoning and retrieval of requested information�

The discussion is based on the use of ontologies in existing dialogue
systems� see Chapter �� and analysis of question and dialogue corpora
from various domains� bus time�table information� nordic birds and
teletext information provided by the Swedish Public Service Televi�
sion Company �SVT Text�� The last is an example of a multi�domain
corpus including economy� television programs� sports and news� The
former corpora has been collected in order to develop the dialogue
systems presented in chapters � and �� and will be described in more
detail in those chapters� The latter corpus consists of �	� questions
collected from potential users of a dialogue system for that domain�

The selection of systems is small since there are not many dialogue
systems available that utilise ontologies� However� the systems seem
fairly representative as they cover several domains and tasks� The
corpora are also of prototypical types for information�providing dia�
logue system� the bird domain deals with fairly simple objects and
properties� while travel information includes more complex objects
that need to be speci�ed through dialogue� The teletext is an exam�
ple of a multi�domain where the news part in itself is almost an open
domain that includes events and complex relations� Thus� taken to�
gether� the systems and corpora should capture the core features of
information�providing dialogue systems�

The di�erent design choices that were derived in Chapter � are elabo�
rated in terms of what are necessary requirements� i�e� core function�
ality that most information�providing dialogue systems require� what
are optional requirements� i�e� features that are optional but can be
useful in several dialogue systems� and what are domain dependent
requirements� i�e� functionality that is required in some domains but
can be left out in others�
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��� Entity types and properties

For entity types and properties� the design choices to consider� as
discussed in Chapter � are�

DC� Should the concepts have internal structure or be atomic

DC� What type of properties should be allowed Local� polymor�
phic instance� class� own� inherited

DC� What facets of attributes should be allowed Default values�
type constraints on values� cardinality� operational de�nitions

DC� What type of relations should be allowed Binary or n�ary�
domain restrictions� range restriction

DC� How should time and space be treated

DC� How should part�whole relations be treated

����� Internal structure

The question of the internal structure of concepts has no simple an�
swer� In the studied systems� both atomic and structured concepts
were used� sundial and UK cancer referrals use atomic ap�
proaches in which words are mapped to concepts and relations that
are later related� for example� through the argument structure of
verbs�relations� SmartKom uses a frame�like representation with
slots for properties� for example� TV Program has begin�time� The
type that is preferred depends on the type of syntactic parsing that
precedes the semantic interpretation� Partial or phrase spotting ap�
proaches are more suitable for atomic concepts� while full parsing
can use internal structure of concepts� A problem with representa�
tions that use internal structure to represent properties is that these
are not given the same status and cannot be represented separately�
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Since partial information about properties is given in elliptic utter�
ances in dialogues� they should be possible to represent separated
from objects�

For dialogue and domain knowledge management� the choice be�
tween atomic concepts or concepts with internal structure depends
on the type of dialogue model used and the domain� With inter�
nal structure� properties can be inherited between objects�events�
like in SmartKom with the overlay operator� With atomic con�
cepts� properties can also easily inherit objects� In the bus time�table
domain� problems with frame�like representations were encountered
when entities were seen as both values in frames and as objects� For
example� a bus stop can denote a value for the departure slot in a trip
speci�cation but it can also be an object� as in the question� �Which
buses pass the bus stop Travel Centre�� In contrast� concepts with
internal structure can support the Dialogue Manager�s speci�cation
of a request� since it can serve as a task model where an empty slot
indicates the need for a clari�cation�

Thus� the choice between atomic concepts and concepts with internal
structure must be considered in light of the domain and the type of
syntactic parsing and dialogue model used� Atomic concepts are sim�
pler and provide the necessary functionality in most cases� They are
su�cient for question analysis� and for focus management� but often
need some complement� like a system task model �see Section�������
to be used for clari�cation requests by the Dialogue Manager�

����� Type of properties

Several types of properties are present in the systems or indicated as
useful by the corpora� All properties are local� either they are slots
of frames �concepts� or they are linked to concepts through domain
restrictions� Since dialogue systems deal with natural language that
is inherently polymorphic it is common that properties are polymor�
phic� For example� in SVT Text� the attribute result that corresponds
to the word� �do� �swe� g�� in� �How did the stock market do� and�
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�How did Bj�rkl�ven do� �swe� �Hur gick b�rsen� and� �Hur gick
det f�r Bj�rkl�ven��� Examples are also found in the BirdQuest
corpus where the attribute appearance can be applied to both birds�
eggs and nests�

Instance attributes that can take di�erent values for instances are
found in most of the studied systems and corpora� Typically� many
questions concern values of an attribute for instances� like� �Is the
bedroom light on� and� �How old does a common seagull get��
Class attributes that have the same value for all instances of a concept
are not present� There are also no examples of own properties� all
properties are inherited by sub�classes�

Consequently� the type of properties needed are local� polymorphic�
instance and inherited� Class and own properties are optional and can
be useful in some domains� primarily to de�ne and describe concepts�

����� Facets of attributes

Attributes can have various types of restrictions� Several of them are
indicated as necessary or optional by the analysis of systems and cor�
pora� Type constraints that restrict the type of concept an attribute
can be applied to are used both for interpretation and dialogue man�
agement� For example� in trips they are used for interpretation�
�The boy smiled� is considered to be a valid utterance� but �The
idea smiled� is not� since smiled has a restriction that only applies to
humans� In SmartKom the overlay operator used for contextual
interpretations relies on type restriction �Alexandersson and Becker
�����

Cardinality constraints are not utilised in any of the systems� but
can be useful for several tasks in dialogue systems� For example� if
partial parsing is used� the combination of identi�ed units can be
based on cardinality constraints� For focus management� the number
of possible values can guide inheritance and combination of old values
with new values� For example� in the BirdQuest domain where a bird
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is described� some properties can take several values and for those new
values should be combined with old values� while for properties that
can have only one value� a new value should replace the old value�

Default values are primarily useful for dialogue and domain knowl�
edge management� for example� in the bus time�table domain date
and time can be left out and assumed to be today and now in requests
for bus times� �When does the bus for the city centre leave from the
University�� Defaults are also used in trips to facilitate lexicon
construction� Operational de�nitions are not present but could be
used for example to compute the value of NOW and TODAY�

Thus� type constraints are often a necessity� and default values and
cardinality are optional� Operational de�nitions can be used in some
domains�

����� Type of relations

Binary relations are more common than n�ary� in general� and the
same is true of the systems� For example� the ontology in SmartKom
is represented using semantic web languages that use binary relations
only� However� in some cases the former might be more natural and
e�cient to use� for example to express temporal aspects� such as a
TV�program airing at a channel on a certain time�

When atomic concepts are used� the domain and range restriction
are crucial in order to link relations to the type of concepts they
apply to� The domain and range restriction are used for various
tasks in dialogue systems� In question analysis they are utilised for
disambiguation� and in dialogue management and domain knowledge
management for contextual interpretation and inheritance�

Consequently� binary relations are su�cient� and domain and range
restrictions are a necessity�
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����� Treatment of time and space

The requirements on treatment of time and space are� of course� de�
pendent on the temporal and spatial complexity of the domain�s� a
dialogue system is used for� In the UK cancer referrals and
Home control systems� time is not treated� A rather simple so�
lution for spatial knowledge used in the home control domain is to
use the relation In to represent spatial relations between objects� for
example that devices are in locations� In more complex domains� such
as those in SmartKom� temporal and spatial aspects are represented
as attributes of events in the ontology� for example� begin�time of a
TV�program� A further step is to follow Santos and Staab�s ������
approach and represent the temporal and spatial aspects separately�
In trips times is a special class of objects that can be used in tempo�
ral relations �Dzikovska ������ In the SVT Text and �traf corpora
spatial and temporal objects are common� for example� weather re�
ports and bus trips have temporal and spatial aspects like dates and
towns that can be represented in separate ontologies� These tempo�
ral and spatial objects can then be linked to other objects and events
through relations�

Using a separate representation of time and space facilitate the reuse
of these aspects across domains� However� it may require more from
the domain knowledge management that has to link temporal and
spatial objects to other objects and events� and transform values to
suitable formats� For example� vague temporal or spatial descriptions
like tomorrow and near must be transformed to precise dates and
distances�

����� Part�whole treatment

The BirdQuest corpus indicates that PartOf relations are needed in
that domain� Birds are described in terms of colours and sizes of body
parts and therefore PartOf relations are needed� These could be used
for domain knowledge management and clari�cations� for example�
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when a user asks� �What colour is a crow� the database needs to be
accessed and the colour collected for all the body parts of the birds�

��� Taxonomy organisation

The organisation of concepts and taxonomies requires a re�ection of
the following issues�

DC	 How should categories be organised Tree� multiple dimen�
sions� distributed

DC� What type of relations between categories should be allowed

DC� What kind of inheritance should be dealt with Monotonic�
non�monotonic� simple� multiple

DC�
 What top�level divisions should there be

����� Organisation of categories

Categories can be organised as trees or through combinations of var�
ious dimensions� They can either be collected in one taxonomy or
in several distributed structures� In all the systems� IsA trees were
used to represent the taxonomy rather than parallel dimensions� In
the multi�domain systems� trips and SmartKom� there are several
distributed taxonomies� In SmartKom these are linked together
through a common upper�level ontology�

The use of a simple tree structure allows straightforward inheritance
of properties between concepts� This forms the basis for the overlay
operator used in SmartKom� and facilitates speci�cation of the lan�
guage ontology used for interpretation in trips� since many features
can be inherited�
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Thus� tree structures seem to be the natural choice for dialogue sys�
tems� This is consistent with guideline DG		 that says that entity
types and properties should be organised in trees� To use one tree or
several distributed trees depends on the character of the domain�

����� Relations between categories

Most systems use only IsA links to organise the taxonomy� Since
SmartKom is based on OIL it also allows for partitions� but it is
not clear if and how these are used� Thus� IsA relations are su�cient
for most dialogue systems� However� guideline DG		 indicates that
partitions in the form of �exhaustive� disjoint categories should be
used�

����� Type of inheritance

Since most of the taxonomies are untangled trees� the kind of inheri�
tance used in them is simple� and in most cases also monotonic� How�
ever� since default values are used in some systems� non�monotonic
inheritance is also used� for example in trips� Guideline DG	� sug�
gests that multiple inheritance should be allowed�

Consequently� single monotonic inheritance is the baseline but mul�
tiple and non�monotonic are useful in some cases�

����� Top�level divisions

Most top�level divisions in the systems are very domain speci�c�
SmartKom uses a more general top�level categorisation that sep�
arates Roles and Types� which are further divided in Abstract and
Instance� but with the focus on processes that describe the type of
services provided in the various applications�
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From a pragmatic point of view� it is possible to build application on�
tologies for dialogue systems without general distinctions� But if ex�
isting ontologies are to be integrated with new ontologies� a common
top�level plays a crucial part in integrating and mapping concepts�

Thus� when designing an ontology to be used in a dialogue system
one should consider the importance of reusability and extendibility
as proposed by guidelines DG	� and DG	�� To be able to integrate
new domains or tasks� the top�level distinctions should be general to
a certain extent�

��� Axioms

If axioms are used in an ontology� the following questions should be
considered�

DC�� What type of axioms should be allowed

DC�� Should axioms be independent or linked to concepts

DC�� How should axioms be expressed

In the analysis of systems and corpora� most aspects are captured
by the taxonomy or de�nition of concepts� for example� partitions�
non�monotonicity and part�whole� Thus� axioms are not used to any
great extent�

Guideline DG� proposes that inverse relations should be de�ned when�
ever a new relation is introduced� If one would like to make this
relationship between relations explicit� axioms for relational algebra
could be used�

Guidelines DG� and DG� indicate that properties should be repre�
sented separately from entity types and this means that sub�relation
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relationships need to be expressed� this can however also be done in
a taxonomy� rather than with axioms�

Subsequently� axioms are not necessary but could be used in some
domains to represent relationships between properties� In this case�
they should be independent of concepts�

��� Instances

If instances are included in the ontology� the following question should
be answered�

DC�� What types of instances should be allowed Individuals� facts�
claims

In most of the systems� individuals as instances of entity types are
prominent� Only UK Cancer referrals lacks individuals� In
Home control� the individuals are part of the ontology as leaf nodes
in the object hierarchies� for example� l� is an instance of the concept
lamp� In trips� the individuals are introduced with the mapping of
ontological objects to instances�

Facts that represent instances of relations can also be useful� For ex�
ample� in BirdQuestinformation about relations between locations�
such as the county �sterg�tland is PartOf the country Sweden� needs
to be represented as facts�

Thus� individuals and facts should be allowed� but represented sep�
arately from the ontology in a knowledge base� Since information�
providing dialogue systems deals with objective information� claims
are not present at all�
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��� Summary

The analysis is summarised in Figure ��	 where the requirements on
various design decisions are indicated� N denotes that the feature is
necessary� O that the feature is optional but can be useful� and D
that the feature is applicable in some domains� For some decisions
there is a choice between two alternatives� for example� in DC	� Then
one alternative can be marked as necessary and the other as optional
or domain�dependent� Since only one of the alternatives are needed
this means that if the latter are used the former marked necessary
can be ignored�

The resulting analysis thus indicates the minimal requirements �those
marked with an N� that are needed for an ontology to support inter�
pretation� dialogue management and domain knowledge management
in information�providing dialogue systems� Depending on the domain
the design might need to be extended with a few more features �DC��
DC�� DC�� DC	�� DC	���

The design is intended for information�providing dialogue systems�
but could be used as a basis for ontologies in other types of dialogue
systems� However� the design will probably have to be extended with
other types of features� for example� to handle causality in dialogue
systems that reason on event chains �cf� �Grosz 	�

� Smith and Hipp
	������
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Design decision Req

Entity types and Properties
DC� Atomic concepts or Internal structure N�O
DC� Local attributes N
DC� Instance attributes N
DC� Class attributes O
DC� Polymorphic attributes N
DC� Inherited attributes N
DC� Own attributes O
DC� Default values for properties O
DC� Cardinality restrictions on properties O
DC� Procedural attachments for properties D
DC� Domain restrictions on properties N
DC� Range restrictions on properties N
DC� Binary relations or arbitrary n	ary relations D
DC� Treatment of time and space D
DC� Part	whole treatment D
Taxonomy organisation
DC� Tree or parallel dimensions N�D
DC� Single or distributes taxonomies D�D
DC� SubclassOf N
DC� Partitions O
DC� Monotonic or non	monotonic inheritance N�O
DC� Simple or multiple inheritance N�O
DC�� Generic top	level divisions D
Axioms
DC�� Type of axioms D
DC�� Independent axioms D
DC�� Expression of axioms D
Instances
DC�� Instances of categories N
DC�� Facts �instances of relations� N
DC�� Claims �assertion of fact by instance� D

Figure ��	� Requirements on design of ontology for dialogue systems�
N means necessary� O means optional� D means necessary in some
domains�



Chapter �

Domain Knowledge

Management in �traf

and malin

In this chapter� a dialogue system application� �traf� and a
framework� malin� are presented and discussed with a focus on
the representation and use of domain knowledge and reasoning�

The following chapters turn from design to usage of ontologies in dia�
logue systems� They present various dialogue applications and frame�
works� which serve as the basis for the creation of the framework for
ontology use in information�providing dialogue systems presented in
Chapter 
� A �rst step towards such a framework� is a new archi�
tecture for information�providing dialogue systems that incorporate
a separation of dialogue management and domain knowledge man�
agement� This architecture was introduced in an application �traf
and was later generalised to a dialogue systems framework� malin�
both of which are presented in this chapter�


�
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��� Dialogue system capabilities and

knowledge sources

In �Flycht�Eriksson ���	� a number of capabilities were identi�ed�
see Figure ��	� regarding tasks� mixed�initiative� focus and discourse�
and domain reasoning� These capabilities are considered necessary
to achieve graceful and cooperative interaction and were relates to
the type of knowledge they rely on� The capabilities formed a ba�
sis for a corpus analysis aimed at discovering the set of phenomena
an information�providing dialogue system must deal with� and the
knowledge sources necessary to handle these�

����� The 	Traf corpus

The domain for the corpus study was information about local public
transportation� This domain is similar to the much studied domains
of air and rail journeys but di�ers in the complexity of the geographi�
cal domain� Users� natural way of expressing departure and arrival lo�
cations rarely coincide with the o�cial names of the bus�stops� These
locations are instead described using street or area names� locative
expressions like� �close to the library�� or by pointing and clicking in a
map� The temporal domain is� however� very similar with expressions
like� �tomorrow morning� and� �around eight��

As a foundation for the study� a corpus of �� dialogues between bus
travellers and personnel at the local bus tra�c company was collected�
Of these� � dialogues were removed from the corpus since they were
outside the scope of the system�to�be� The remaining �� dialogues
included requests for information about bus and rail journeys� bus
routes� bus�stops� price and the lost and found�

A problem when using human�human dialogues for dialogue�system
development is that the person who provides the services in the dia�
logues does not have the same performance characteristics as a com�
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Desirable capabilities

Handling tasks and request
A� To identify the task�
A� To identify sub	tasks and know how they are related to a task�
A� To reason about how much of a task has been achieved so far�
A� To decide what action to take in order to achieve a task�
A� To deal with situations in which no answer can be retrieved�
A� To deal with situations in which the answer includes too much

information�
A� To detect and deal with hypothetical questions�
A� To explicitly communicate a commitment made by the user�
Achieving mixed
initiative dialogue
A� To allow the user to over	answer questions�
A�� To allow the user to initiate clari�cation sub	dialogues�
A�� To allow the user to abandon the current request and pose a

new request instead�
Handling focus and discourse
A�� To follow shifts in focus�
A�� To resolve anaphora and ellipsis�
A�� To answer questions on what has been said and done during the

conversation�
A�� To answer questions about the reason why an action was per	

formed�
Domain reasoning
A�� To map a description to an entity�
A�� To detect ambiguous descriptions and deal with them�
A�� To detect erroneous descriptions and deal with them�
A�� To know the type and structure of the entities in the domain�
A�� To reason about and derive new information from the informa	

tion provided by the user�
A�� To deal with a user�s erroneous inferences or false presupposi	

tions�
A�� To have domain	related default information�
A�� To adapt to the user�s domain expertise�
A�� To know what the system can and cannot do�

Figure ��	� Capabilities for achieving graceful and cooperative inter�
action�
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puter� and that communication between humans di�ers from commu�
nication between a user and a dialogue system �J�nsson and Dahlb�ck
	����� A method called distillation �Larsson et al� ����� was used to
solve this problem� The purpose of distillation is to rewrite human�
human dialogues to more resemble human�computer interaction� The
distillation is based on a set of guidelines developed with respect to
the linguistic� functional and ethical properties of the desired sys�
tem� The result of the distillation was a corpus of dialogues� more
resembling human�computer interaction��

Each exchange between the �user� and the �system� was analysed with
a focus on the capabilities the system needs to interpret and respond
to user utterances�

����� Capabilities

The corpus study indicated that most of the suggested capabilities
were necessary� but not all� The required capabilities are presented
in Figure ����

The capabilities in the table should� however� not be seen as a com�
plete list as some useful capabilities might not have been present in
the dialogues in the corpus� It seems� for example� reasonable to be�
lieve that whenever capabilities A	� and A	
 are required� capability
A	� will also be needed� The same holds for capabilities A	� and
A		� which are closely related to capability A�� The capabilities dis�
covered in the corpus serve� however� as a minimal set of capabilities
that should be supported by information�providing dialogue systems�

�The method of distillation has been developed and re�ned over the past
years� The distillation of the dialogues in the corpus used here was based on
a �rst draft of the guidelines� which were very general �Dahlb�ck and J�nsson

����� More precise guidelines have been developed since then� However� since
later developments have mostly focused on the linguistic and ethical properties
but not as much on the functional properties� it should not a�ect the quality of
the distilled dialogues used in this study since it only considers the functional
properties of the dialogues�
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Desirable capabilities

Handling tasks and request
A� To identify the task�
A� To identify sub	tasks and know how they are related to a task�
A� To reason about how much of a task has been achieved so far�
A� To decide what action to take in order to achieve a task�
A� To deal with situations in which no answer can be retrieved�
A� To deal with situations in which the answer includes too much

information�
Achieving mixed
initiative dialogue
A� To allow the user to over	answer questions�
Handling focus and discourse
A�� To follow shifts in focus�
A�� To resolve anaphora and ellipsis�
Domain reasoning
A�� To map a description to an entity�
A�� To detect ambiguous descriptions and deal with them�
A�� To reason about and derive new information from the informa	

tion provided by the user�
A�� To have domain	related default information�
A�� To know what the system can and cannot do�

Figure ���� Capabilities required by an information�providing dia�
logue system as found in the corpus study�

����� Knowledge sources

The capabilities rely on di�erent types of knowledge sources� Besides
domain knowledge� dialogue and task knowledge are crucial�

In dialogue systems two aspects of the dialogue need to be modelled�
a generic description of the structure of dialogues that can be used to
form a coherent dialogue with the user� and a dynamic representation
of the current dialogue� I will refer to the �rst as the dialogue model
and the second as the dialogue history� The dialogue model is often
closely connected to and dependent on the information represented
in the dialogue history�
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The terms task and task model are often used when describing di�
alogue systems� but they can refer to very di�erent phenomena� In
an information�providing system� a task model can assist the system
in judging if all the required parameters are present and in cases
where they are not� determine what type of information to collect
from the user� The use of an explicit task model makes the system
more �exible since it is simpler to modify or add new tasks�

In a analysis of existing dialogue systems� dialogue models� dialogue
histories and task models were used for capabilities A	�A� and A��
A	� needs both a dialogue model and a dialogue history� For A��A�
and A		 a dialogue model is required and for A	��A	� a dialogue
history� For A��A� and A	��A	� domain knowledge would also be
useful� For A	��	�� A��� A�� and A�� domain knowledge is essen�
tial �Flycht�Eriksson ���	�� The relations between capabilities and
knowledge sources and models are summarised in the table in Fig�
ure ���� Knowledge sources that are Required to achieve a speci�c
capability are marked an R and L means at Least one of the knowl�
edge sources is required�

��� The linlin framework

The development of the �traf system was based on an existing di�
alogue systems framework� linlin �J�nsson 	��
�� linlin has pri�
marily been used to create dialogue systems that utilise databases as
information sources� In these systems� users can pose requests for
sets of objects that match certain criteria� or di�erent properties for
an object or a set of objects� The dialogue is connected� the user can
refer back to the set presented earlier� Users can also shift the focus
during the interaction�

The linlin framework has a modular architecture with an inter�
preter� a Dialogue Manager and a generator �see Figure ����� The role
of the Interpreter is to analyse user input and deliver a meaning rep�
resentation that can be used by the Dialogue Manager� It does this
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Knowledge source� Dial Dial Task Dom
Capability Mod Hist Mod Mod

A� To identify the task� R R
A� To identify sub	tasks and know how they

are related to a task�
L L

A� To reason about how much of a task has
been achieved so far�

L L

A� To decide what action to take in order
to achieve a task�

R L L

A� To deal with situations in which no an	
swer can be retrieved�

R L L

A� To deal with situations in which the an	
swer includes to much information�

R R

A� To allow the user to over	answer ques	
tions�

R L L

A�� To allow the user to initiate clari�cation
sub	dialogues�

R R

A�� To allow the user to abandon the current
request and pose a new request instead�

R

A�� To follow shifts in focus� R R
A�� To resolve anaphora and ellipsis� R
A�� To map a description to an entity� R
A�� To detect ambiguous descriptions and

deal with them�
R

A�� To detect erroneous descriptions and
deal with them�

R

A�� To reason about and derive new infor	
mation from the information provided by
the user�

R

A�� To have domain	related default informa	
tion�

L L

A�� To know what the system can and can	
not do�

R

Figure ���� Capabilities and knowledge sources that support them�
Knowledge sources that are Required are marked with an R and L
means at Least one of the knowledge sources is required�
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Figure ���� Architecture of the linlin framework for information�
providing dialogue systems�

utilising a uni�cation�based parser �Str�mb�ck and J�nsson 	�����
The Generator is responsible for the realisation and presentation of
questions and answers speci�ed by the Dialogue Manager� The Di�
alogue Manager�s primary task is to control the �ow of the dialogue
by deciding how the system should respond to user utterances� As a
basis for this� the Dialogue Manager utilises a dialogue model and a
dialogue history �J�nsson 	�����

The dialogue model is structured in terms of discourse segments�
and these are structured in terms of moves and embedded segments�
An initiative�response �IR� structure determines the compound dis�
course segments� where an initiative opens the IR�segment and the
response closes the IR�segment �Dahlb�ck 	��	�� The discourse seg�
ments are classi�ed by general speech act categories� such as question
�Q� and answer �A� �J�nsson 	��
�� rather than specialised �cf� �Ha�
gen 	������ or domain�related �Alexandersson and Reithinger 	����
ones� The action for the Dialogue Manager to carry out� as modelled
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Figure ���� An OPM for the question� �How fast is a Volvo ����

in a dialogue grammar� depends on how domain entities are speci�ed
and their relations to other entities in the domain and the dialogue
history�

The domain entities are modelled by Objects and Properties� Objects
model the set of objects in the database and Properties denotes a
complex predicate ascribed to this set� The parameters in Objects
and Properties are application�dependent� Markers are also utilised
for various purposes �J�nsson and Str�mb�ck 	����� for example to
mark yes�no questions� Structures that represent information about
objects� properties and markers are termed OPMs� Figure ��� shows
a sample OPM which represents the request� �How fast is a Volvo
�����

There is only one dialogue history� which is maintained by the Di�
alogue Manager� Thus� the other modules in the system have no
memory of the previous interaction since this could cause con�icts�
The dialogue history records focal information� that is� what has been
talked about and what is being talked about at the moment� It is rep�
resented as a dialogue tree and the nodes in the dialogue tree record
information in OPMs�

��� The �traf system

This section describes the �traf system� a multi�modal dialogue
system that provides information about local public transportation�
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Figure ���� Graphical interface of the multi�modal dialogue system
�traf�

Multi�modal means that it is possible to use natural language com�
bined with pointing and clicking in the map� menus� buttons and ta�
bles� to interact with the system� The graphical user interface �Qvar�
fordt ����� is shown in Figure ����

����� System architecture

Figure ��
 shows the architecture of the �traf system� The solid
arrows in the �gure indicate how information �ows between the mod�
ules� The Dialogue Manager should only be concerned with phenom�
ena related to the dialogue with the user� It should not be involved
in the process of accessing the information sources or performing
domain reasoning� A separate module� a Domain Knowledge Man�
ager� devoted to access of information sources and domain knowledge
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Figure ��
� Architecture of the �traf dialogue system�

sources� was therefore introduced �Flycht�Eriksson ������ The Di�
alogue Manager is still the central controller of the interaction but
it cooperates with the Domain Knowledge Manager with the aim of
achieving a natural and intuitive dialogue�

A user utterance is parsed by the Interpreter and a feature structure�
containing the relevant information in the utterance� is passed on to
the Dialogue Manager� The Dialogue Manager then takes the given
information and processes it into the dialogue context� This means
that the new information may be incorporated in a previous partially
speci�ed request or that it results in a new request� If a request is
fully speci�ed� the Dialogue Manager sends it to the Domain Knowl�
edge Manager� The Domain Knowledge Manager decides how the
requested information can be retrieved and the result is passed back
to the Dialogue Manager in a speci�ed response format� i�e� a feature
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structure containing speci�c �elds like status� result and error� The
response is then used by the Dialogue Manager to communicate to
the Generator what response it should present to the user�

����� Dialogue management

linlin only supports some of the required capabilities identi�ed from
the corpus� There is only one type of rather simple task�related re�
quest� but in many domains the system must deal with more complex
requests� Complex requests are concerned with the speci�cation of
objects with complex relations� The speci�cation of such an object
requires that the user provides information on a speci�c set of param�
eters� which often involves several dialogue turns� The speci�cation
is used to construct a matching object by retrieving� and sometimes
integrating� knowledge from one or several domain knowledge sources
and information sources� For example� to answer requests on a trip�
the system needs to have a number of parameters speci�ed� such as
departure and arrival time and place� before it is able to access the
time�tables�

A complex task�related request introduces sub�tasks and the capa�
bilities related to these �A� and A��� With the introduction of the
complex task�related requests the risk of problematic responses to re�
quests increases� Capability A� should thus be added and capability
A� has to be elaborated upon�

To achieve the capabilities related to complex requests� the dialogue
model and dialogue history were complemented with system task
models� Explicit system task models were chosen because they can
support several tasks and facilitate the modi�cation and addition of
new tasks�

The system task model holds the parameters that have to be speci�ed
before successful access of the information sources can be performed�
They are known as Information Speci�cation Forms �ISFs� �Dahl�
b�ck and J�nsson 	����� Just like OPMs� the ISFs are application�
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dependent and they are also used to record information in the di�
alogue tree� i�e� to inform the Dialogue Manager which parameters
have to be provided by the user and which should be requested next�

By introducing this new structure in parallel with the old OPMs� the
system can follow shifts in focus and maintain the mixed�initiative
character of interaction with the user� For example� if the user has
posed an incomplete complex request and the system asks for the
parameters necessary to specify the request� the user might want to
ask a clarifying question before giving an answer� This shift in focus
can be represented in the dialogue by the introduction of an OPM�
When the clari�cation question has been answered� the complex task
represented by the ISF can be picked up again� see the example in
Section������

����� Domain knowledge management

The complex task�related requests also require capabilities to deal
with descriptions that have not been necessary in linlin� The sys�
tem must be able to map descriptions to entities �A	�� and to detect
and deal with ambiguous and erroneous descriptions �A	
 and A	���
It should also be able to derive new information from that provided
by the user �A��� and to provide domain�speci�c default informa�
tion �A���� All these capabilities rely on the availability of domain
knowledge and domain reasoning�

The Domain Knowledge Manager was designed to supply the capabil�
ities related to domain knowledge� The Domain Knowledge Manager
maps descriptions to entities and reasons about where and how the
information should be retrieved and how information from di�erent
domain knowledge sources and information systems should be inte�
grated� If the Domain Knowledge Manager encounters a problem it
cannot solve by using domain knowledge� a speci�cation of the prob�
lem and the needed clarifying information is returned to the Dialogue
Manager�
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U�� I want to go to the city centre�
S�� The city centre is a big area� Can you point on the map or give

more speci�c information like a landmark or a street�
U�� Are there any bus stops near the Garden square�
S�� There are several bus stops near the Garden square�

� Shows the bus stops in the map �

U�� Then I want to go there from the University�
S�� When do you want to go�
U�� On the ��st of April before lunch�
S�� The ��st is not a valid date� there are only �� days in April�

Give a new date please�
U�� The ��th of April�
S��� The alternative trips are shown in the table�

� Shows a table of trips �

Figure ���� A hypothetical dialogue with the �traf dialogue appli�
cation�

To facilitate addition� replacement and reuse of domain knowledge
sources� an agent�based architecture has been chosen for the Domain
Knowledge Manager� The Domain Knowledge Manager consists of
several agents� the Control Agent� the Recipe Agent� the Inte�
gration Agent� and Domain Agents� The agents provide di�erent
services� for example to retrieve some information given certain pa�
rameters� and can also request services from each other�

The Control Agent is a generic domain�independent agent that con�
trols the processing of a request� For this purpose it utilises knowledge
structures called recipes� A recipe consists of a series of services from
di�erent agents� which are executed in order to construct an answer to
the request� The Recipe Agent is responsible for the construction of
recipes that match the requests� The Integration Agent is a domain�
independent agent that can integrate several response alternatives
into one answer� utilising integration rules� which contain both do�
main heuristic and more general principles� The Domain Agents are
responsible for the appropriate access of domain knowledge sources
and are able to perform sophisticated knowledge reasoning in order
to retrieve the information�
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IR3

U3

S2 U5

S4

S8 U9S6 U7

IR2U1 IR4 IR5 S10

IR1

D

Figure ���� The dialogue tree resulting from the dialogue in Fig�
ure ����

In the domain of local public transportation� four di�erent domain
agents are present� The Temporal Reasoning Agent contains a
calendar and reasons about temporal expressions� The Spatial Rea�
soning Agent consists of a Geographical Information System and a
reasoning mechanism used to deduce the relations between geograph�
ical objects� The Time�table Agent accesses an information source
on the Internet� which contains the time�tables for local public trans�
portation� There is also a System and Help Information Agent
with system information� like references to human operators for ques�
tions outside the scope of time�table information� for example� on lost
property�

����� Examples

To illustrate how the DialogueManager �DM� and the Domain Knowl�
edge Manager �DKM� cooperate in processing requests clari�cations�
consider the hypothetical dialogue shown in Figure ���� The dialogue
tree in Figure ��� shows the resulting structure of the dialogue�
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The �rst utterance� U	� initiates a trip ISF� Information about the
arrival location provided by the user is inserted into the ISF under
Arr� which results in the structure presented in Figure ��	�� The ISF
indicates that the departure place and time has to be further speci�ed
by the user with the marker req in Dep and TTime �TravelTime��

�
����

Type � Trip

Arr �
�
Area � City center

	
Dep � req�

TT ime � req�

TType � opt�

�
����

Figure ��	�� The ISF in IR	 after processing U	�

However� before continuing the dialogue and asking the user for the
information that is missing in the ISF� the DM asks the DKM to
validate the provided values� This validation is performed in order
to detect vague or erroneous information that might have been given
by the user�

The arrival location in a trip ISF will be used to �nd suitable bus stops
that can be used to search the time�table database� The validation of
the arrival location therefore means that the Spatial Reasoning Agent
tries to map the location to a small set of bus stops� In this case it
discovers that Area� City Centre is a too vague description since it
corresponds to too many stops� in our case more than � stops� The
DM is informed of this and is also given the information that more
speci�c information like a point� a landmark or a street is required�
Figure ��		�
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�
��������

Status � Error

Item �
�
Area � City center

	
Type �

�
TooMany � BusStops�

Up � �
	 �

Solution �



SpecInfo � fPoint�

Landmark�

Streetg

�

�
��������

Figure ��		� The response from the DKM to the domain validation
of the arrival location�

Thus� the user will not be asked to provide the value of another pa�
rameter since it would be an implicit con�rmation that the arrival
place is correct� instead a new IR�unit� IR� in the dialogue tree� is
created and a clari�cation� S�� is initiated based on the information
from the DKM that indicates the problematic item� the type of prob�
lem and a possible solution to the problem�

Instead of answering the system�s question� the user takes the ini�
tiative by requesting new information� U�� This request results in a
new IR�unit� IR�� to be inserted into the dialogue tree as a clari�ca�
tion of the system�s clari�cation in IR�� as shown in Figure ���� The
utterance is a simple request and the DM utilises an OPM to model
this� Figure ��	���

�����
Obj �

�
� ��

�
Stop � �

	
��

�
Landmark � Garden

square

� �
�

Prop �

�
Near �

�
P lace� � ��

P lace� � ��

� �
�
�����

Figure ��	�� The OPM in IR� after processing U��

To answer this request means reasoning about spatial relations be�
tween geographical objects� The request is therefore sent to the
DKM� which asks the Spatial Reasoning Agent for information� The
request is successfully processed and some nearby bus stops are found
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and sent back to the DM utilising the structure in Figure ��	�� The
DM can then ask the generator to present them to the user� S��

�
����������

Status � Success

Stops �

�
��������



Name � Centrum

Snickareg� ��

Id � ���	

�
�
Name � Linnegatan

Id � ����

�
�
Name � Stora torget

Id � 
��

�

�
��������

�
����������

Figure ��	�� The response from the DKM to the OPM in IR��

The user responds to this answer by con�rming his departure loca�
tion� U�� and thereby responds to the request S� of IR�� He also
provides an arrival location� This new information is represented in
the OPM of IR�� Figure ��	���

�����
Obj �

�
� ��

�
Landmark � Garden

square

�
��

�
Landmark � University

	
�
�

Prop �

�
Arr � ��

Dep � ��

�
�
�����

Figure ��	�� The OPM in IR� after processing U��

The DM resumes processing the ISF in IR	 and updates it with
the arrival and departure location based on the information in the
OPM of IR�� Information about the arrival location is added to the
previously provided information in the �eld Arr� The new information
about the departure location is inserted into the �eld Dep� yielding
the structure in Figure ��	��
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�
������

Type � Trip

Arr �

�
Area � City center

Landmark � Garden square

�
Dep �

�
Landmark � University

	
TT ime � req�

TType � opt�

�
������

Figure ��	�� The ISF in IR	 after updates with information from the
subtree in IR��

Again� the DM asks the DKM for domain validation of the partially
speci�ed ISF� Since both locations can be mapped to a limited num�
ber of bus stops the ISF is approved by the DKM� The DM now needs
to have a time to complete the ISF� and consequently a new IR�unit�
IR� in the dialogue tree� is created and the user is� in utterance S��
asked for this� The answer U
 is a valid response to S� and produces
a new OPM� see Figure ��	���

�����
Obj � ��

�
���

Date �

�
Day � ��

Month � April

�

T ime �

�
POD � lunch

Mod � before

�
�
���

Prop �
�
TT ime � ��

	

�
�����

Figure ��	�� The OPM in IR� after processing U
�

The new information from IR� is then inserted as TTime in the ISF
of IR	� This results in a fully speci�ed Trip ISF� Figure ��	
�
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�
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Type � Trip

Arr �

�
Area � City center

Landmark � Garden square

�
Dep �

�
Landmark � University

	

TT ime �

�
���

Date �

�
Day � ��

Month � April

�

T ime �

�
POD � lunch

Mod � before

�
�
���

TType � opt�

�
������������

Figure ��	
� The ISF of IR	 after updates with information from IR��

The ISF is again sent to the DKM for validation� When the Temporal
Reasoning Agent tries to map the temporal description in TTime
to a format suitable for time�table database search it discovers the
erroneous date� The DKM then returns a response� Figure ��	�� to
the DM informing it of the error� The DM initiates a new clari�cation
IR�unit� IR�� and a clari�cation is formulated� S��

�
������

Status � Error

Item �

�
Date �

�
Day � ��

Month � April

� �

Type �

�
NotV alid �

�
Month � April

Up � ��

� �
Solution �

�
SpecInfo � fDateg

	

�
������

Figure ��	�� The response from the DKM to the domain validation
of the time description�

The user responds to the system�s clari�cation request and provides
a new date� U�� The response is modelled in an OPM in IR�� Fig�
ure ��	��
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�
� Obj � ��

�
Date �

�
Day � ��
Month � April

� �
Prop �

�
TT ime � ��

	
�
�

Figure ��	�� The OPM of IR� after U��

The information in the clari�cation request IR�unit� IR�� is prop�
agated to the ISF of IR	 which is updated� This time� the new
information replaces the old in TTime since it was erroneous� The
resulting ISF is presented in Figure �����

�
������������

Type � Trip

Arr �

�
Area � Citycenter

Landmark � Gardensquare

�
Dep �

�
Landmark � University

	
TT ime �

�
Date �

�
Day � ��

Month � April

� �

T ime �

�
POD � lunch

Mod � before

�
TType � opt�

�
������������

Figure ����� The ISF of IR	 after integration with the information
in IR��

Once more a validation of the ISF is performed by the DKM� This
time no problems are detected and a search for suitable trips can
�nally be done� The DKM does this by �rst asking the Spatial Rea�
soning Agent to map the departure and arrival locations to two sets
of bus stops� then asking the Temporal Reasoning Agent to map the
vague temporal description to a precise time interval� Given this in�
formation� the DKM then searches the time�table database to �nd
one or more trips that ful�ll the requirements� The resulting trips
are sent back to the DM and displayed to the user� S	��
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��� The malin framework

�traf involves many modi�cations of the linlin framework� Some
of these were introduced in a new framework� malin� The most
noticeable is the change in architecture with the introduction of a
separate module� the Domain Knowledge Manager� that deals with
domain knowledge representation and reasoning�

Of the capabilities revealed by the corpus study �Figure ����� but not
supported by linlin� capabilities A��A�� A	��A	�� A�� and A�� are
related to domain knowledge and information source access�

Access of information sources can be problematic in two ways� no
answer to the request can be produced �A��� or too many answers are
found �A��� The �rst situation can occur if a request is inconsistent
or if no object meets all the restrictions of the request� Two di�erent
approaches to dealing with this are for the system to try and �x it
itself� or for the system to help the user handle the situation� The
�rst approach includes relaxing some of the constraints or resolving
the inconsistency� both of which require reasoning about the domain�
If the system fails or does not try to solve the problem itself� it can
give the user as much help as possible when he or she has to deal
with the problem� for example by stating the cause of the problem
and suggesting how the request should be modi�ed� malin supports
both approaches� The second problematic situation� where a request
has resulted in too many answers from the information sources� can
arise from requests that are not speci�c enough� The solution chosen
inmalin is to use the domain knowledge and decide which constraints
should be asked for in order to specify the request� thus helping the
user to formulate a more speci�c request�

Mapping descriptions to entities �A	�� is similar to retrieving answers
to requests� There are also two problems that have to be dealt with in
this case� the descriptions can be ambiguous �A	
� and correspond to
several entities� or they can be unsatis�able �A	�� and not correspond
to any entity� Ambiguous descriptions can be dealt with by either
asking the user to choose one of the matching entities or asking the
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user to provide a distinguishing feature� In malin� both approaches
are used depending on how many alternatives there are� Unsatis�able
descriptions can be dealt with in three di�erent ways� �nd and inform
the user of faulty presuppositions that cause the description to be
unsatis�able� �nd and present near misses by relaxing some of the
features in the description� or inform the user of the problem giving
as helpful information as possible� malin uses the �rst and third of
these� if a faulty presupposition is present it is presented to the user�
Other problems are also brought to the user�s attention together with
helpful information on how they can be corrected�

Other capabilities that rely on domain knowledge include reasoning
about and deriving new information from the information provided by
the user �A��� and using domain�related default information about
requests �A���� If a user has speci�ed a request that is not complete�
the system can �ll in the empty spaces by inserting default informa�
tion or by deriving it from the information that has been provided�

The use of a specialised Domain Knowledge Manager has a num�
ber of advantages� The �rst is that dialogue management becomes
more focused as it only has to consider dialogue phenomena� while
domain�speci�c reasoning is handled by the Domain Knowledge Man�
ager� The second major advantage is that once an interface between
the Dialogue Manager and the Domain Knowledge Manager has been
speci�ed� they can be developed and experimented with indepen�
dently of each other� This� in turn� facilitates porting a system to
new domains since domain�related issues are included in the domain
knowledge sources� Another advantage is that the domain knowledge
sources can easily be modi�ed� exchanged and reused� Finally� with
a separate module for domain knowledge management� the domain�
dependent features and information sources are gathered in one loca�
tion�
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��� Implications for ontology use in

dialogue systems

The implementation of the Domain Knowledge Manager in �traf

and malin has two drawbacks� The representation of domain knowl�
edge is varies greatly since the only requirement on the domain agents
is the syntax of the services they provide� Thus� the type of knowledge
and reasoning they provide can di�er greatly� A more declarative and
uniform approach to domain knowledge representation is desirable to
further facilitate reuse and portability� The monopoly of the Domain
Knowledge Manager on the domain reasoning also causes some tasks
to be delayed� For example� ambiguities during interpretation can be
resolved with the use of domain knowledge and focus management
can also be improved if the Dialogue Manager has access to domain
knowledge reasoning mechanisms� Thus� ontologies as representation
format and a general Ontology Manager that can communicate with
the Interpreter� the Dialogue Manager and the Domain Knowledge
Manager is a possible solution�
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Domain Knowledge and

Ontologies in BirdQuest

In this chapter a dialogue system� BirdQuest� based on the
malin framework� is presented with a focus on ontology usage�

The next step towards a portable dialogue systems framework capable
of sophisticated domain reasoning is described in this chapter� In the
BirdQuest application� two new features are introduced� the use
of domain ontologies and information extraction techniques to access
unstructured textual information�

�traf and malin use structural information to provide answers to
user requests� However� most of the information available in elec�
tronic formats comes as text� making up huge sets of unstructured
information in natural language� One way to make this information
available in dialogue systems is to use information extraction tech�
niques that pull out relevant information from textual documents and
compile it to a usable database�

	��
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Figure ��	� Graphical user interface of BirdQuest�

This approach has been used in the development of BirdQuest�
a dialogue system that provides information collected from a bird
encyclopedia� In BirdQuest� users can ask questions in natural
language and also use menus to enter bird names� The interface
is shown in Figure ��	� A translation of the full dialogue in the
interface is given in Figure ���� and another example of a dialogue
with BirdQuestcan be found in Figure 	�	�

��� System architecture

The system architecture combines an interaction component with an
information processing component and a set of knowledge sources
that de�ne the scope of the language and the domain of the system�
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U�� Which birds nest in Africa�
S�� Montagu�s harrier� common kestrel������� Stock dove and Euro	

pean Bee	eater�
U�� How large is the common kestrel�
S�� A common kestrel is about �� cm long from the beak tip to tail�

A common kestrel�s wingspan is about �� cm�
U�� How many eggs does it lay�
S�� A common kestrel lays approx� �	� eggs�
U�� Loon
S�� Select one of the following loons� Yellow	billed loon� black	

throated loon� red	throated loon and great northern loon
U�� red	throated loon�
S��� A red	throated loon lays approx� �	� eggs�
U��� Where does it live�
S��� Red	throated loons geographic nesting area� Is the one of the

four loons that nest northernmost
U��� What does a waterfowl look like�
S��� Choose one of the following Waterfowl� Barnacle Goose� Tufted

Duck� Bean Goose� Whooper Swan� Gadwall������
U��� gadwall
S��� You can receive information about the size and plumage of a

Gadwall� Please specify what you are interested in�
U��� size
S��� A Gadwall has a length of �� cm from beak tip to tail�

Information about wingspan is missing for Gadwall
U��� Where do mute swans live�
S��� Information about a mute swan�s range�

The mute swan can be found nesting mainly in western Europe�
but also in southeast Europe and Turkey�

U��� How long does a mute swan live�
S��� Information about maximum age of a mute swan�

Maximum age in the wild� �� years and � months
U��� Which birds can I see in Sweden in December�

Figure ���� A dialogue illustrating the BirdQuest system�

The Information Processing Component takes collections of unstruc�
tured or semi�structured documents and transforms them into struc�
tured information that can be used by the dialogue system during
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Figure ���� The processing modules and the shared knowledge sources
of BirdQuest that are used for dialogue interaction and information
extraction�

interaction with the user� The transformation is based on informa�
tion extraction techniques� and the documents are analysed in several
stages going through lexical� morphological� syntactical and semantic
analysis� in each step adding more structure to the documents� A
wide variety of pattern extraction rules are then applied to the docu�
ments� The objective is to �ll the database with relevant information
and ignore text segments that do not meet the information needs of
the users� The ontology serves as an important knowledge source
for the information processing component to identify the relevant
information and provide semantics for the text processing �Flycht�
Eriksson et al� ������
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The Interaction Component has been implemented based on malin
with a parser that combines full and partial parsing techniques� the
Dialogue Manager and a Domain Knowledge Manager have been ex�
tended to utilise ontological knowledge� The generator is template�
based and adapted to present values and text snippets extracted from
the text source� A separate question analysis module that uses the
ontology has also been developed but not yet integrated into the sys�
tem� The architecture of the combined system is shown in Figure ���

��� The BirdQuest ontology

TheBirdQuest ontologywas developed manually following the usual
stages of development and construction� cf� Section����

	� Speci�cation of scope and purpose

�� Ontology capture

�� Ontology coding

�� Evaluation

����� Scope and purpose

The primary purpose of the ontology in BirdQuest is to support
the dialogue system�s tasks of cooperatively formulating information
requests together with the user and of accessing and retrieving the
requested information� The ontology should also model the type of in�
formation to be extracted from the source document and stored in the
database� In the case of a combined system for dialogue interaction
and information extraction� it is crucial that the ontology captures
both the system�oriented view to re�ect the information sources and
the user�oriented� often more naive� view of the domain�
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Object instance

System concept

User concept
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Bird
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Figure ���� Part of the integrated ontology representing the concep�
tualisations of both bird encyclopedia and users�

The bird encyclopedia almost exclusively contains information of a
factual character with a focus on objects� The ontology was therefore
restricted to modelling this type of information in terms of objects�
attributes and relations� leaving out events�processes�
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����� Ontology capture

To identify relevant concepts to include in the ontology two corpora
were analysed� the bird encyclopedia �Staav and Fransson 	��	� and
a question corpus�

The bird encyclopedia

The organisation and structure of the book were taken as a starting
point for the identi�cation of ontology concepts� It uses the K H
Voous system for dividing birds into orders� families and species�
For each of the categories� information about certain properties was
presented� most of which was species speci�c� The book was manually
analysed� to identify the objects� properties and relations relevant for
the purpose of information extraction� The analysis gave a total of �
categories �various groupings of birds� and geographical locations�� ��
attributes and � relations� some of which are presented in Figure ����

The question corpus

The corpus used consists of ��� questions about birds� It was col�
lected by The Swedish public service television company on a web
site for one of their nature programs� where the public could send
in questions� The analysis of the corpus focused on questions that
were deemed as within the boundaries of the application leaving out�
for example� questions concerning veterinarian treatment of birds or
explanations of behaviour� The analysis of the remaining questions
in the corpus revealed that the users� view of the domain in most
cases corresponds to the one found in the encyclopedia� but a small
number of new categories and several new attributes were identi�ed�
These new concepts were of three types�
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� Users sometimes utilised another way of categorising birds than
the zoological oriented taxonomy in the bird encyclopedia� talk�
ing about �Spring birds�� �Small birds�� �Migratory birds�� and
�Birds of prey�� etc�

� In many cases the properties of the birds were more general
than the terms used in the book� for example questions about
size which include both wingspan and length�

� A number of properties were not present in the bird encyclo�
pedia but closely related to them� such as weight and speed of
�ight�

From the analysis of the encyclopedia� a conceptualisation underlying
the structure and presentation of information to be extracted by the
Information Processing Component was constructed� The result was
a system�oriented domain ontology representing experts� �the book
authors� view of the domain� The non�expert view of the domain�
useful for dialogue interaction as provided by the question corpus�
was then integrated in the following manner�

� By allowing multiple inheritance� new links between existing
categories and new categories were added� Note� for example�
how the category SmallBird is introduced and that Finches is
multiple linked to both this category and Family in Figure ����

� In a similarmanner vague properties were introduced and linked
to the existing properties� Figure ��� illustrates how two new
levels were introduced� Wingspan and Length are sub�properties
of Size� which in turn is a sub�property of Appearance�

Properties from the question corpus that could not be linked through
hyponym relations to existing properties in the system�oriented con�
ceptualisation where left out� This was because there was no existing
information regarding these in the bird encyclopedia and neither was
there any existing information in the database to be used by the
dialogue system�
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With � new objects and � new properties introduced by the analysis
of the question corpus� the resulting ontology contains 	� objects� ��
properties and � relations�

����� Ontology coding

The ontological knowledge was represented in two di�erent knowledge
sources� one containing the concepts and their taxonomical relations�
and one holding the individuals and facts� i�e� object instances and
their taxonomical relations� The factual part was generated semi�
automatically by extracting instances from the bird encyclopedia�

Each concept had a unique name� a de�nition in natural language�
and a tag stating if it was system or user derived� i�e� if it came from
the bird encyclopedia conceptualisation or the question corpus� Prop�
erties and Relations also had domain and range restrictions� which
stated what type of objects they were applicable to� This is illustrated
in Figure ��� where the relation winter distribution has domain Migra�
tory bird and range Geographical location� There were also cardinality
restrictions for the properties and relations�

����� Evaluation

To verify� among other things� that the ontology met its intended
purpose it was evaluated in the context of its usefulness for dialogue
interaction �Flycht�Eriksson and J�nsson ������ The results are pre�
sented in Section���
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Lexicon Ontologies

Question Answer Type

Question Type
Factual

Content representation

What does a crow eat?

O: {<O1, #BirdSpecies, $Crow>,
P: {<P1, #Feed; O1:V1>}

#String

V: {<V1, #String, EXIST>}

Question
Taxonomy

Syntactic
analysis

Ontological
analysis

Figure ���� A question analysis module that includes two components
for syntactic and ontological processing of questions and utterances�
It utilises three types of knowledge sources� a question taxonomy� a
semantic lexicon and an ontology�

��� Question Analysis

The module for question analysis in BirdQuest is new compared
to the malin framework� which utilised a chart parser as a basis for
syntactic analysis� The new module uses a commercial functional
dependency grammar �FDG� developed by Connexor� �Tapanainen
and J�rvinen 	��
�� for syntactic analysis� and couples this with an
ontology�based analysis�

The module can be easily adapted for various applications by ex�
changing the application�speci�c knowledge sources� Figure ��� shows
the architecture of the module and the knowledge sources it uses� The
question analysis module takes a question or information request as
input and tries to determine the question type� answer type and con�
tent� The question type information is a category from the question
type taxonomy� e�g� factual� explanation or de�nition� The answer
type can be a boolean� string� number or an ontological entity� The

�The product is now called Connexor Machinese Syntax�
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content representation models the objects� events� attribute and re�
lations according to the domain ontology�

����� Representation format

In Figure ��� a representation of the question �What does a crow
eat� is presented� The way the content is modelled re�ects to a high
degree how knowledge of a domain is represented in the ontology� The
tuples represent objects� attributes and relations� The �rst member
of a tuple is always an identi�er �O� A� R� or V for objects� attributes�
relations and values respectively�� For objects and events� the second
member is an ontological type� and the third member can be either
a quanti�er or an instance in the knowledge base� For properties�
i�e� attributes and relations� the second element contains also the
argument structure expressed as identi�ers of objects and values�

To produce the ontological content representation a semantic lexi�
con is used� As described in Section
�	�� lexical items� i�e� word and
phrases� are linked to ontological concepts through reference rela�
tions� Since words can be ambiguous and there can be synonyms�
there exist a many to many relationship between lexical items and
concepts�

In Figure ��� a few examples of words and their ontological corre�
spondence are given� The lexicon is in Swedish but a column with an
English translation has been added for illustration�

����� Syntactic and ontological analysis

The goal of the syntactic and semantic analysis is to construct a
content representation of a question that capture the semantics� util�
ising as much linguistically motivated information as possible� The
syntactic analysis of questions is divided into a number of di�erent
steps�
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Lexical item Semantic
Swedish English

familjer families � O�Family� ALL �

l�ngsta longest � A�Length� � � V �

� V�Number�MAX �

utseende appearance � A�Appearance� � �� �

ser�ut look�like � A�Appearance� � �� �

lever live � A�OldestAge� � �� �

lever live � R�Distribution� � �� �

Figure ���� Examples of items in a semantic lexicon� Two parts are
shown� the word or phrase and the semantics in terms of ontological
concepts�

The �rst step is to do a syntactic analysis of the question using the
Functional Dependency Grammar �fdg� parser� It is a full syntactic
parser that produces both morphological information for word�form
tokens and functional dependencies representing relational informa�
tion in sentences� The question is annotated with information about
part�of�speech� dependencies� and syntactical functions�

The next step is to process the output from the fdg parser in order to
identify noun and verb phrases� which hold the objects� properties�
and relations of the question� This information can be extracted
using information about dependencies and syntactic functions� i�e� it
is implicitly available in the output from fdg�

At this point the analysis of the question is quite detailed on a syntac�
tic level� Next� a semantic analysis is performed� The constituents of
the question are looked up in a domain�speci�c semantic lexicon� The
�nal step is to transfer the dependencies between the words to the se�
mantic concepts that have been retrieved from the lexicon� However�
they are no longer seen as directed� and are after this step simply
referred to as links�
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The partial semantic interpretation that has been produced is then
further processed and speci�ed based on the ontology� Knowledge of
domain and range restriction for properties and relations are utilised
to �lter out erroneous links between objects� values� properties and
relations� and to add missing objects or values�

����� Examples

In the following section� we present four examples drawn from the di�
alogue in Figure ���� and in detail explain how the question analysis
operates� and how the ontological analysis contributes to the creation
of a knowledge�rich and unambiguous representation of question con�
tents with explicit semantics�

The �gures in this section have two parts� First the output from the
parser used for syntactical analysis is presented� Then the output
from the question analysis module presented� The number indicates
the source in the syntactic analysis of an ontological concept� If a
number is missing the information has been added by the ontological
analysis� Strike�through text denotes information retracted by the
ontological analysis�

The �rst example� presented in Figure ��
� shows how the question
�What does a waterfowl look like� is interpreted� The output from
the FDG parser basically consists of six di�erent parts� some sep�
arated by tabs� and other by white spaces� The leftmost column
contains numerical references to the constituents of the question in�
terpreted� The second column contains the actual word and the third
holds the word�s stem� The fourth column represents the syntactic
function of the constituent� as well as a reference to the constituent
that it is dependent on� The last column has two di�erent parts� The
leftmost part contains the surface syntactic tag� while the rest of the
column contains morphological information about the word�

The information provided by the FDG parser is then used to make a
semantic analysis of the question� The �rst column refers to the con�
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Output from the FDG parser
	 Hur hur man��� 'AH ADV
� ser se main��� 'MV V PRES
� en en det��� '�N DET SG NOM
� and and subj��� 'NH N SG NOM
� ut ut advl��� 'AH ADV
�   'INTERP INTERP

QuestionMark

Output from the question analysis
�� O� Family�Waterfowl
�(�� P� Appearance

V� String

Links� ##�� �$� #�� �$$
Question type� Fact
Answer type� String� EXIST

Figure ��
� Analysis of� �What does a waterfowl look like� �swe�
�Hur ser en and ut���

stituents that give rise to the semantic entities� the second contains
either an O� A� or R for objects� attributes and relations� respectively�
the third contains the semantics proper�

First of all� the syntactic representation receives a content represen�
tation� by looking up the words in a semantic lexicon� This lexicon
is basically a re�ection of the ontology� i�e�� they use the same basic
categories to describe objects� attributes and relations in the world�
Here� the fourth constituent in the question is mapped to the object
Waterfowl� The second and �fth constituent are mapped to the at�
tribute Appearance� In Swedish� �se ut� �eng� look like� is a particle
verb� and in the current question� the particle �ut� is located three
constituents to the right of the verb �se�� However� since �ut� is de�
pendent on �se� and no constituents are dependent on �ut�� we can
conclude that this is essentially a single unit� The dependencies are
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Output from the FDG parser
	 Var var loc��� 'AH ADV
� lever leva main��� 'MV V PRES
� kn�lsvanar kn�lsvan subj��� 'NH N PL NOM
�   'INTERP INTERP

QuestionMark

Output from the question analysis
	� O� SpatialObject� EXIST
�� R� Distribution
�� O� BirdSpecies�MuteSwan
�� P� OldestAge

Links� ##	� �$� #�� �$$$
Question type� Fact
Answer type� SpatialObject� EXIST

Figure ���� Analysis of� �Where do mute swans live� �swe� �Var
lever kn�lsvanar��

also relabelled to Links and their direction is removed� They are kept
since they are later used for ontological disambiguation� In this case�
the interpretation is unambiguous since it contains one attribute and
one object where the object is of the attribute�s domain� The onto�
logical analysis only adds the expected answer type String based on
the range restriction of the attribute�

Figure ��� illustrates how the question �Where do mute swans live�
is analysed� Here we have an ambiguity because of the word �lever�
�eng� live�� which can refer to both the distribution of a bird� as well
as its life span� This is re�ected as the second constituent receives two
di�erent readings� Disambiguation is performed using the ontology to
compare the given objects with the attribute and the relation� Since
the relation Distribution has the domain BirdSpecies and the range
SpatialObject this is the preferred interpretation and the attribute
OldestAge is ignored�
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Output from the FDG parser
	 Hur hur ad��� '�A ADV
� l�nge l�nge advl��� 'AH ADV
� lever leva main��� 'MV V PRES
� en en det��� '�N DET SG NOM
� kn�lsvan kn�lsvan subj��� 'NH N SG NOM
�   'INTERP INTERP

QuestionMark

Output from the question analysis
	� �� �� P� OldestAge
�� O� BirdSpecies�MuteSwan

Links� ##	� �$� #�� �$� #�� �$$
Question type� Fact
Answer type� Number� EXIST

Figure ���� Analysis of� �How long does a mute swan like� �swe�
�Hur l�nge lever en kn�lsvan���

In the analysis of �How long does a mute swan live� in Figure ��� we
once again �nd the ambiguous word �lever� �eng� live�� In this case�
however� no ambiguity arises since� �Hur l�nge lever� �eng� �How
long ��� live�� is treated as a single question phrase� There are a
number of di�erent question phrases� or generally multi�word units�
that can be stored as single constituents in the semantic lexicon for
more e�cient processing�

The last example� presented in Figure ��	�� shows a more complex
question �Which birds can I see in Sweden in December�� Here�
we conclude that the user is interested in a number of birds match�
ing certain criteria� hence the answer type BirdSpecies� ALL� The
ontological analysis uses the ontology to reason about the proper
interpretation of the spatial and temporal information� Temporal
and spatial aspects are treated using two special types of relations�
TemporalRestrict and SpatialRestrict that can have objects� attributes
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Output from the FDG parser
	 Vilka vilken det��� '�N DET PL NOM
� f�glar f�gel obj��� 'NH N PL NOM
� kan kunna v�ch��� 'AUX V PRES
� jag jag subj��� 'NH PRON SG

NOM
� se se main��� 'MV V INF
� i i advl��� 'AH PREP

 Sverige sverige pcomp��� 'NH N SG NOM
� i i advl��� 'AH PREP
� december december pcomp��� 'NH N SG NOM
	�   'INTERP INTERP

QuestionMark

Output from the question analysis
	� �� O� BirdSpecies� ALL
�� R� Distribution

� O� Country�Sweden
�� O� Month�December

R� TemporalRestrict�����
R� SpatialRestrict���
�

Links� ##	� �$� #�� �$� #
� �$� #�� �$$
Question type� Fact
Answer type� BirdSpecies� ALL

Figure ��	�� Analysis of� �Which birds can I see in Sweden in De�
cember� �swe� �Vilka f�glar kan jag se i Sverige i December���

or other relations as domain and TemporalObject or SpatialObject as
range� respectively� In this case� they are attached to the relation
Distribution since this has both temporal and spatial aspects� and a
full interpretation of the question is derived�
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��� Dialogue and domain knowledge

management

The Dialogue Manager in BirdQuest utilises the OPM structures
described in Section����� to represent requests� Since most requests
regard an object and property� and these are simple concepts� there
is no need for ISFs to describe complex objects�

Since only one information source is used� a relational database with
the information extracted from the bird encyclopedia� the Domain
Knowledge Manager in BirdQuest does not utilise the agent archi�
tecture of malin� Instead it communicates with an Ontology Man�
ager that provides domain reasoning capabilities and utilises a tool�
QUAC� to transform user requests sent to it by the Dialogue Manager
to SQL questions �nlpFarm ������

The �rst step when a request is received is to check whether the
object� property and�or value provided match� This means asking
the Ontology Manager for information about the domain and range
restrictions of the property� If they do not match� the ontology is once
more used to see if there is a hypernym or hyponym of the object that
does match� If there is a small number they can be used directly to
gather information from the database� but if there are too many� a
clari�cation can be sent back to the Dialogue Manager that asks the
user to chose one of the instances collected from the ontology�

If object and property do match� the next step is to check if the
property can be used for database access or if it has to be transformed
into sub�properties� If the property or its direct children are system�
oriented they are used� otherwise a clari�cation with the alternatives
is sent back to the DM�

Next the DKM creates one or more SQL questions based on the re�
quest and accesses the database� The retrieved answers are returned
to the DM� An example of the cooperation between DM and DKM
is given in the next section�
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����� Examples

To illustrate the work of the DM and DKM consider the sequence
U	��S	� in the dialogue in Figure ���� This is an example of a request
for a property value� which results in the interpretation presented in
Figure ��		� Since it contains both an object and a property it is
considered fully speci�ed by the Dialogue Manager� and is therefore
sent to the Domain Knowledge Manager for retrieval of information�

�O� Family Waterfowl�

�A� Apperance� O��V��

�V� String EXIST�

Figure ��		� The request for �What do waterfowl look like� sent by
the DM to the DKM�

The DKM checks if the property Appearance is applicable to the ob�
ject of type Family� This is not the case� as can be seen in the domain
ontology in Figure ���� The ontology is therefore traversed to see if
there are any hyponyms�hypernyms that can be used instead� The
type BirdSpecies is� and the instances of bird species are collected
from the knowledge base� As there are many bird species that belong
to the familyWaterfowl� the DKM decides to send a clari�cation mes�
sage to the DM instead of creating new requests� The alternatives
are returned as a list� see Figure ��	��

��O� BirdSpecies Barnacle�

�O� BirdSpecies Goose�

�O� BirdSpecies TuftedDuck�

���

�O� BirdSpecies Gadwall��

Figure ��	�� A list of bird species belonging to the family Waterfowl
that can be used for a clari�cation� sent by the DKM to the DM�

Thus� the DM initiates a clari�cation sub�dialogue� see S	�� asking
for a more speci�c object� When the user has made her choice� U	��
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the request is once again sent to the DKM� The same attribute and
value is used but a new object has been inserted in the request� see
Figure ��	��

�O� BirdSpecies Gadwall�

�A� Apperance� O��V��

�V� String EXIST�

Figure ��	�� The request for �What do a gadwall look like� sent by
the DM to the DKM�

This time� the object Gadwall and the property Appearance match�
However� when checking the property in the ontology� the DKM �nds
that it is too vague to be used for database access since it has no im�
mediate sub�properties that can be used for database access� There�
fore a clari�cation message is sent to the DM� and a new clari�cation
sub�dialogue takes place �S	��U	
�� This time the DKM returns
two alternatives� that are the sub�properties of Appearance� see Fig�
ure ��	��

�A� Size� 
�
�

�A� Plumage� 
�
�

Figure ��	�� A list of sub�properties for Appearance that can be used
for a clari�cation� sent by the DKM to the DM�

When the user has speci�ed the property� the request is sent back
to the DKM� This time the object and value are the same with the
property replaced� Figure ��	��

�O� BirdSpecies Gadwall�

�A� Size� O��V��

�V� String EXIST�

Figure ��	�� The request for �What is the size of a gadwall� sent by
the DM to the DKM�
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This time the DKM can map the property to several sub�properties
suitable for access to the structured information source� utilising
the ontology� The DKM translates the request into two database
questions and retrieves the information� The results for Length and
Wingspan are then sent to the DM� Figure ��	��

�O� BirdSpecies Gadwall�

�A� Length� O��V��

�V� String ��� cm��

�A� Wingspan� O��V��

�V� String NULL�

Figure ��	�� An answer with values for length and wingspan for Gad�
wall� sent by the DKM to the DM�

��� Evaluation of BirdQuest

An evaluation of the system was performed with the goal of detect�
ing problems concerning interpretation� dialogue management� and
representation and use of domain knowledge�

����� Assessment of the question analysis
approach

As the question analysismodule was not integrated in theBirdQuest
system� a preliminary assessment of the approach was done manually�
The processing steps were applied to a sample of representative ques�
tions drawn from the question corpora� During the analysis of the
sample of representative questions� three di�erent types of problem�
atic questions that were dealt with in a varying degree of success were
identi�ed�
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Ambiguous general words

One problem encountered was the interpretation of general words
that� in some questions� have very domain�speci�c meanings� For ex�
ample� in the question� �Is the Oystercatcher really a type of Crow��
�is� denotes the relation IsA� see Figure ��	
�

�O� BirdSpecies Oystercathcer�

�R� IsA� O��O��

�O� Family Crow�

Figure ��	
� The interpretation of �Is the Oystercatcher really a type
of Crow��

However� in the question� �Which bird is widest between the tip of
the wings� this interpretation of �is� adds a second interpretation of
the question that is not the intended� The correct interpretation
gets a higher rank since it incorporates more of the information from
the syntactic analysis� as shown in Figure ��	�� The parenthesis
indicated that the faulty relation R	� has not been included in the
interpretation�

�O� BirdSpecies EXIST�

�A� Wingspan� O��V��

�V� Number MAX�

��R� IsA��

Figure ��	�� The interpretation of �Which bird is widest between the
tip of the wings��

Ambiguous domain words

A related problem is words that can have several interpretations�
for example �live� that can mean a location where birds live� or the
time span of a bird�s life� as exempli�ed in the questions presented
in Figures ��� and ���� Another example is �breed� that can be used
together with �where� to denote a location and together with �how
many� to refer to the number of couples in a population of birds� For
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example� �Where do swans breed� and �How many breeding swans
are there in Sweden� With the use of knowledge from the ontology
regarding the domain and range restrictions of these� disambiguation
is possible and the correct interpretation is produced in all cases�

Temporal and spatial restrictions

The use of the relations TemporalRestrict and SpatialRestrict to at�
tach temporal objects and spatial objects to the proper object� prop�
erty or relation works well� However� for some questions� further
processing might be needed to derive a more precise meaning� For
example� the question �What birds can I see in Sweden in Decem�
ber� in Figure ��	��

�O� BirdSpecies� ALL�

�R� WinterDistribution� O��O��

�O� Country� Sweden�

Figure ��	�� The interpretation of �Which birds can I see in Sweden
in December��

In this case� the temporal restriction means that the relation Dis�
tribution with a TemporalRestrict should be transformed to the rela�
tion WinterDistribution� resulting in the interpretation shown in Fig�
ure ��	�

����� Assessment of dialogue and domain
knowledge management

BirdQuest is intended to be used by casual users without previous
experience of dialogue systems or extensive knowledge of birds� It
was therefore evaluated in a walk�up and use situation similar to a
real use situation during an Open House day at the University� In this
respect� the situation resembles that of �Gustafson and Bell ������
although slightly more controlled�
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Table ��	� User utterances
No of Percentage of

utterances user utterances
Interpretable
Requests 	�� �
'
Cooperative CR
Responses �� 		'
Uncooperative
CR responses 		 �'
Out of scope 	�	 ��'
Mis�interpreted 	�	 �
'

We had six work stations running BirdQuest during � hours and
�� minutes and collected dialogues from �
 users� They received
minimal instructions in advance� they were only told that the system
can answer questions on Nordic birds� that it understands Swedish�
and that the dialogue would be recorded�

The resulting corpus consisting of �
 dialogues has a total number of
�	� user utterances� with a mean of 	� for each user� However� with
individual di�erences� for instance� three users posing more than ��
utterances to the system and three users posing less than ��

Personal data about age� gender� interest in birds and knowledge of
birds were collected together with each dialogue� The users were of
varying age� � female and �� male� Most of them had no interest in
birds� nor any knowledge of birds� Thus� despite having no interest in
birds� they were fairly representative of the intended users� Besides
the logged dialogue� the users were also asked to �ll out a brief ques�
tionnaire on how they liked to use the system� Most users thought
the system was fun to use� on a 	��graded scale we had a mean of 
�	�
The users also thought that it was fairly simple to use BirdQuest�
mean ��	� On the question how they liked the system we had a score
of ��
� i�e� the users neither disliked nor liked BirdQuest�
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Table ���� System utterances
No of Percentage of

utterances system utterances
Successful resp� 	�� ��'
Clari�cation req� 
� 	�'
Incorrect resp� 	� �'
Incorrect focus 	� �'
Error message ��� ��'

As we had no prede�ned tasks� we did not have a situation that al�
lowed for a controlled evaluation� as e�g� PARADISE �Walker et al�
	���� or PROMISE �Beringer et al� ������ Instead� we used a com�
bination of quantitative and qualitative approaches to analyse the
collected dialogue corpus� The dialogues were tagged in order to pro�
vide statistics over successful and problematic information exchanges�

Table ��	 shows that approximately half of the users� utterances
���'� were involved in successful information exchanges where the
user initiated an information request or answered a clari�cation re�
quest from the system� We also see that ��' of the users� utterances
were erroneous in some way and that BirdQuest failed to interpret
�
' of the utterances� as will be further discussed in Section����

From Table ��� we can see that BirdQuest presented 	�� successful
responses� A successful response is a response in which BirdQuest
presents information found in the database� A response where the
bird encyclopaedia does not include the information and BirdQuest
responds e�g� �Information on wing span is missing for magpie�� is
also considered successful� The reason being that BirdQuest suc�
cessfully accessed the database and presented whatever information
was there� including cases where there was no information in the
database� Among the 	��� there are �� such responses� so they are
not rare� and show one of the many interesting problems we encoun�
tered in the development of a dialogue system based on information
extraction from a text book�
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Clari�cations

It is notable that a fair amount of the dialogue moves involve clari�
�cations� The system initiates 
� clari�cation sub�dialogues in order
to transform a vague information request to a speci�c question� as
exempli�ed by the excerpt U	��S	� in Figure ����

The �rst type of clari�cation where the object needs to be specialised
was initiated in �	 of 	�� user requests for information� The second
type regarding vague user properties occurred in �� instances� Fi�
nally� mapping vague properties to ones suitable for database access
was done in �� cases� There were also � cases in which the user re�
quested information about birds of the categories �Small birds�� �Mi�
gratory birds� and �Sedentary birds� which had not been implemented
and could therefore not be handled� The high number of clari�ca�
tions and property mapping for database access shows the usefulness
of the domain ontology�

S��� You can receive information about size and plumage of a Blue
Tit� Please specify what you are interested in�

U��� blue tit

Figure ����� An example of an uncooperative answer to a clari�cation
request�

The users responded cooperatively to �� clari�cation requests from
the system and incorrectly 		 times� A typical example of the latter
is seen in Figure �����

Dialogue management� such as clari�cation sub�dialogues� thus plays
an important role for the performance of BirdQuest� Contextual
interpretation and dialogue history management are other important
dialogue phenomena from malin that are frequently utilised in the
dialogues� Managing dialogue history is� however� not trivial� There
are 	� cases in the corpus� termed Incorrect focus in Table ���� when
BirdQuest presents doubtful responses because of how dialogue his�
tory is handled� as will be further discussed in Section����	�
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Utterances out of scope for BirdQuest

Approximately half of the non�successful user utterances ���' of all
user utterances� were questions that BirdQuest would never be able
to answer� Beringer et al� ������ use the term uncooperative user for
users who� �fall out of the role or purposely misuse the system��� and
propose to exclude them from evaluations� We include such users in
our corpus� but group them together in a wider category called� Out
of scope�

Out of Scope utterances include user requests for information that is
outside the scope of the application� such as �How do you kill crows��
or socialisation utterances �Gustafson and Bell ������ such as� �How
are you�� Utterances can also be out of the database� scope� e�g�
�How high does a magpie �y� is such an utterance since there is no
information on how high birds �y in the Bird encyclopaedia� These
type of requests are further discussed in Section�����

The reason for grouping such utterances together is that BirdQuest
can never present information on them� Instead� we need to add a
number of well�designed responses that inform the user of the sys�
tem�s abilities� Utterances that are out of the system�s scope require
di�erent types of responses from the system� and the corpus gave us
valuable insights into the importance of system help messages that
describe what BirdQuest can and cannot do�

Utterances where BirdQuest fails

Finally� there are those utterances where the system failed� i�e� those
where an answer can be found in the encyclopaedia� but in which
BirdQuest fails to present a successful response for various reasons�
Such utterances comprise �
' of the users� input�

We have further analysed these and categorised them as being 	�
spelling mistakes� �� lexical gaps or �� grammatically out of scope�
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Table ���� User utterances not interpreted by BirdQuest
No of Percentage of

utterances system utterances
Misspelled �� �'
Not in lexicon �� 	�'
Not in grammar �� 	�'

as seen in Table ���� Table ��� includes only utterances that can be
successfully responded to� not� for instance� misspellings in utterances
that are out of the system�s scope�

Table ��� only gives a very brief indication of the nature of non�
interpretable utterances in the corpus� For instance� each utterance
is tagged as being of one type only� with misspellings having the
highest priority and missing grammar rules the lowest� Furthermore�
there could be several misspellings in one utterance�

It is also the case that the categories overlap� i�e� utterances can be�
long to more than one category� e�g� a misspelled word can also be
missed in the lexicon� There are three such utterances tagged mis�
spelled that also contain words not in the lexicon� 		 of the utterances
tagged misspelled cannot be handled because of missing grammar
rules� Thus� with a spelling checker� BirdQuest can handle another
	� utterances� i�e� misspelling on its own only accounts for ���' of
the utterances that BirdQuest cannot handle�

��� Implications for development

Our main goal was to collect data for further development� Utter�
ances in the categories involving unsuccessful information exchanges�
such as incorrect responses and mis�interpretations� were therefore
analysed more closely�
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����� Problematic focus management

Focus management and methods for determining topic shifts play
an important role in many dialogue systems� Our corpus includes a
variety of problematic cases that need further consideration� both in
how focus is handled in the Dialogue Manager and how the grammar
rules are constructed�

When a user poses a question that gives rise to a partially interpreted
request the Dialogue Manager seeks the dialogue history to see if it
can be contextually speci�ed� This works well in most cases when
utterances are elliptic but in some cases� especially when the inter�
preter has failed to produce a complete interpretation� it can cause
faulty responses� see the example in Figure ���	�

U��� How old does a common gull get�
S��� Information about the greatest age of a Common Gull�

Greatest age� �� years and � months
U��� What migratory birds exist�
S��� Information about range is missing for Common Gull�

Figure ���	� An example of problematic focus management due to
partial interpretations�

The reason for not being able to correctly interpret U�
 is that mi�
gratory birds is not a well de�ned concept in the bird encyclopaedia ��
Thus� only a partial interpretation with the property Range� based
on interpreting �exist� as connected to a location� is produced� The
partial interpretation is then combined with the object Common gull
from U�� and an incorrect response is produced in S���

A more di�cult problem to handle is when there has been a long
segment of uninterpreted user utterances� These are often caused by
sequences of misspellings or requests outside the scope of the system�
Normally� such sequences of utterances are contextually interpreted

�Many bird species do not migrate every year� and often some exemplars stay
when most birds of that specie migrate etc� �cf� Section�������
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utilising the dialogue history and a successful response can be pre�
sented to the user� There are� however� also �faulty� cases� as seen in
the dialogue fragment in Figure ������ Here� the user tries to shift fo�
cus and thus the property Feed should not have been inherited from
the previous question �U		�� A more appropriate response in S	�
would have been �You can receive information about a song thrush�s
�ight� feed� breeding location� appearance���� Please specify what you
are interested in���

U��� What does the honey buzzard eat
S��� Information about feed for a Honey Buzzard�

Main feed consists of Honeycomb������
U��� What birds can imitate speech
S��� Failed to interpret the question� Please try again
U��� Talking birds
S��� Failed to interpret the question� Please try again
U��� Song thrush
S��� Information about feed for a Song Thrush�

Worms� larvas and mollusc� etc�����

Figure ����� An example of problematic focus management due to
undetected focus shift�

The problem of dialogue history and focus shifts does not have a sim�
ple solution� Leceuche et al� ������ use focus rules based on relations
between the various things in the domain to track focus shifts� A
similar approach is to encode the domain in a type hierarchy and
use under�speci�ed feature structures to determine clari�cation re�
quests �Denecke 	��
�� Jokinen et al� �	���� use a topic model based
on a tree organisation of domain knowledge to detect topic shifts�
Such approaches would correctly handle the dialogue above and start
a new focus space after U	�� as there is no relation between the items
in U		�S	� and U	�� However� as we assume that it is a good idea
to keep items in focus even after user utterances with no previous
relation to the current focus �J�nsson 	����� such mechanisms are
not applicable here� For instance� if the user typed instead �U	�b�

�The Swedish name of Song thrush� �swe� taltrast�� can be literally translated
as 	Talking thrush	
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magpi�� we would not have a relation between the items in the ut�
terances� and then will not be able to correctly respond if the user
corrected that to �U	�b� magpie��

Another approach is proposed by �Chu�Carroll ����� who distin�
guishes between task initiatives and discourse initiatives that are
identi�ed based on cues� These are then utilised to adopt di�er�
ent interaction strategies� In BirdQuest� one solution would be to
maintain focus for discourse initiatives and drop focus for new task
initiatives� In the dialogue in Figure ����� U	� is to be considered
a new task initiative� whereas U	�b is not a new task initiative and
focus is maintained�

����� Unnecessary clari
cations

Since information extraction is used to populate the database with
information there can be holes in it� i�e� for some properties values
are missing due to shortcomings in the information extraction com�
ponent or lack of information in the original text source� This causes
unnecessary clari�cations� In the example in Figure ���� a more ap�
propriate answer to U	� would have been to give information about
size instead of making a clari�cation since there is no information
about plumage in the database�

U��� What does a mute swan look like�
S��� You can receive information about the size and plumage of a

Mute Swan� Please specify what you are interested in�
U��� What does the plumage of a mute swan look like�
S��� Information about eclipse plumage is missing for Mute Swan�

Information about winter plumage is missing for Mute Swan�
Information about summer plumage is missing for Mute Swan�
Information about breeding plumage is missing for Mute Swan�

Figure ����� An example of unnecessary clari�cation�
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The database has many such missing values as there often was no in�
formation in the information source� It is� thus� not possible to adopt
general dialogue strategies� for instance� for clari�cation requests� In�
stead� the domain knowledge base must be consulted to decide on a
proper dialogue strategy for each property�

InBirdQuest� the unnecessary clari�cations can be dealt with through
extended cooperation between the Dialogue Manager and the Do�
main Knowledge Manager� When a vague property is encountered�
the Dialogue Manager can send the request to the Domain Knowl�
edge Manager for information on suitable clari�cations� By traversal
of the ontology� the DKM can produce a set of sub�properties that
can be used to access the database� Should there be only a few
pieces of information these can be returned directly as an answer to
the request� Otherwise� the proper clari�cation is decided based on
the relation between the given property and the sub�properties that
produced the values�

Note� however� that such a strategy can violate the learning aspect
discussed below�

����� Partial and empty answers

A problem related to unnecessary clari�cations is how partial and
empty answers should be presented to the user when a vague property
has been mapped to several sub�properties� for example� Plumage in
S�� in the example above� or Size in the example in Figure �����

S�� You can receive information about the size and plumage of a
Magpie� Please specify what you are interested in�

U�� size
S�� Information about wingspan is missing for Magpie�

A Magpie has a length of �� cm from beak tip to tail�

Figure ����� An example of partial answers�
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In the case of empty answers� S�� above� an alternative could be
to just state that �Information about plumage is missing for mute
swan�� and for partial answers the sub�properties with missing infor�
mation could be omitted� However� including all the sub�properties
has a point in so far as it helps the user learn what type of informa�
tion the system can provide� A solution is to compromise and make
the system adaptive� This means that the �rst time a vague prop�
erty is mapped to a set of sub�properties� all of them are presented�
thereafter empty answers can be omitted�

����� Ontological interpretation failures

Some seemingly simple interpretation failures that have been tagged
as missing information in the lexicon are actually more complicated
and relate to the representation of domain knowledge in the ontology�
For example� users tend to ask what colour a speci�c bird is� see
U	 in Figure ������ However� in the bird encyclopaedia colour is
linked to the body parts of a bird� The complex relation between the
concept Bird and the property Colour via the body parts thus has to
be captured in the ontology so that this knowledge can be used for
interpretation and dialogue management�

U�� What colour is a blue tit�
S�� Failed to interpret the question� Please try again

Figure ����� An example of ontological interpretation failure�

With more information about how entity types and properties are
related� for example� through a chain of hypernym and meronym
relations� requests like U	 can be dealt with� Since a bird consists of
body parts and body parts have colours the missing link in the request
is a body part and based on this a clari�cation can be produced �A

�Many of the requests for appearance can be handled by presenting a picture
of the bird� However� the pictures in our bird encyclopaedia are copyrighted and
can therefore not be presented�
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bird has several colours for di�erent body parts� What part of the
blue tit are you interested in�

����� Questions outside database coverage

Users at the Open House often posed questions that were outside the
database coverage� A successful interpretation of such a request and
an appropriate response is seen in the dialogue in Figure �����

U�� What is the wingspan of an Albatross�
S�� There is no information on non	Nordic birds� The available birds

are listed in the menu �Birds a	�� Please try again

Figure ����� An example of questions outside database coverage�

The same strategy can be used to handle similar questions concerning
non�Nordic birds like canaries and ostriches� However� this would re�
quire the addition of information of non�Nordic birds to the ontology
collected from other sources than the bird encyclopedia�

Nevertheless� in most cases the requests concerned properties that
are not covered by the database but which users often ask about� for
example Weight and Flight�speed as in �How much does a Sea Gull
weigh� or �How fast can an Eagle �y�� The common response to
these types of questions were �Failed to interpret the question� Please
try again�� or� in some cases� a partial interpretation was made which
led to inappropriate responses� A more desirable response would be
to give more informative error messages and explain to the user that
it cannot answer questions about these topics�

The properties similar to those in the database� such as Weight�
Flight�speed� would be added to the ontology as user�oriented proper�
ties� Since the DKM always has to map these types of properties to
the system�oriented sub�properties before database access� the DKM
could conclude that� if a user�oriented property does not have any
user�oriented sub�properties� it is outside database coverage and an
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appropriate answer can be given� If these properties are related to
others� for example� Weight is a sub�property of Appearance� the sys�
tem can then even suggest some of the sibling properties� in this case�
Size and Plumage�

Another strategy is to have BirdQuest respond with help phrases
explaining how to pose valid requests� as is done in Targeted Help �Gor�
rell et al� ������ Targeted help is used for improving user behaviour
in speech interfaces� It utilises the SLM�based recognition and cat�
egorised help message templates to present targeted help when the
grammar�based recogniser fails� Thus� a system must learn the most
common types of mistakes� which in turn must be classi�ed to provide
a targeted help� Unfortunately� we do not yet have a large enough
BirdQuest corpus for such classi�cation�

��� Implications for ontology use in

dialogue systems

The development of BirdQuest and a question analysis module
show the potential of domain ontologies as domain knowledge sources
that support question analysis� dialogue management and domain
knowledge management� The evaluation illustrates how useful onto�
logical knowledge can be for disambiguation of questions� clari�cation
initiatives� and database access� It also points out other potential us�
ages for focus management� more intelligent clari�cations and helpful
error messages for questions outside the scope of the system�

These features will be developed and generalised to a framework for
ontology usage in dialogue systems� presented in Chapter 
�



Chapter �

A Framework for Use of

Ontologies in Dialogue

Systems

In this chapter� a framework for the use of ontologies in
information�providing dialogue systems is presented�

A framework for use of ontologies in dialogue systems� consisting of
an ontology speci�cation and algorithms for various functionalities
that can be provided by ontologies in information�providing dialogue
systems is presented in this chapter� The framework includes mod�
els for question analysis� models for dialogue management tasks and
models for domain knowledge management tasks�

The framework has been developed based on experiences with the
development and evaluation of BirdQuest� see Chapter �� and an
ontology designed for usage in dialogue systems� AnOntology� that
is the realisation of the design presented in Chapter ��

	��
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��� The AnOntology speci	cation

The AnOntology speci�cation is intended to be used for the cre�
ation of mixed ontologies that are natural language�oriented and pro�
vides semantic information for lexicons� as well as domain represen�
tation and reasoning in information�providing dialogue systems� It
includes all features necessary to support a variety of functionalities
in dialogue systems�

����� Design decisions

AnOntology includes the following design decisions� which are based
on the analysis presented in Chapter ��

Concepts Atomic concepts are chosen over concepts with internal
structure since they provide su�cient functionality and are less
complex to handle�

Attributes Local� instance� inherited and polymorphic attributes
are the basis since these are necessary in dialogue systems� Own
and class attributes that are useful in some domains� can be
speci�ed by inference rules if desired�

Facets of attributes Since type constraints are necessary� and de�
fault values and cardinality restrictions can be useful for many
tasks� these are supported� Operational de�nitions of values are
not included� but the framework should be possible to extend
with such de�nitions later�

Relations Binary relations are su�cient for the needs of information�
providing dialogue systems and are therefore chosen over n�ary
relations� Since atomic concepts are used� domain and range
restrictions that link the relations to the entity types are used�

Time and space Time and space are recommended to be treated
separately in their own ontologies and with inference rules that
can be used together with other ontologies�
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Taxonomy The taxonomy is expressed by axioms that link con�
cepts together with taxonomic relations� It is possible to have
single concepts� several distributed taxonomies� as well as one
common taxonomy� for instance a tree� There is no speci�c on�
tological back�bone with top�level distinctions but the modular
architecture allows several di�erent ontologies to be combined�
and thereby a backbone can be designed and reused �an exam�
ple of a meta�ontology is provided��

Inheritance Inheritance is speci�ed in de�nitions� which allow for
speci�cation of non�monotonic and multiple inheritance� The
meta�ontology described in Section
�	�� provides de�nitions for
simple monotonic inheritance�

Axioms No axioms are used since su�cient knowledge is provided
through the taxonomy�

Instances The type of instances allowed are individuals and facts�
which are represented in the KB�

Many of the guidelines presented in Section����� are aimed at the
knowledge engineering work during ontology capture and coding� but
some of them are related to the design of the framework� Guide�
line DG	 says that de�nitions should be based on identity criterions�
This is not directly implemented in AnOntology since de�nitions
are strings of text� This means that natural language descriptions
can be used� but more formal de�nitions are of course also allowed�
Guidelines DG� and DG� talk about di�erent kinds of entities and
roles�attributes� This is implemented in AnOntology through a
separation of entity types� properties and lexical items� For guide�
line DG	� most issues concerning naming concepts are left to the
knowledge engineer but polysemy is supported� while delimiters are
not allowed� only Alfa�numeric characters can be used� The guide�
lines concerning the taxonomic organisation� DG		 and DG	�� are
also considered� which means that entity types and properties are
organised in trees with disjoint categories� and multiple inheritance
is allowed� Guidelines for extendibility and maintenance� DG	� and
DG	�� are also considered� and extendibility and modularisation are
supported by AnOntology�
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����� Formal speci
cation

A formal speci�cation of AnOntology has been done and is used
for the algorithmic description of ontology usage in dialogue systems
presented in the following sections� The speci�cation includes three
parts� the ontology speci�cation that is general for a domain� the
knowledge base that is application�speci�c� and the lexicon that is
language� and application�speci�c�

A taxonomy is a structure hC� fRgii� where�

� C is a set of concepts� the universe of discourse� that names the
entities of a domain

� fRgi is a �nite family of relations where each Ri � C � C is a
relation expressing a partial ordering of the ontological entities

Let hC� fRgii be a taxonomy�

For every c� � C�

� GetSuperConceptsRi
	c�
 �� f c� j � hc�� c�i � Ri g

� GetSubConceptsRi
	c�
 �� f c� j � hc�� c�i � Ri g

De�nition �� An ontology is a structure O �� hC� Te� Tp� S� A� L� V i�
where�

� C � E � P is the universe of discourse� which is the union of
the two disjoint sets� entity types and properties

� Te is a taxonomy of entity types hE� fRgii

� Tp is a taxonomy of properties hP� fRgii � where P � Pr � Pa�
with two disjoint subsets� relations and attributes
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� Let Values be a set of primitive datatypes such as integers�
strings� and booleans� then

� S � Sr � Sa where

� Sr � Pr � E � E is a signature function that expresses
domain and range restrictions for relations

� Sa � Pa � E�V alues is a function that expresses domain
and range restrictions for attributes

� A � P � Pos � Pos is a function that expresses the signature
arity �cardinality� of a property�s range� where Pos is the set
of positive integers

� L is a set of labels that denote the various origins of elements
in C� for example� from the users or the system

� V � C � L is a function that maps a concept to a label that
expresses its origin

Operators on ontologies

Let hC� Te� Tp� S� A� L� V i be an ontology and �i a projection function
that maps a tuple on its ith element�

Let Ri be a relation in Te � hE� fRgii� For every e � E�

� GetSuperEntitytypesRi
	e
 �� GetSuperConceptsRi

	e


� GetSubEntitytypesRi
	e
 �� GetSuperConceptsRi

	e


Let Ri be a relation in Tp � hP� fRgii� For every p � P �

� GetSuperPropertiesRi
	p
 �� GetSuperConceptsRi

	p


� GetSubPropertiesRi
	p
 �� GetSubConceptsRi

	p


� GetPropertyDomain	p
 �� ��	S	p
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� GetPropertyRange	p
 �� ��	S	p



� GetMinCardinality	p
 �� ��	A	p



� GetMaxCardinality	p
 �� ��	A	p



For every c � C�

� GetV ocabulary	c
 �� V 	c


� GetPropertiesForDomain	c
 ��
f p � P j GetPropertyDomain	p
 � c g

� GetRelationsForRange	c
 ��
f p � P j GetPropertyRange	p
 � c g

For every c�� c� � C�

� GetRelations	c�� c�
 �� f p j � hc�� c�i � S	p
 g

De�nition � A Knowledge Base w�r�t� O is a structure hI� �E�F i�
where�

� I is a set called individuals �instances of entity types�

� �E � I � E is a relation expressing mapping of individuals to
entity types

� F is a set of facts �instances of properties� expressed as tuples

� hp� e�� e�i where he�� e�i � S	p


� hp� e� vi where he� vi � S	p


� hp� i�� i�i where �he�� e�i � S	p
 �
hi�� e�i � �E � hi�� e�i � �E

� hp� i� vi where �he� vi � S	p
 � hi� ei � �E
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Operators on knowledge bases

Let hC� Te� Tp� S� A� L� V i be an ontology where Te � hE� fRgii and
Tp � hP� fRgii� and hI� �E�F i a knowledge base�

For every i � I �

� GetConceptsOf	i
 �� f e j � hi� ei � �E g

For every e � E�

� GetInstances	e
 �� f i j � hi� ei � �E g

For every e � E and p � Pa�

� GetDefaultV alue	e� p
 �� f v j � hp� e� vi � F g

De�nition � A Lexicon w�r�t� O is a structure hI� �Ci� where�

� I is a set whose elements are called lexical items

� �C � S � C is a relation called lexical reference assignments

Operators on lexicons

Let hC� Te� Tp� S� A� L� V i be an ontology and hI� �Ci a lexicon�

For every i � I �

� GetConcepts	i
 �� f c j � hi� ci � �C g
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For every c � C�

� GetLexicalItems	c
 �� f i j � hi� ci � �C g

����� Meta�ontology

A complement to the AnOntology framework is a meta�ontology
that extends AnOntology with the most basic distinctions needed
in information�providing dialogue systems� such as various taxonomic
relations�

Taxonomy

The AnOntology framework di�erentiates between entity types
and properties� where properties are further divided into attributes
and relations� The meta�ontology extends these with distinctions be�
tween objects and events for entity types and de�nes a number of
taxonomic relations� These relations are based on traditional hy�
ponymic relations and some meronymic relations� The concepts are
named using only alfanumeric characters and in singular form� The
taxonomy is one common tree with no multiple inheritance� illus�
trated in Figure 
�	�

Inheritance

Inheritance is speci�ed by recursive de�nitions similar to the oper�
ators in Section 
�	��� To separate information held in the ontol�
ogy from that derived� new operators are introduced� for example
IsDomain	p�� e�
 corresponds to GetPropertyDomain	p�
 � e��

Since properties should be placed at the most general level �DG
�� it
most be possible to infer that they are applicable to sub�concepts� i�e�
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Figure 
�	� The taxonomy of the meta�ontology for AnOntology�

that properties are inherited downwards in the entity type taxonomy�
Properties should also be propagated to some type of parts from a
whole� for example� to a member from a collection�

Let hC� Te� Tp� S� A� L� V i be an ontology where Te � hE� fRgii and
Tp � hP� fRgii

For every p � P and e�� e� � E�

IsDomain	p� e�
 is true if and only if

	GetPropertyDomain	p
 � e�
 or
�he�� e�i � IsA � GetPropertyDomain	p
 � e�
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IsRange	p� e�
 is true if and only if

	GetPropertyRange	p
 � e�
 or
�he�� e�i � IsA � GetPropertyRange	p
 � e�

Values for attributes can also be inherited through similar speci�ca�
tions� These are especially useful if default values are used�

Let hC� Te� Tp� S� A� L� V i be an ontology where Te � hE� fRgii and
Tp � hP� fRgii and hI� �E�F i a knowledge base�

For every p � P � e�� e� � E and v � V �

IsDefaultV alue	e�� p� v
 is true if and only if

	GetDefaultV alue	e�� p
 � v
 or
�he�� e�i � IsA � GetDefaultV alue	e�� p
 � v

��� Ontology use in question analysis

Based on the AnOntology framework� robust question analysis can
be achieved� Robust techniques for syntactic partial parsing can be
combined with ontological analysis to create semantically consistent
interpretations of utterances in dialogue systems� The main function�
alities supported by the use of an ontology during interpretation are
the ability to disambiguate senses of words and phrases� i�e� to �nd
the intended ontological concept� and the ability to relate properties
to objects and events�

The syntactic analysis of user utterances results in a number of lexical
items� e�g� words and phrases� and links between these� A semantic
lexicon� described above� is accessed to map the lexical items to on�
tological entities� Since lexical items can be ambiguous� i�e� they are
mapped to a set of concepts� these need to be disambiguated� i�e� one
concept has to be chosen over the others� This is done in two steps�
where properties and entity types are treated separately�
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����� Disambiguation of properties

The semantic interpretation of an utterance results in four sets of
concepts� a set of unambiguous properties� P� a set of ambiguous
properties that can be further divided into subsets with the alterna�
tives for each ambiguous lexical item� AP ) #AP	� AP������APn$� a
set of unambiguous entity types and values� E� and a set of ambiguous
entity types that can be further divided into subsets with the alter�
natives for each ambiguous lexical item� AE ) #AE	� AE������AEn$�
For disambiguation of properties E and AE are joined to form one
set of entity types�

Ambiguous interpretations of properties are resolved by the iterative
application of an algorithm to the subsets APi in AP� described in
Figure 
���

Domain and range restrictions are used together with the links pro�
duced by the syntactic analysis� to test which of the alternatives of an
ambiguous property that can be related to the entity types provided�
Thus� the alternative that is most semantically coherent with the rest
of the utterance will be chosen�

The algorithm consists of several levels where restrictions are relaxed
for each level� The results are ranked corresponding to their mo�
tivation in terms of present information� and the �rst receives the
highest rank� Thus� the alternative with the highest rank is the most
semantically consistent with the rest of the utterance and should be
chosen over the others� The algorithm returns a list with all the re�
sults� if however� several alternatives of the same rank are produced
�ExistSeverlOfHighestRank�� a clari�cation is returned instead�
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DisambiguateProperty�APi� Set of ambiguous properties�

E� Set of entity types� L� Set of links�

for all p in APi do

for all e� in E do

for all e� in E do

if �AreRelated�p�e��e�� and �e� �� e�� and

��p�e�� in L� and ��p�e�� in L��

then add p with rank � to Result

else if �AreRelated�p�e��e�� and �e� �� e�� and

��p�e�� in L��

then add p with rank � to Result

else if �AreRelated�p�e��e���

then add p with rank � to Result

else if �IsDomain�p�e���

then add p with rank 	 to Result

if �ExistSeveralOfHighestRank�Result��

then return clarification�APi� AmbiguousProperty� Result�

else return Result

areRelated�p� Property� e�� Entity Type� e�� Entity Type�

if ��IsDomain�p�e�� and IsRange�p�e��� or

�IsRange�p�e�� and IsDomain�p�e����

then return TRUE

else return FALSE

Figure 
��� The algorithm for ontological disambiguation of proper�
ties�

For example� as mentioned before� �live� is an ambiguous lexical item
that can be mapped to both the attribute OldestAge and the relation
Distribution� For the utterance �Where do mute swans live� the
syntactic analysis produces the following sets of concepts and links�
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E� 
�O�� SpatialObject� EXIST��

�O�� BirdSpecies� MuteSwans�

AP� 

�P�� OldestAge� ����� �P�� Distribution� ����

P� 


Links� 

P�� O�� 
P�� O�

The properties derived from �live� is disambiguated by the algorithm�
Since AreRelated�Distribution BirdSpecies SpatialObject�

and the property and the entity types are linked� Distribution is added
to the result with rank 	� Since IsDomain�OldestAge BirdSpecies�

and the property is linked to the entity type� OldestAge is also added
to the result with rank �� Thus� Distribution will be chosen over
OldestAge since it has a higher rank�

����� Disambiguation of entity types

Entity types are disambiguated in a way very similar to properties�
This time the algorithm is iteratively applied to the subsets AEi in
AE� described in Figure 
��� P is extended with the results from the
disambiguation of AP� Domain and range restrictions are used in a
similar way to �nd out what entity type that corresponds to the given
properties� The algorithm is almost identical but includes one extra
level� If there is no provided property that links any of the entity
types� but there exists such a property in the ontology� a semantic
coupling between the ambiguous entity type and another entity type
has been found and the ambiguous entity type is added to the result�
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DisambiguateEntitytype�P� Set of properties�

AEi� Set of ambiguous entity types�

E� Complement set of AE� L� Set of links�

for all e� in AE do

for all e� in E do

for all p in P do

if �AreRelated�p�e�� and ��p�e�� in L� and ��p�e�� in L��

then add e� with rank � to Result

else if �AreRelated�p�e��e�� and ��p�e�� in L��

then add e� with rank � to Result

else if �AreRelated�p�e��e���

then add e� with rank � to Result

else if �IsDomain�p�e���

then add e� with rank 	 to Result

else if �GetRelations�e��e�� �� NULL�

then add e� with rank � to Result

if �ExistSeveralOfHighestRank�Result��

then return clarification�AEi� AmbiguousEntitytype� Result�

else return Result

Figure 
��� The algorithm for ontological disambiguation of entity
types�

Names of entities can be ambiguous� for example� in the SVT Text
multi�domain �Link�ping� can refer to both a city and a hockey team�
The question �How did Link�ping do in the hockey game� will result
in the following semantic interpretation�
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P� 
�A�� Result� ����

AE� 
�O�� City� Link�ping��

�O�� HockeyTeam� LHC�

E� 
�O�� HockeyGame� EXIST�

Links� 

O��A�
O��A�

Since GetRelations�HockeyGame HockeyTeam� results in the non�
empty set #Participate$� LHC is added to Result with rank �� This
is the only result and thus it will be chosen� and the ambiguity is
resolved�

����� Relating entity types and properties

When the ambiguous entity types and properties have been resolved
and two unambiguous sets of properties and entity types have been
produced� it remains to relate these� An algorithm similar to those
used for disambiguation is utilised for this purpose� see Figure 
���

If two entity types or one entity type and one value in the set E
can be related to a property in P� i�e� domain and range restrictions
are ful�lled� this relationship is added to the result� If only one
entity type of the right domain for a property is available the missing
entity or value type is collected from the ontology and the relationship
added to the result� This is often the case when the user has asked
a question� in this case the added information corresponds to the
expected answer type�

The next step is to add properties that are indicated by the presence
of two entity or value types� This happens when vague expression
are used that cannot be mapped to a property during interpretation�
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RelateEntitytypesAndProperties�P� Set of properties�

E� Set of entity types�

L� Set of links�

for all p in P do

for all e� in E do

for all e� in E do

if �AreRelated�p�e��e�� and �e� �� e�� and

��p�e�� in L� and ��p�e�� in L��

then add �p�e��e�� with rank � to Result

else if �AreRelated�p�e��e�� and �e� �� e�� and

��p�e�� in L��

then add �p�e��e�� with rank � to Result

else if �AreRelated�p�e��e���

then add �p�e��e�� with rank � to Result

else if �IsDomain�p�e���

then for all e� in getRange�p�e�� do

add �p�e��e�� and �e�� exist� with rank 	 to Result

else if �getProperties�e��e�� �� NULL�

then for all p� in getProperties�e�� e�� do

add �p��e��e�� with rank � to Result

return Result

Figure 
��� The algorithm for ontological relating of entity types and
properties�

For example� the question �Are there any nature�programs or science�
programs tonight�� produces the structure�

�O�� Nature�program� EXIST�

�O�� Science�program� EXIST�

�O�� TimeIntervall� TONIGHT�
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Two instances of the relation TemporalRestrict are inferred� since it
has the domain TV�program and the range TemporalObject�

�R�� TemporalRestrict� O��O��

�R�� TemporalRestrict� O��O��

The number of levels in the algorithm that are used can be adapted
to the context in which the analysis is done� For example� in dia�
logue systems the last step� where properties can be added� might
be unnecessary since fragmentary input should be allowed� Another
choice is whether to further process questions that cannot be fully
interpreted� i�e� all properties and entity types cannot be related� In
a dialogue system� other modules may be able to compensate for this�
for example� a Dialogue Manager can ask a clari�cation question or
a Domain Knowledge Manager can derive missing information�

��� Ontology use in dialogue management

For dialogue management� the ontology can be used for resolving
anaphora� resolving ellipsis� contextual interpretations and clari�ca�
tions�

The dialogue management models described here rely on a represen�
tation of the dialogue history� DH� that utilises the same type of con�
tent representation as presented in Section ����	� i�e� entity types are
described in tuples �Id Name Instance�Quantifier� and proper�
ties in tuples �Id Name� Arg��Arg��� When used in the algorithms
a property or an entity type usually refers to the name� otherwise the
tuple is indicated explicitly� The dialogue history also includes in�
formation on syntactic and pragmatic features of user and system
utterances� In the BirdQuest and the �traf systems� the dialogue
histories were implemented as dialogue trees but other representa�
tions� such as stacks or lists� can also be used�
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����� Resolving anaphora

The resolution of anaphora deals with expressions like he� she� it�
they and them� Typically� a question contains one of these expres�
sions and a property� for example� �What do they eat� or �When
does it start�� The resolution is done using a combination of syn�
tactic and ontological information on domain and range restrictions
to �nd a suitable referent from the dialogue history� described by the
algorithm in Figure 
��� The syntactic information is used to check
for agreement �CheckSyntacticFeatures�� for example� in number
and gender�

The entity type referent typically only indicates the syntactic fea�
tures� for example� that the number for �it� is singular� The list of
entity types retrieved from the dialogue history is ordered with the
most recent �rst in the list� and it contains information on syntactic
features as well as the ontological concept� If there are several entity
types present in a turn they are grouped together as a set� Thus� the
list of possible referents� E� from the dialogue history consists of sets
of entity types�

The following dialogue illustrates the need for ontological knowledge
to resolve anaphora�

U	� Where do mute swans live
S�� ���
U�� How many eggs do they lay
S�� ���
U�a� What do they eat
U�b� What do they look like
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ResolveAnaphora�r� entity type reference� p� Property�

E� List of sets of entity types from DH�

for all E� in E do

for all e in E� do

if ��CheckSyntacticFeatures�r� e�� and

�IsDomain�p� e� or IsRange�p� e���

then add e to Result

if �NumOfElements�Result� � ��

then return clarification�r� AmbiguousReferent� Result�

else if �Result �� NULL�

then return Result

return error�r� UnresolvedAnaphora�

Figure 
��� The algorithm for ontological resolution of anaphora�

As described above� the �rst utterance� U	� is disambiguated and
results in the interpretation�

�O�� SpatialObject� EXIST�

�O�� BirdSpecies� Eagles�

�R�� Distribution� O��O��

When U� is analysed� a partial interpretation is found�

�O�� Egg� EXIST�

�R�� LayEgg� ��O��

�A�� NumberOf� O��V��

�V�� Number� EXIST�

To resolve the referent �they� the dialogue history is traversed� Since
IsDomain�LayEgg BirdSpecies� is true and the syntactic feature
of �they� and �eagles� corresponds� Eagle is added as a referent�
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If U�a is asked next the following partial interpretation is produced�

�A�� Appearance� O��V��

�V�� String� EXIST�

The entity types from the dialogue history are inspected to �nd a suit�
able referent to �they�� Since both �eagles� and �eggs� have compatible
syntactic features and ful�l the domain restrictions of Appearance
both will be added as possible referents� and a clari�cation is posed�
clarification��they� AmbiguousReferent �Eagle Egg���

If U�b was posed instead� a unique referent could have been found�
Since IsDomain�Feed BirdSpecies� is true the complete interpre�
tation after anaphora resolution would have been�

�A�� Feed� O��V��

�O�� BirdSpecies� Eagles�

�V�� String� EXIST�

This fully speci�ed request can then be sent to the Domain Knowledge
Manager for retrieval of an answer�

����� Resolving ellipsis

Elliptical utterances are common in dialogue systems� In such the
user only provides partial information� for example� an entity type� a
property or a value� For example the user can pose a question �Which
swans live in Sweden and then ask �crows� and mean �Which crows
live in Sweden�� Such utterances can often be resolved from the
previous discourse� Thus� for a property the entity type should be
inherited from the discourse and vice versa� Depending on what has
been provided by the user di�erent algorithms are used�
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ResolveEllipsis�e� Entity Type�

P� List of sets of properties from DH�

for all P� in P do

for all �p�arg��arg�� in P� do

if �IsDomain�p� e� and not IsRange�p� e��

then add �p�e�arg�� to Result

else if �IsRange�p� e� and not IsDomain�p� e��

then add �p�arg��e� to Result

else if �IsRange�p� e� and IsDomain�p� e��

then return clarification�p� AmbiguousDomainOrRange� e�

if �NumOfElements�Result� � ��

then return clarification�e� AmbiguousProperty� Result�

else if �Result �� NULL�

then return Result

return error�e� UnresolvedEllipsis�

Figure 
��� The algorithm for ontological resolution of ellipsis where
only an entity type has been provided�

For entity types� a property that has the entity type as either domain
or range is sought� Similarly to resolution of anaphora� the list of
properties from the dialogue history is an ordered list of sets� If
several properties match the entity type a clari�cation is produced�
This is also the case if a property is found for which the entity type
ful�ls both the domain or range restriction� as shown in Figures 
���
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The algorithm can be illustrated by the following dialogue excerpt�

U	� What owls live in Sweden
S�� ���
U�a� waterfowl
U�b� Norway

The �rst utterance� U	� results in�

�O�� Family� Owls�

�O�� Country� Sweden�

�R�� Distribution� O��O��

If U	 is followed by U�a the algorithm resolves it in the following
way� Since IsDomain�Distribution BirdSpecies� is true� Owls
is replaced by Waterfowl and the property and second entity type�
Sweden� is inherited� resulting in�

�O�� Family� Waterfowl�

�O�� Country� Sweden�

�R�� Distribution� O��O��

If U	 is followed by U�b� IsRange�Distribution Country� would
be ful�lled and the result would be�

�O�� Country� Norway�

�O�� Family� Owls�

�R�� Distribution� O��O��

Elliptical properties are more straightforward to deal with� The di�
alogue history is traversed to �nd an entity type that matches the
domain of the property� see Figure 
�
�
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ResolveEllipsis�p� Property�

E� List of sets of entity types from DH�

for all E� in E do

for all e in E� do

if �IsDomain�p� e��

then add e to Result

if �NumOfElements�Result� � ��

then return clarification�p� AmbiguousEntitytype� Result�

else if �Result �� NULL�

then return Result

return error�p� UnresolvedEllipsis�

Figure 
�
� The algorithm for ontological resolution of ellipsis where
only a property has been provided�

The algorithm in Figure 
�
 can be illustrated by the following dia�
logue excerpt�

U	� What do crows eat
S�� ���
U�� and look like

Utterance U� is interpreted as the attribute Appearance� Crows can be
retrieved from the dialogue history and since IsDomain�Appearance
BirdSpecies�� �O� BirdSpecies Crows� is added to form a com�
plete request that can be sent to the Domain Knowledge Manager for
further processing�

When a value is provided� cardinality restrictions are used to decide if
it should replace or be added to the old� If the maximum cardinality
is 	 or if the maximum number of values are reached� then the value
should be replaced� otherwise added� see Figure 
���
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ResolveEllipsis�v�� Value�

A� List of sets of attributes from DH�

for all A� in A do

for all �a�e�v� in A� do

if �IsRange�a� v���

then if �GetMaxCardinality�a� � NumOfElements�v��

then add v� to �a�e�v� and add to Result

else if ��GetMaxCardinality�a� � �� or

�GetMaxCardinality�a� � NumOfElements�v��

then add �a�e�v�� to Result

if �NumOfElements�Result� � ��

then return clarification�v�� AmbiguousAttribute� Result�

else if �Result �� NULL�

then return Result

return error�v�� UnresolvedEllipsis�

Figure 
��� The algorithm for ontological resolution of ellipsis where
only a value has been provided�

The use of the algorithm is exempli�ed by�

U	� What birds have a wingspan of �� cm
S�� ���
U�� 	m

The �rst request is interpreted as�

�O�� BirdSpecies� ALL�

�A�� Wingspan�O��V��

�V�� Measure� ��cm�
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The interpretation of U� produces a new value� �V� Measure ���cm��
This value replace the old since IsRange�Wingspan Measure� is
true and GetMaxCardinality�Wingspan� � ��

�O�� BirdSpecies� ALL�

�A�� Wingspan�O��V��

�V�� Measure� ���cm�

����� Contextual interpretation

Contextual interpretation is similar to ellipsis resolution� it involves
the integration of the new information provided by the user with old
information from the discourse� This step relies on a task model
that describes the entity types and properties that should be spec�
i�ed to form a complete request� for example� an ISF that speci�es
what properties are required� as described in Chapter �� This can be
represented as a list or set of properties that speci�es the required
parameters in terms of missing objects� Below is an example of a
task model for a bus trip speci�cation�


�O�� Trip� EXIST��

�R�� ArrivaLoc� O�����

�R�� DepartureLoc� O�����

�R�� ArrivalTime� O�����

�R	� DepartureTime� O�����

�R�� TrafficTypeRestrict� O�����

�R�� BusLineRestrict� O����

Contextual interpretation involves several steps� First� answers to
clari�cation questions need to be integrated with the information
from the questions� For example� if the system asks for the value of
a property� and the user replies with only an entity type� then they
are coupled if the range restriction of the property is ful�lled by the
entity type� The algorithm is shown in Figure 
���
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IntegrateAnswerAndQuestion�p� property� e� entity type�

if �IsRange�p�e��

then return �p���e�

else return error�p� NoMatchingEntity�

Figure 
��� The algorithm for integration of answers to clari�cation
questions�

ContextualInterpretation�p� Property� arg� Argument to p�

T� Task model�

for all �p��arg��arg�� in T do

if �p � p��

then replace �p��arg��arg� in T and add arg to T

return T

ContextualInterpretation�e� entity type� T� Task model�

P �� GetPropertiesWithRange�T� e�

if �NumOfElements�P� � ��

then replace �p��arg��arg� in T and add arg to T

return T

else if �NumOfElements�P� � ��

P� �� GetPropertiesWithMissingEntity�P�

if �NumOfElements�P�� � ��

then replace �p��arg��arg� in T and add arg to T

return T

else return clarification�e� AmbiguousRelationToProperty� P�

else return error�e� NoMatchingProperties�

Figure 
�	�� The algorithms for contextual interpretation�
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After that the contextual interpretation proceeds with integration of
the provided information into the task model� If both a property and
an entity type are available� the integration is straightforward� if the
property is a part of the task model the information in the task model
is replaced by the information provided by the user� If only an entity
type is available� all properties with matching range are retrieved
from the task model � �GetPropertiesWithRange�� If there is only one
with the right range restriction� the entity type is inserted in the task
model� If there are several possible properties to attach the entity
type to� a clari�cation is posed� If there are no properties an error
message is returned� The error message has to be handled by the
Dialogue Manager� and it can indicate several things� for example�
that the user has shifted focus and a new task has been initiated� or
that the user has been uncooperative� The algorithms are shown in
Figure 
�	��

The last step is to add default values� If there is a property with a
missing entity type for the range� a default value can be added from
the ontology� The algorithm is shown in Figure 
�		�

AddDefaultValues�T� Task model�

for all �p��arg��arg�� in T do

if ��arg� � NULL� and IsDefaultValue�arg�� p�� v� and

�v �� NULL��

then replace �p��arg��v�� in T

return T

Figure 
�		� The algorithm for addition of default values�

The algorithms for contextual interpretation are illustrated by the
dialogue excerpt below�

U	� I want to go to Norrk�ping at noon
S�� From where do you want to leave
U�� the University by express bus
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The �rst utterance results in the following interpretation�

�O��Trip�EXIST��

�R�� ArrivaLoc� O��O���

�R�� DepartureTime� O��O���

�O�� Area� Norrk�ping�

�O�� TimePoint� Noon�

Since it concerns a Trip� a task model for trips is created� The infor�
mation provided by the user can be integrated into the task model
since the objects Area and TimePoint match the range restrictions
SpatialObject and TemporalObject of the relations ArrivalLoc and Ar�
rivalTime� Default values for Tra�cTypeRestrict and BusLineRestrict
are also collected from the ontology and integrated into the task
model�


�O�� Trip� EXIST��

�R�� ArrivaLoc� O�����

�R�� DepartureLoc� O��O���

�R�� ArrivalTime� O�����

�R	� DepartureTime� O��O���

�R�� TrafficTypeRestrict� O��O	��

�R�� BusLineRestrict� O��O��

�O�� Area� Norrk�ping�

�O�� TimePoint� Noon�

�O	� TrafficType� ALL�

�O�� BusLine� ALL�

The answer� U�� to the clari�cation question posed by the system�
U�� is interpreted as�

�O�� Location� University�

�O�� TrafficType� ExpressBus�

The �rst step in the contextual interpretation of this is to match
the object University in the answer to the property DepartureLoc
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in the question� This can be done since IsRange�DepartureLoc

Location� is true� Next� the produced property and entity type pair
is integrated into the task model� Tra�cType has no property associ�
ated with it� but since there is only one property in the task model of
the right range� it can also be integrated into the task model� resulting
in�


�O�� Trip�EXIST��

�R�� ArrivaLoc� O������

�R�� DepartureLoc� O��O���

�R�� ArrivalTime� O�����

�R	� DepartureTime� O��O���

�R�� TrafficTypeRestrict� O��O���

�R�� BusLineRestrict� O��O��

�O�� Area� Norrk�ping�

�O�� TimePoint� Noon�

�O�� BusLine� ALL�

�O�� Location� University�

�O�� TrafficType� ExpressBus�

Based on the task model the next step is to ask the user for an arrival
time�

����� Clari
cations

If the user has indicated a focus shift and only provided a partial re�
quest� or if the ellipsis resolution fails� a clari�cation request should
be presented to the user� To be helpful� the clari�cation should indi�
cate the type of appropriate answer� This means that if an entity type
has been provided� the suitable properties should be indicated� and
vice versa� This is done by GetPropertiesForDomain�Entitytype�

or GetPropertyDomain�Property�� respectively�
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��� Domain knowledge management

Domain knowledge management involves the veri�cation and trans�
formation of requests� and reasoning about answers�

����� Veri
cation of requests

The �rst step is to verify that the request is valid for database access�
i�e� to decide if there is any information for the entity types and
properties related to the answer type in the data base� This is decided
based on the vocabulary of the concept in the ontology� The labels
used for the vocabulary are used to indicate the origin of a concept�
and here system�oriented means that it is a database concept� If it is
user�oriented and is a leaf node� then it cannot be used for data base
access and a helpful error message should be sent to the user instead�
A proposal implemented by the algorithms in Figure 
�	� is to look for
related concepts for which there is information available and suggest
these as alternatives� This is done by traversing the ontology moving
one step up and then down again to �nd all sibling concepts� These
are inspected and if suitable added as possible alternatives�

For example� the question �How much does a Sea Gull weigh� pro�
duces the following interpretation�

�P�� Weight� O��V��

�O�� BirdSpecies� SeaGull�

�V�� Measure� EXIST�

Since GetVocabulary�Weight� � USER and there are no sub�concepts
ofWeight� the siblings Length andWingspan are retrieved based on the
existence of a common super�concept Size� Both Length andWingspan
have vocabulary SYSTEM and thus they are added to Alternatives� and
a clari�cation is constructed� clarification�Weight OutsideDB

�Length Wingspan��
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VerifyRequest�C� Set of concepts�

for all c� in C do

if ��GetVocabulary�c�� � USER� and �GetSubConcepts�c�� � NULL��

then for all c� in GetSuperConcepts�c�� do

add GetSubConcepts�c�� to Siblings

for all c� in Siblings do

if ��GetVocabulary�c�� � SYSTEM� or

��GetVocabulary�c�� � USER� and

�GetSubConcepts�c�� �� NULL���

then add c� to Alternatives

if �Alternatives �� NULL�

then return clarification�c�� OutsideDB� Alterantives�

else return error�c�� OutsideDB�

Figure 
�	�� The algorithm for veri�cation of a request�

����� Transformation of properties

To transform the properties for database access� the ontology must
be accessed to decide if a property is vague and has to be mapped to
a more speci�c� In such cases the sub�properties are collected and if
necessary� the request is partitioned into several object and property
pairs� and each is used to collect the requested information from
various data bases� The algorithm for this is described in Figure 
�	�

For example� the request �What does a waterfowl look like� is in�
terpreted as�

�O�� Family� Waterfowl�

�A�� Apperance� O��V��

�V�� String� EXIST�

When Appearance is transformed the sub�properties Size and Plumage
are retrieved from the ontology� and since both of these have vocab�
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TransformProperty�p� Property�

if �GetVocabulary�p� � USER�

then for all p� in GetSubProperties�p� do

if �GetVocabulary�p�� � SYSTEM�

then add p� to NewProperties

else add p� to Alternatives

if �NewProperties �� NULL�

then return NewProperties

else if �Alternatives �� NULL�

then return clarification�p� VagueProperty� Alterantives�

else return error�p� OutsideDB�

else return 
p

Figure 
�	�� The algorithm for transformation of a request with a
vague property�

ulary USER they are added to Alternatives� and a clari�cation is posed�
clarification�Appearance VagueProperty �Size Plumage��

����� Transformation of entity types

For entity types the database holds information for instances� so if
the user has requested information about a certain property for an
instance� the domain and range restrictions are tested to see if they
match� If the entity types do not correspond� the taxonomy is tra�
versed in order to �nd a sub�entity type of the right type� and then
the knowledge base is accessed to �nd instances of these� The new
instances are tested to see if they are taxonomically related to the
original instance� The algorithm for this is described in Figure 
�	�
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TransformEntitytype�e� Entity Type� i� Instance of e� p� Property�

If �GetDomain�p� �� e�

then for all e� in GetSubEntitytypes�e� do

if �GetDomain�p� � e��

then add e� to NewEntitytypes

for all ne in NewEntitytypes do

for all i� in GetInstances�ne� do

if �i� Hyponym i�

then add i� to NewInstances

if �NewInstances �� NULL�

then add �ne� ni� to Alternatives

if �NumOfElements�Alternatives� � N�

then return clarification�i� VagueEntitytype� Alternatives�

else if �Alternatives �� NULL�

then return Alternatives

else return error�i� OutsideDB�

else return 
e

Figure 
�	�� The algorithm for transformation of a request with a
vague entity type�

For example� in the request �What does a waterfowl look like��
Waterfowl is of the entity type Family� and GetDomain�Appearance�

is not� Thus� the sub�entity types of Family are collected from the
ontology� This set only contains BirdSpecies� and thus all the in�
stances of this entity type that are also hypernyms of Waterfowl
are retrieved from the knowledge base� Since there are too many
instances� a clari�cation is produced� clarification�Waterfowl
VagueEntitytype �Barnacle Goose ��� Gadwall��
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����� Reasoning about answers

In combination with transformation of requests� reasoning about an�
swers is needed� Since a request can result in several new requests�
but there are not necessarily answers to all of them� the database
access can result in three situations� no answer is found� a suitable
number of answers are retrieved� or too many answers are found� In
the �rst case� a new transformation of the request can be attempted
using algorithms 
�	� and 
�	�� If there are too many answers� i�e�
more than suitable for presentation in the media used in the dia�
logue system� a clari�cation should be initiated� The algorithms for
reasoning on this is described in �gures 
�	� and 
�	��

InspectAnswers�e� Original entity type� i� Instance of e�

p� Original property�

NP� Set of derived properties�

for all np in NP do

add AccessDB�e�i�np� to DBAnswers

if �NumOfElements�DBAnswers� � ��

then for all np in NP do

add TransformProperty�np� to NP�

if �NP� �� NULL�

InspectAnswers�e� i� p� NP��

else if �NumOfElements�DBAnswers� � N�

then return clarification�p� VageProperty� NP�

else return DBAnswers

Figure 
�	�� The algorithm for reasoning about answers based on a
vague property�
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InspectAnswers�e� Original entity type� i� Instance of E�

p� Original property� NE� Set of derived entity types�

for all �ne�ni� in NE do

add AccessDB�ne� ni� p� to DBAnswers

if �NumOfElements�DBAnswers� � ��

then for all �ne�ni� in NE do

add TransformEntitytype�ne� ni�p� to NE�

if �NE� �� NULL�

InspectAnswers�e� i� p� ne��

else if �NumOfElements�DBAnswers� � N�

then return clarification�e� VageEntitytype� NE�

return DBAnswers

Figure 
�	�� The algorithm for reasoning about answers based on a
vague entity type�

��� Summary

The framework for the use of ontologies in information�providing dia�
logue systems provides algorithms for the tasks necessary to achieve a
natural and graceful interaction� User utterances can be robustly in�
terpreted since the ontology supports word sense disambiguation and
methods to move from partial to full interpretations� Dialogue man�
agement is improved since ontological�based resolution of anaphora
and ellipsis give better results than syntax�based� Ontological con�
textual interpretation allows for �exible task management and clari�
�cations can be more helpful� Domain knowledge management with
veri�cation and transformation of requests can map user concepts to
system concepts� and gives better error message if it fails to retrieve
the information�
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The framework is intended as a support for the development of dia�
logue systems where the algorithms deemed necessary can be imple�
mented using an ontology� The ontology design that supports this
framework� AnOntology� has been implemented in Java with an
API that includes the minimal set of operators needed� The module
is thus straightforward to use� it is however possible to use other on�
tology tools in the framework as long as they support the same type
of functionality�



Chapter �

Summary and future

work

This chapter summarises the results presented in the thesis
and discusses some future directions in work with ontologies
and dialogue systems�

The goal of the work presented in this thesis has been to investi�
gate how ontologies can facilitate the development of information�
providing dialogue systems with capabilities for domain knowledge
reasoning and high portability� To achieve this goal an approach
that combine analysis and synthesis of issues concerning design of
ontologies used in dialogue systems with practical work on design
and construction of dialogue applications that perform domain rea�
soning using ontologies� has been utilised�

The results are mainly of a theoretical character and include a re�
quirements analysis of ontology design and a framework for usage of
ontologies in information�providing dialogue systems� The results il�
lustrate the potential of ontologies as domain knowledge sources that
support portable and knowledge�rich approaches to interpretation� di�

	
�
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alogue management� and domain knowledge management in dialogue
systems� They are useful for the research community and the indus�
try who develop dialogue systems that utilise ontological knowledge
in some form� The character of the results also make them suitable
as a stepping stone for further theoretical and practical research in
this area�

In this chapter the research issues that has been addressed and the
related contributions are summarised and discussed� Some interesting
future research issues are also presented�


�� Issues and contribution

What type of functionality in dialogue systems can ontolo�
gies support�

An analysis of existing dialogue systems that utilise ontologies� pre�
sented in Chapter �� revealed that ontologies can support interpreta�
tion of questions and requests� where ontological knowledge is used
primarily for disambiguation� and dialogue management� speci�cally
reference resolution� clari�cations and contextual interpretations�

In the new framework for use of ontologies in information�providing
dialogue systems� presented in Chapter 
� these functions were imple�
mented along with support for transformation of partial to full inter�
pretations� ellipsis resolution in dialogue management� and domain
knowledge management functionality� i�e� veri�cation and transfor�
mation of requests and reasoning on answers� A primary function for
domain knowledge management is also to give helpful error messages
or clari�cation requests if database access fails�
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How can ontologies be incorporated in a dialogue system
framework to support high portability�

A speci�cation of the ontology functionality in terms of general oper�
ators and a modular architecture of the ontology allows for usage of
ontological knowledge in several dialogue system tasks� as described
by the algorithms in Chapter 
� with high portability� For a new
domain� declarative knowledge in terms of an ontology� a knowledge
base� and a database can be plugged in�

How should ontologies be designed to support the domain
reasoning necessary in dialogue systems�

A compilation of design choices and design guidelines in the ontology
research area made from the point of view of design of ontologies for
dialogue systems� were presented in Chapter �� These were then� in
Chapter �� analysed for various tasks in dialogue systems� interpre�
tation� dialogue management� and domain knowledge management�
based on empirical investigations of existing dialogue systems and
corpora� The result was a design speci�cation of ontologies that are
to be used in dialogue systems� Chapter 
�

How can ontologies be developed to capture and integrate
di�erent views of a domain�

In Chapter �� the development of an integrated ontology that cap�
tured both user and system conceptualisations was presented� In
this case the merging of the di�erent conceptualisations to create a
shared domain ontology was rather straightforward� As user con�
ceptualisations di�er due to variations in interest and knowledge of
the domain� more sophisticated methods for integration of ontologies
might be required� It is possible that merging into one ontology is
not possible and that it will rather be a question of mapping between
several ontologies�
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�� Future work

There are many areas and issues in which to continue the work� for
instance re�nement of guidelines� methods and tools for design and
development� and various aspects of use of ontologies in dialogue
systems and other related NLP areas� Here I will mention three in
particular� corpora�based development of ontologies� integration of
Information Extraction in information�providing dialogue systems�
and the use of ontologies in various types of dialogue systems

����� Corpora�based development of ontologies

A survey of existing development methods and tools was presented
in Chapter �� Most of these relies on the work being carried out
by an experienced knowledge engineer� or a community of users that
can provide the domain knowledge� In NLP� an important source for
information is corpora of various types� To make the development
more e�cient and �exible� corpora�based tools should be investigated�
The use of corpora as a source for ontological knowledge also support
portability� and simple maintenance and update in dynamic domains�

����� Use of ontologies for Information
Extraction in dialogue systems

As stated in Chapter � much information today is available in un�
structured documents rather than databases� A future direction in
information�providing dialogue systems is therefore to integrate infor�
mation extraction techniques that can mine the requested information
on the �y� similar to how answers are retrieved in Q"A systems� The
ontology in dialogue systems that integrate information extraction
might need extended functionality to also support the information
extraction tasks�



�� Future work �	�

����� Use of ontologies in dialogue systems

The design requirements and the framework that have been presented
in this thesis are aimed at dialogue systems that provide information�
but many of the tasks� especially interpretation and dialogue man�
agement� are also applicable for other types of dialogue systems� such
as problem solving� It is therefore interesting to take these as a start�
ing point for future investigations of functionality of ontologies used
for other tasks than retrieval and presentation of information�
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